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ABSTRACT 
Francesco Bratos: Italian Crime Fiction and the Global Penal State 
(Under the direction of Serenella Iovino) 
 
This dissertation analyzes contemporary Italian crime fiction’s success, relating it to the penal 
system’s growing centrality in the Italian (and global) political, social, and cultural scene. Although 
crime literature’s great popularity is commonly accepted as a fact, literary criticism has rarely 
examined the reasons for this long-standing success. Combining an analysis of the Italian publishing 
market and a study of some socio-cultural dynamics that have affected the world of politics, the 
judiciary, and the media in the last thirty-forty years of Italian history, this dissertation tries to 
explain the fortune of crime fiction abandoning purely stylistic, psychologizing and sociologizing 
approaches. In this sense, crime fiction is seen as a point of contact between instances and powers 
capable of shedding light on some critical dynamics of contemporary Italian society, such as social 
fears, the institutional clash between state powers, the media’s role in modern trials. It emerges that 
crime fiction, being an enormously varied and profoundly flexible genre, is directly related to all 
these aspects. Although this link with reality influences a large part of contemporary crime fiction 
production, it is particularly evident in the work of many real-life magistrates, police officers, and 
investigative journalists who have turned into successful crime fiction writers. The composite 
universe of crime fiction seems to be unified by a shared intent: the search for truth, be it historical, 
political, or judicial. After all, the root of this type of literature’s success could lie precisely in its 
ability to respond to this too often ignored primary need. 
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A relentless fascination for crime has always traversed contemporary Italian literature. From 
Umberto Eco’s postmodern masterpiece Il nome della rosa (1980) to Roberto Saviano’s Gomorra (2006) 
crime characterizes a vast and heterogeneous portion of recent Italian novels. 
This widespread interest even determined a reassessment of the Italian literary field, allowing 
access to a whole range of discourses and narratives.  Journalism and its themes, television and new 
media, sociological investigation, and advertising have become explicit references for much of con-
temporary Italian literature. Think, for example, of the young writers known as the “Cannibali.”1 In 
the 1990s, they blended genre literature, especially horror, splatter, and cyberpunk, with television 
and advertisement language. Their work shows a kind of crime that takes on the atrocious but gro-
tesque appearance of television reports. These young writers portrayed the crudest criminal events 
immersing them in the anesthetizing youth imagery of TV shows, video games, and music videos. 
Conversely, many recent Italian books relate criminal events with the author’s life experiences. In 
these cases, crime becomes a device for reinterpreting reality, combining autobiography and fiction, 
literature and investigative journalism, genre fiction and memoir. 
On top of that, the Italian book market has seen the affirmation of proper crime fiction writ-
ers such as Andrea Camilleri, Carlo Lucarelli, Maurizio De Giovanni, Marcello Fois, to name but a 
 
1 “Cannibali” is an editorial label that refers to a generation of young authors who made their debut in the mid-1990s. 
Some of them were included in the successful anthology, Gioventù cannibale (Cannibal Youth, 1996) edited by Daniele 
Brolli. Among the best-known authors who participated in this project there were Niccolò Ammaniti, Luisa Brancaccio, 
Alda Teodorani, Aldo Nove, Daniele Luttazzi, and Andrea G. Pinketts, but authors such as Tiziano Scarpa and Isabella 
Santacroce also belong to that generation. 
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few protagonists of a thriving trend in Italian literature. These and other authors’ success is 
so significant  that it permanently crosses the narrow Italian literary field’s boundaries. In short, Ital-
ian crime fiction seems to find consensus even outside national borders, where it is systematically 
translated and appreciated (Kington). 
While interest in crime has always characterized popular culture and literature, its omnipres-
ence and the analytical and technical detail of modern crime fiction are unprecedented. Indeed, the 
level of insight and the interconnection between different fields of knowledge, as well as the political 
and cultural significance of these new heterogeneous narratives, is extraordinary. As shown by the 
work of writers like Giancarlo De Cataldo, Giuseppe Genna, and Giorgio Fontana, to name but a 
few, crime fiction proved its effectiveness in trying to reconstruct and describe critical and contro-
versial moments in recent Italian history. Unsurprisingly, many recent crime novels dealt with funda-
mental issues like organized crime, terrorism, and corruption.  
Following different personal and professional trajectories, celebrated writers, investigative 
journalists, and even many justice “professionals” decided to write about crime. The flourishing of 
realist crime fiction, significantly put forward by former police officers, judges, and prosecutors, pro-
vides insight into the Italian penal system, contributing to shape public opinion and the overall per-
ception of crime and criminality. In 2002, Gianrico Carofiglio, a renowned anti-Mafia judge in Bari, 
made his debut as a novelist with his crime fiction novel entitled Testimone Inconsapevole (Involuntary 
Witness). Eleven years later, after having served as a senator for the Italian Democratic Party and 
having published four sequels to the remarkably successful Testimone, Carofiglio decided to perma-
nently abandon his position as a public prosecutor, a position he had held for almost 22 years, to be-
come a full-time writer. When asked about this decision, he stated: “During this time, I got accus-
tomed to a degree of freedom that I could no longer exercise as a magistrate.” Carofiglio’s is just one 
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example among the many cases of former judges, lawyers, police officers, informants, and crime 
journalists who have become successful crime fiction writers over the past few years.  
This dissertation shows how on the one hand, the books of these well-informed authors 
highlight an often corrupt, colluded, and imperfect penal system while, on the other, they try to hu-
manize the figures of public officials, often justifying their point of view and describing perspectives. 
Moreover, the books by former judges and magistrates often deal with complex and controversial 
judicial cases. Most of the time, these books discuss the trials’ details, denounce possible attempts to 
cover up or mislead the investigations, or suggest individual and collective responsibilities. In other 
words, many of these crime novels aspire to question historical truths, or at least the accepted media 
representations of historical truths. 
Overall, this research links the enormous success of crime fiction with two socio-political 
trends of enormous importance. On the one hand, the renewed global importance of the penal sys-
tems. As it will be discussed, starting in the 1980s, most Western countries put forward a tightening 
in repressive and corrective measures, preceded by a political campaign against petty crime that re-
sulted in the approval of zero-tolerance policies, mass incarceration, and the refinement of policing 
techniques and tools. On the other hand, this dissertation relates crime fiction’s success to the insti-
tutional clash that has characterized the last thirty years of Italian history, addressing the opposition 
between political power and judiciary power. One of this study’s hypotheses is that the unrelenting 
struggle between state powers played a decisive role in the collective sensitivity towards judicial is-
sues. 
In short, it seems plausible that these two social macro phenomena have played a fundamen-
tal role in crime fiction’s success, orienting its themes and marking its purpose. 
While dealing with crime fiction, this dissertation leaves behind every narrowing definition 
such as “legal thriller,” “courtroom drama,” or “noir fiction,” and so forth. The assumption from 
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which this dissertation starts is that the exclusively stylistic distinctions, although necessary for a for-
mal study of literary genres, are not as effective in clarifying the overall dynamics of literary genres 
understood as cultural products. Crime fiction is a heterogeneous genre, an expressive form full of 
nuances and subtle differences, at the core of which there is always a single primary question: the 
struggle between crime and justice. Therefore, understanding what crime is and how the concept of 
justice is articulated is fundamental to better understand this literary genre. In brief, this dissertation 
shows how contemporary crime fiction, acting at the intersection between internal and external per-
spectives on crime, policing, and justice, affirms itself in a moment of penalty expansion.  
Additionally, this dissertation highlights how crime fiction served “internal” subjects to ex-
press their positions regarding the justice system and establish a direct dialogue with the public in a 
constant desire to clarify the most controversial events of recent Italian history. As it will be seen, 
several members of the Italian judicial institutions started to write crime novels in which the overlap 
between autobiography and novel is almost perfect. How and why they decided to do so is the sec-
ond relevant problem that guides this entire research. 
From a methodological perspective, this research embraces a systemic perspective.  Drawing 
from the concept of “field” formulated by the French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu, this dissertation 
interprets the literary and the juridical fields as two separate and circumscribed domains, operating 
according to internal rules which are continuously negotiated by the agents (people, institutions, etc.) 
belonging to these two fields. Every field has its own rules, set of positions and practices, and strug-
gles for recognition as the agents mobilize their social or cultural capital.  Although they are autono-
mous, fields are not impermeable. Contact between one field and another is always possible and 
sometimes intended. An agent, be it a person or a group of people, can, for example, approach an-
other field to acquire social capital (relationships, fame, recognition) or cultural capital (knowledge, 
information) to change his position in his social field of reference. Considering what has been said 
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so far, the new level of interaction between the juridical and the literary field takes on an entirely 
new perspective. It seems clear how numerous juridical field agents (former judges, prosecutors, 
lawyers, police officers, private detectives, journalists) becoming successful writers have acquired 
prestige, fame, and resonance. This new inter-field recognition grants them a new status, allowing 
them some degree of freedom of speech. At the same time, this interaction has generated the sec-
ondary but equally important effect of introducing fundamental elements of the juridical field into 
the literary field, providing literary agents (editors, operators, and especially readers) with new tools 
to understand and define their, often problematic, relationship with the judicial system. 
From a theoretical point of view, this research is part of a thriving debate on Italian crime 
fiction. Over the last three decades, we observed a renewed interest in Italian crime fiction. More 
specifically, a series of contributions, coming from different analytical areas and theoretical 
approaches, questioned this literary genre’s existence and characteristics. Comparative literature 
scholars such as Remo Ceserani and Sergia Adamo to name but a few, studied the Italian legal novel 
focusing specifically on the complex relationship between justice, law, and literature and offering es-
sential contributions to the so-called “thematic” criticism. This approach favored a transnational 
perspective and encouraged the belated reception of the “Law and Literature” debate within the Ital-
ian context. 
On the other hand, crime fiction historians focused on this genre’s roots and its relations 
with other early twentieth-century literary forms. In this regard, Maurizio Pistelli’s work on the ori-
gins of crime fiction (Pistelli) and the seminal histories of Italian crime fiction by Loris Rambelli 
(Rambelli), Alberto Del Monte (Del Monte), have been essential references for this project. Unques-
tionably, the study of Italian popular and crime fiction owes much to the work of Giuseppe Petronio 
and Vittorio Spinazzola, two central figures for the study of popular and serial Italian literature. The 
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two renowned scholars have extensively studied this genre and its connections with mass society and 
whose contributions have been crucial in legitimizing a scientific approach to popular fiction. 
 In particular, this research project owes a lot to a recent series of heterogeneous approaches 
to crime fiction capable of linking this genre to historical, sociological, and philosophical questions. 
In this sense, it is necessary to mention at least the work of Barbara Pezzotti  (2014, 2018) and Giuli-
ana Pieri (Pieri) on the relationship between crime fiction, history, and political commitment. Of 
fundamental interest were also Elena Past’s reflections on the relationship between Italian criminol-
ogy and crime fiction included in Methods of Murder: Beccarian Introspection and Lombrosian Vivisection in 
Italian Crime Fiction (2012). Finally, essential contributions to this study came from Giuliana Benve-
nuti’s (Benvenuti) analysis of the relationship between literature and other media, but also from the 
work of two sociologists working on issues like crime and deviance who have opened their field of 
investigation to the study of Italian and European crime fiction such as Vincenzo Ruggiero 
(Ruggiero) and Rossella Selmini (Selmini). 
This dissertation consists of three chapters. The first chapter deals with crime fiction’s edito-
rial fortune, reconstructing the historical and economic reasons for its publishing success story. In 
particular, this genre’s triumph is related to some fundamental dynamics such as the publishing mar-
ket’s polarization, the capillarization of book distribution, and the translation market. Simultane-
ously, the first chapter addresses transmediality, highlighting how crime fiction is one of the most 
exploited genres when we talk about transition or adaptation from media to media. 
The second chapter focuses on the representation of the police and, subsequently, of crimi-
nals. A historical analysis of the evolution of the police’s image in crime novels is followed by a se-
ries of considerations on the modern police’s image. This chapter presents two case studies repre-
sented by the controversial book by Carlo Bonini ACAB. All Cops Are Bastards (2009), and the suc-
cessful novel I bastardi di Pizzofalcone (2013) by Maurizio De Giovanni. 
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The third and final chapter deals with those professionals who, coming from the field of jus-
tice and law enforcement, have become crime fiction writers. After tracing a brief history of this 
phenomenon, this chapter focuses specifically on Giancarlo De Cataldo, one of the most emblem-
atic figures of this trend. 
Although this is a preliminary study, it aims to contribute to a historical-critical systematiza-
tion of a literary genre often still considered inferior or, worse, irrelevant by some academic debates. 
Most importantly, this research project aims to reaffirm the importance of interdisciplinarity, show-
ing how the dialogue between disciplines and approaches is fundamental to bring out new questions 
and find points of contact between seemingly separate realities. In particular, the dialogue between 
literary studies and social sciences highlights how one discipline can illustrate the other’s questions 
and vice versa. However, I make amends in case, leaving my comfort zone of Italian literature 
scholar, I took excessive liberties in terms of theoretical approach or lexical precision. 
In this case, there will certainly be a way to remedy, since there are many questions that this 
dissertation leaves open. Among its possible developments, there is undoubtedly space for further 
interaction with critical criminology and sociology of deviance to try and understand the extent to 
which readers of this literary genre are influenced by it. After wondering what might be the reasons 
for this genre’s success, the next step will be to ask ourselves what this success entails. In other 
words, it will be a question of understanding how much and how literature, also in relation to other 
media, takes part in the processes of criminalization, in the trust or distrust of institutions, in the cre-





CHAPTER ONE: WHAT MAKES CRIME FICTION SO POPULAR? 
 
In the last three decades, crime fiction gained a dominant position within the Italian literary 
market. Not only was this genre able to cope with the longstanding crisis affecting Italian literary 
production, but its fortune has been so considerable, to permanently erode its own boundaries, ex-
panding its formulas to all sorts of media productions. Driven by the extraordinary success of writ-
ers like Andrea Camilleri, Giancarlo De Cataldo, Carlo Lucarelli, and Gianrico Carofiglio, Italian 
crime fiction eventually conquered the attention of many foreign literary markets.2 
Crime fiction finally received extensive recognition within the Italian literary community, 
permanently abandoning its peripheral position and acquiring critics’ appraisal. Today, crime fiction 
is undoubtedly a more ecumenical genre capable of attracting the most diverse writers and publish-
ers’ attention. Therefore, it is not surprising to note how an erudite writer like Umberto Eco chose 
crime fiction as the framework for one of his most notable postmodern experiments, the notorious 
Il nome della rosa (1980). Not to mention Leonardo Sciascia, whose work has been fundamental in the 
development of this genre. A passionate reader of crime fiction, Sciascia actively undoubtedly con-
tributed to the ennobling of this genre with books like Il giorno della civetta (1961), A ciascuno il suo  
(1966), Il contesto  (1971), Porte aperte  (1987), and Una storia semplice (1989). Even the famous literary 
duo formed by Carlo Fruttero and Franco Lucentini ventured into the detective novel with works 
like La donna della domenica (1972), A che punto è la notte (1979), or the semi-serious experiment of La
 
2 An historical crisis of sales that according to the last three reports (2016, 2017, 2018) commissioned by the AIE (Asso-
ciazione Italiana Editori) seems to be slowly ending, thanks to an increase in sales in the fields of narrative and foreign 
rights. Although, on the other hand, the historical crisis of readership within the Italian context seems to be confirmed. 
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verità sul caso D. (1989) in which Charles Dickens’ unfinished novel The Mystery of Edwin Drood (187) is 
reinterpreted by many famous literary detectives, such as Dupin, Holmes, and Poirot, all of whom 
draw their conclusions on the possible endings of the novel. 
The first and more significant example of authored crime fiction is probably Carlo Emilio 
Gadda’s Quer pasticciaccio brutto de via Merulana (1957), a novel characterized by a complicated genesis 
in which detection serves as a background for a more complex investigation into human nature. 
While investigation proves itself unsatisfactory in finding the case’s culprit, it serves instead to high-
light existence’s causal mechanisms and the truth’s multiple perspectives.  
Masters like Gadda, Sicascia and Fruttero & Lucentini paved the way for Italian crime fic-
tion’s success, along with other key figures of the Italian noir such as Giorgio Scerbanenco and Lo-
riano Macchiavelli. Echoes of their voices can be heard in the books by Andrea Camilleri, Carlo Lu-
carelli, Massimo Carlotto, Giancarlo De Cataldo, Gianrico Carofiglio. 
As numerous studies (Di Ciolla; Pezzotti; Jansen and Khamal) have shown, Italian crime fic-
tion has developed a privileged relationship with history, politics, reality, and collective memory, giv-
ing life to borderline literary forms that range from novels to chronicles and from essays to fiction. 
It is the case, for example of Giuseppe Genna’s early books, featuring commissioner Guido Lopez, 
but it applies also to Roberto Saviano’s cross-field endeavors in books like Gomorra. Viaggio nell’impero 
economico e nel sogno di dominio della Camorra (2006) and Zero Zero Zero (2013). 3 Autofiction and crime 
news characterize also books like Antonio Franchini’s L’abusivo (2001), a fictional autobiography that 
incorporates non-fiction and journalism while telling the story of Giancarlo Siani, a young Neapoli-
tan journalist killed by the Camorra in 1985, and Vicenzo Cerami’s Fattacci (1997) where four infa-
mous true crime stories are reinterpreted in a literary key.  
 
3 I refer here to five books published by Genna between 1999 and 2009: Catrame (1999), Nel nome di Ishmael [In the Name 
of Ishmael] (2001), Non toccare la pelle del drago [Gotha] (2003), Grande Madre Rossa (2004), Le teste. L’ultimo thriller (2009). 
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As a result, Mauro Novelli noted that the noir label is generally perceived as something en-
nobling, transforming de facto crime fiction into an umbrella term “sotto il quale trovano ricovero un 
po’ tutte le vicende che hanno a che fare col delitto” (Novelli 21). 
 
Numbers Don’t Lie: Measuring Italian Crime Fiction’s Success 
Customers entering any Italian bookstore will soon realize how much its walls display a story 
of success. At first glance, they will notice the walls piled with yellow spines, the color that since 
1929, the year of the creation of Mondadori’s series “I libri gialli,” identifies the Italian detective 
novel.4 Although today the gialli are no longer exclusively yellow, many publishing houses are still 
selecting this color for their new series, testifying the lively charm of a tradition that has influenced 
the Italian publishing industry for almost a hundred years. As they take a look at the center of the 
store, customers will then notice a large island entirely dedicated to the literature of crime, mystery, 
and suspense. Following the principles of visual merchandising, large bookstores organize their titles 
according to their appeal, salability, and genre. Customers are invited to navigate the bookstore fol-
lowing a well-thought itinerary designed to create a so-called ‘customer experience.’ In this perspec-
tive, the positioning of crime fiction, together with other best-selling products, is all but fortuitous. 
Even before making their way into the store, if they have been careful, bystanders should 
have seen the covers of the latest crime fiction novels showcased in the library’s window, alongside 
the cardboard cutouts of the authors’ portraits rimmed by some intriguing blurb. Additionally, if the 
bookshop organizes live events, many of them are likely to be presentations of crime novels by 
some more or less famous authors.  
 
4 For a reconstruction of the process that through red and black led Italian publishing to choose yellow as the reference 
color for its crime literature, and to understand how the word giallo from a neologism became a metonymy see Rambelli 
(15- 22) and Pistelli (97-106). 
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And yet, bookstores are only one of the many places where readers can find the latest works 
by their favorite crime fiction writers. Heir of serial novels, feuilletons, or romanzi d’appendice, the Italian 
detective novel has a close connection with periodical publications. The kinship between detective 
novels and periodicals is evident if we consider that in the past, crime novels were usually released 
either as separate publications or within sequential issues of magazines and newspapers.5 For this 
reason, newsstands, along with bookstores, were the places where customers could find this kind of 
literature.  
After the first three decades of the twentieth century, the fortune of serial novels waned, but 
the relationship between Italian detective novels and periodical publications continued to be stable 
and mutually instrumental; not very surprising, considering that newspapers and magazines have al-
ways looked with interest at the readers of detective novels. Over the last three decades, following a 
collapse in sales, periodical publications had to reinvent themselves, investing in their online plat-
forms and expanding their offer, developing new marketing strategies that included editing and sell-
ing other cultural products such as novels, CDs, DVDs, comics, but also different kinds of gadgets 
(Bergamini 454).6 The primary goal for these promotions was to make traditional newspapers look 
more appealing, increasing the readership and maximizing advertising profits. A quick look at the 
editorial initiatives of the most diffused Italian newspapers is illuminating in understanding how vital 
crime novels still are in this process.7  
 
5 Consider, for example, the “Romanziere Poliziesco” series by Sonzogno (1921-1924) or the series “Il Romanzo Poliz-
iesco” by the Milanese publisher Varietas, which were accompanied by similar editorial initiatives from publishers such 
as Salani, Bemporad, Nerbini and numerous other minor houses. This is the milieu that brought Mondadori’s “I Libri 
Gialli” to life. Starting as a weekly, becoming a bi-weekly and ending up as a monthly publication, Mondadori’s series 
was active from 1929 to 1941, the year in which the fascist regime imposed its closure. The series was then re-founded in 
1946 as “Il Giallo Mondadori” and is still active today. 
 
6 According to Oliviero Bergamini Italy remains in the last places among western countries for the circulation of newspa-
pers. In the 2008-2013 five-year period alone, Italian newspapers lost one million copies, with an overall drop of around 
22% in the circulation. (Bergamini 446) 
 
7 At the time of writing this dissertation, in July 2020, all of the three main Italian newspapers, “La Repubblica,” “Il Cor-
riere della Sera” and “La Stampa,” are offering their readers one or more series of detective novels. “La Repubblica” 
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Nonetheless, with the ongoing crisis of the publishing industry and the newsstands strug-
gling to stay in business8, publishers had to find alternative forms of distribution. As a result, today 
more than ever, books are everywhere, and stumbling into mass-market paperbacks has become a 
collective experience. How many times did we found ourselves in a bookstore inside a train station, 
browsing the titles in search of a good old book to keep us company during our journey? Didn’t we 
all notice that small selection of popular books while we were carrying our shopping cart between 
the lanes of a supermarket? Even at the airport, as we were running from one terminal to another, 
desperately looking for our gate, we must have noticed a small bookshelf peeking between packets 
of chips and neck pillows, inside a Hudson News store.  
The limited space reserved for books inside new and unconventional locations naturally lim-
its the variety of titles. In fact, large scale retailers offer their customers a reduced assortment of 
best-selling books, which usually includes a limited selection of classics, some 20th-century fiction, a 
variety of crime and romance novels, sci-fi and fantasy books, young-adult literature, some non-fic-
tion books on issues like politics and current affairs, several biographies, and some handbooks. Even 
though many stores display a “staff picked” section, to suggest a feeling of intimacy and familiarity, 
overall, the selection of books seems to be minimally based on actual research by the store team. In 
all likelihood, the list of titles showcased in these stores reflects the selling charts of all major physi-
cal and online operators, to the point of wondering if it is the demand that determines the offer and 
 
honors the Sicilian writer Andrea Camilleri one year after his death with a free a selection of his books. The Milanese 
newspaper “Corriere della Sera” publishes two series: the first includes the complete works of Gianrico Carofiglio, pre-
sented with great emphasis (“per la prima volta in un’unica collana i libri di un autore sempre in cima alle classifiche dei 
best seller e tradotto in tutto il mondo”), whereas the other, entitled “Profondo nero,” is a selection of national and in-
ternational crime novels by authors such as Maurizio De Giovanni, Gianrico Carofiglio, Giancarlo De Cataldo, Camilla 
Läckberg, Jo Nesbø, Massimo Carlotto, Fred Vargas and others. Last but not least, “La Stampa” offers to its readers a 
choice of noir books that includes national and international authors entitled “Brivido noir.” The list of authors once 
again features Camilleri and Carofiglio, together with Mariolina Venezia, Donato Carrisi, Alessia Gazzola, Piero 
Colaprico, and others. 
 
8 Over the last fifteen years Italian newsstands went from 42 thousand to 26 thousand. In 2019 alone, an average of four 
newsstands closed permanently every day. The crisis of newsstands is the of an historic moment of great difficulty that 
affects practically all sectors of the publishing industry and its supply chain. See (Mastrodonato). 
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not vice versa. Naturally, several criteria determine how books are selected in places like super and 
hypermarkets, stations, ports, airports, and service areas, and they are not limited to a question of 
space and popularity of titles and authors. Indeed, the salability of books is subject to many factors, 
including the market of book distribution, broader pricing policies, but also commercial agreements 
between publishing groups and mass retailers.  
Regrettably, the structural characteristics of the Italian publishing universe make quantifying 
the popularity of authors and genres a particularly tricky mission, and the efforts we can make to 
study successful publishing phenomena are, for the most part, based on deduction and circumstan-
tial evidence: which is somewhat ironic, considering that the topic of this dissertation is detective fic-
tion  
The endemic difficulty in collecting precise data on the Italian publishing industry relates to 
the fact that this system is hugely divided. On the one side, there are the big publishers, a restricted 
group of established publishing houses, with a robust catalog and consolidated public recognition, 
which are often part of even larger editorial groups with interests in all fields of entertainment. On 
the other side of the spectrum, stands a plethora of small and local publishers, with a low degree of 
recognition and a meager catalog, often incapable of collecting and communicating reliable data on 
their production. In brief, the Italian publishing system looks like a two-faced Janus, with two cate-
gories of publishers operating in a polarized market.  
As shown by André Schiffrin in his seminal work L’édition sans éditeurs (1999), a global con-
centration process utterly redefined contemporary publishing systems. In many Western countries, a 
small number of large national and transnational groups, often owned by complex financial hold-
ings, gained almost full control over the publishing market. Started in the 1970s and accomplished in 
the late 1990s, this process developed relatively rapidly. Schiffrin, who witnessed these phenomena 
directly as managing director of publishing at Pantheon Books, described how large groups acquired 
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most of the historical publishers, incorporating their catalog as well as their prestige while imposing 
unprecedented production and profitability objectives. Large groups reorganized subsidiaries’ struc-
tures, prioritizing production to make it more efficient and create higher profit margins, mainly by 
limiting the space for literary research and focusing instead on titles capable of granting secure and 
immediate returns. A structural change that ended up almost entirely divesting the editorial side of 
the publishing houses of its power and responsibilities. 
Nevertheless, despite the entry of large groups and their capitals, some recent studies show 
how, for the most part, the Italian publishing industry is still an artisanal business. 9 Evidence of this 
characteristic is the fact that over half of the 1,564 active publishers (51.1%) produces a maximum 
of 10 titles per year. Indeed, in 2018, only 15.2% of the active publishers had published more than 
50 books.  
These data tell us that only large publishers have the means to establish effective editorial 
plans and obtain stable presence and recognition on the market. Thanks to their structures, which 
include greater capitals, top of the line management, capillary distribution, and innovative marketing 
strategies, big publishers cover almost 80% of the production (79.4%) and 90% of the circulation 
each year. Big publishers have total control of the publishing market, and maybe this is the reason 
for their reluctancy to the disclosure of their market data. 
Conversely, small publishers are in a constant struggle against bankruptcy, their business is 
very local, and their production, if taken individually, is limited and often hyper-specialized. While 
working passionately and sometimes producing high valuable editions, they work in an almost en-
tirely artisanal context, and very rarely a book produced by one of these publishers manages to rise 
to the attention of the general public. Among other things, small publishers complain about the mi-
gration of their best writers to bigger and more established publishers offering them higher margins 
 
9 Produzione e Lettura di Libri in Italia. Report. Istituto Nazionale di Statistica (ISTAT). 2018. 
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and greater public recognition. Often they do not have the funds to obtain a proper distribution, and 
their books are unable to get adequate visibility. As noted by Schiffrin, a book chain like Feltrinelli 
“would offer to display [a] book in all its shop windows, for the modest fee of 10,000 euros, clearly a 
prohibitive price for a small publisher” (Schiffrin 10). In some cases, small publishers rely heavily on 
their authors, who bear most if not all the production and distribution expenses, or who are forced 
to accept harsh economic conditions to see their manuscripts published (Cutolo). Their management 
is often poorly organized, and they cannot count on the corporate structures that characterize large 
publishers. 
To some extent, the taxonomy of the publishing system proposed by Umberto Eco in 1973 
(Eco) remains valid. Addressing specifically the universe of small publishers, Eco coined the term 
“quarta dimensione,” identifying the fourth dimension of literature with the parallel universe of mi-
nor publishers,  the para-literary dimension in which the hundreds of manuscripts not accepted by 
the main publishers come to life. Indeed, these “doomed” manuscripts end up representing small 
publishers’ lifeblood. Starting from the first dimension of literature, formed by the thousands of 
manuscripts that are continuously sent to publishers, the system filters and sifts those deemed wor-
thy of publication. “Quest’uno per mille entra nella seconda dimensione, che è quella delle riviste e 
dei libri. […] Si tratta di una società i cui membri si riconoscono. Siccome abbiamo escluso i giudizi 
di valore non possiamo dire perché. Succede” (Eco 86). Those who manage to see their manuscripts 
published by an affirmed publisher and get noticed by the society of books and magazines might en-
ter the third dimension of literature, the dimension of success. “Il libro, sia di Scheiwiller sia di Mon-
dadori, diventa famoso, viene recensito e tradotto all’estero. Male che vada viene ristampato a più 
edizioni in patria. Marcia lungo la direttrice della profondità” (Eco 87). But what happens to the 
manuscripts that do not make it this far?  
Cosa succede dei novecentonovantanove manoscritti che non passano dalla prima alla se-
conda dimensione? Diciamo che novecento scompaiono: l’autore si rassegna, si uccide per la 
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disperazione, decide di occuparsi dell’azienda paterna, ritorna alla cura del marito buono e un 
po’ noioso e dei figli infanti, entra in convento, distrugge il manoscritto bevendo champagne. 
Ma i restanti novantanove testi entrano nella quarta dimensione. Questa quarta dimensione 
ha le sue riviste e i suoi editori, il proprio giro di recensioni (rarissime stroncature), le proprie 
vie del successo e del pubblico riconoscimento. Essa attraversa le due dimensioni maggiori 
senza esserne notata, sovente senza notarle o senza sapere che esistono, altre volte in conti-
nua e pervicace (e inascoltata) polemica con esse. Chi entra nella quarta dimensione letteraria 
può trascorrere una vita felice, attorniato da lettori, onorato, se non da discepoli, da amici e 
parenti devoti, in fitta corrispondenza culturale e affettiva coi propri simili, da un capo all’al-
tro d’Italia. Come un esercito di “alieni” scesi da un altro pianeta per vivere accanto a noi, 
come comuni esseri umani, essi ci sfiorano ogni giorno: sono il pensionato seduto ai giardini, 
l’impiegato di banca che ci ritira l’assegno, la signora del pianerottolo accanto. Sono, rispetto 
agli scrittori della seconda dimensione, novantanove contro uno. Sono, statisticamente par-
lando, l’ossatura del costume letterario italiano. (Eco 87-88) 
The phenomenon of self-publishing further complicates the picture, allowing all aspiring 
writers to find their path toward publication. 10 Nevertheless, while it is legitimate to presume that in 
the next few years, the traditional network of relationships that characterizes the publishing system 
could definitively be replaced by social networks and self-promotion, for now, the role of publishers 
seems to resist. What draws aspiring writers to traditional publishing is probably not so much the 
editorial accuracy that publishers can guarantee on their books, but the fact that only publishers can 
grant them access to those small circles of professionals, who still have a substantial importance in 
the transmission of cultural capital and public recognition.  
To summarize, despite representing the majority of operators in the publishing system, small 
publishers are excluded from the main distribution lines like book chains, leading websites, super-
markets, and other new and unconventional venues. On top of that, they rarely have access to the 
system of legitimacy created by major publishers consisting of magazines, newspapers, literary 
prizes, festivals, and fairs. As a result of a poor catalog building and lack of a coherent editorial line, 
they often have a low degree of recognizability. Lastly, their internal structure is often inefficient, 
 
10 According to the annual report of the Italian Publishers Association, in 2018, 9,185 self-published titles were pub-
lished. They represent 12.2% of the overall production and they marked a + 6.4% compared to the previous year. Com-
pared to 2010, the growth was + 213.2% (from 2,933 to 9,185). It is estimated that over half of these titles are fiction 
books. 
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making them incapable of controlling fundamental business aspects such as conducting market sur-
veys, managing and communicating precise sales data, or carrying out large-scale marketing opera-
tions. It follows that, although they are actively publishing crime fiction as well as other forms of 
popular literature, it is complicated to keep track of what they are producing and marketing.  
It would be essential to have a more detailed knowledge of this market sector because, de-
spite its limited relevance in terms of production and its inadequacies in terms of management, this 
market surely does its part in bearing witness to the widespread success of crime fiction. The direct 
relationship that small publishers manage to create with aspiring writers is noteworthy not only as a 
study of reception theory but above all in terms of the interpretation of widespread creativity and 
how the public adopts and re-proposes detective novels’ themes and formulas. More broadly, the 
functioning of the peripheries of the publishing system should interest those involved in the study of 
consumer culture in relation to literary products.  
Even though, as we have seen, the Italian publishing system operates as a profoundly di-
vided and disproportionate universe, it is still characterized by a certain level of interaction between 
the two types of publishers. Indeed, small and independent publishers are not immune to the logic 
imposed by the large groups, which, through their apparatuses, influence and orient the market by 
controlling prices, distribution, and marketing. On a purely editorial level, big publishers often act as 
a role model for small ones. As noted by Rosario Esposito La Rossa, small publishing houses tend 
to mimic the editorial initiatives of large and organized publishers, hoping to improve their image 
and increase their revenue. La Rossa, a small publisher himself, when asked to report from the natio-
nal fair of small and medium publishers, called “Più Libri Più Liberi,” stated, “oggi i piccoli editori si 
lamentano sempre: poche vendite, poco spazio in libreria, cattiva distribuzione, sconti continui da 
parte dei grandi marchi, poco spazio sulla stampa, scrittori lanciati che subito scappano con editori 
blasonati e tanto altro. La verità è che non avverto mai autocritica.” Consequently, according to La 
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Rossa, small publishers play a role in the reduction of the so-called ‘bibliodiversity,’ or the ability of 
an editorial system to propose a diverse range of novelties and experimentations, “piccoli editori che 
scimmiottano i grandi (male), emulano (male), parlano continuamente di numeri. Ma qual è il com-
pito di un piccolo editore se non tutelare la bibliodiversità? Produrre libri diversi, con altri semi, 
fuori dalle logiche dei grandi numeri, libri che il colosso di turno non potrebbe mai pubblicare?” (La 
Rossa) In brief, the logic of commercial production tends to impose itself on cutting-edge produc-
tion, determining a form of ‘market censorship’ that tends to annihilate literary research.11  
The commodification of cultural products occupied a central space in the scholarly debates 
of the last century. From Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer’s reflections on the culture indus-
try to the debate on the crisis of criticism that periodically crosses the Italian literary debate, ac-
knowledging the subservience of literature to the logic of the market is not unproblematic. This dis-
seration won’t indulge in the debate between the apocalittici and the integrati, and will try to leave aside 
the identity crisis that characterized the Italian intelligentsia for a very long time. Nevertheless, it is 
worth quoting a useful reflection made by Davide Dalmas, who observed how ultimately “la trauma-
tologia della fine [...] l’abbondante metaforica del concludere e dell’esaurirsi, tra morte dell’arte, fine 
della letteratura, crisi della critica [vanti] una plurisecolare tradizione che non finisce mai di finire” 
(Dalmas).  
Nothing new under the sun, then. Still, from this standpoint, the fact that small publishers 
tend to follow the lead of major publishers is yet another evidence of the success of popular litera-
ture and its stylistic features, and as such, it should not be ignored. Fortunately, in an attempt to 
measure the success of crime fiction, there are at least two relevant aspects that can prove useful.  
 
 
11 For a reconstruction of the debate on the crisis of criticism, see the well-known contributions by Cesare Segre (Notizie 
dalla crisi, 1993), Mario Lavagetto (Eutanasia della critica, 2005), Giulio Ferroni (I Confini della Critica, 2005) and Romano 
Luperini (Controtempo. Critica e letteratura fra moderno e postmoderno, 1999).  
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Copy in Italy: The Market of Foreign Rights 
Translations are an important indicators of a book’s success. Therefore, studying transla-
tions, trying to understand which are the main target languages and if there are more translated liter-
ary genres will be fundamental to better measure crime fiction’s fortune. Recent studies conducted 
by the Italian Publishers Association (AIE) and by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, confirmed that 
Italian literature is experiencing a process of internationalization. Studies found out that until the 
1990s, the export of Italian books was mainly directed to Italian bookstores abroad or university li-
braries specializing in Italian studies. Since then, a new paradigm has gradually taken over. While the 
exports of Italian books remained stable, with a turnover of 40-42 million euros per year (approxi-
mately 1.2% of the market), the sales of foreign rights (labeled as “Copy in Italy”) skyrocketed. Since 
2001, when Italian publishers sold just 1,800 to the foreign markets, the amount of foreign rights 
sold has risen to 8,569 titles in 2019, an increase of 376% (Associazione Italiana Editori).  
The study by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs mentioned above reveals that in the past, the 
sale of foreign rights was a relatively occasional event and interested a limited number of renowned 
Italian fiction writers like Giovannino Guareschi, Umberto Eco, Italo Calvino, and Alberto Moravia. 
In contrast, over the last ten years, the sale of foreign rights has become constant, encompassing a 
range of literary genres and book formats like children’s books, art publishing, architecture, photog-
raphy, lifestyle, and design. Lastly, the study shows that we are starting to see several books by Ital-
ian authors that are published in other languages (mainly in English) directly by Italian publishers, a 
symptom of the fact that they are exploring foreign markets through the so-called co-editions as well 
as with the establishment of subsidiaries. 
A sociological approach conceives translation as a social practice. As such, translation shapes 
a two-way interaction between the agents and the institutions (publishers, editors, marketers, writers, 
distributors, reviewers, and journalists) operating in the field of literature and publishing. According 
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to the French scholar Gisèle Sapiro, the importance of publishers in the international circulation of 
books is paramount. Building on Pierre Bourdieu’s studies of the art business, Sapiro points out how 
the publisher “plays a major role in the process of legitimating literary products.” (Sapiro 155)  
In her studies, Sapiro echoes Bourdieu’s interpretation of the art market as a “market of 
symbolic goods” where producers participate in the creation of a “recognition chain,” ranging from 
writers to members of literary juries and literary critics. This chain demarcates a space that Bourdieu 
theorized using the concept of field:  
According to the amount of symbolic capital (recognition based on the field’s specific crite-
ria) they hold, agents occupy different positions in this field, where they compete to achieve 
recognition and impose their idea of cultural legitimacy. (Sapiro 155) 
In brief, Bourdieu conferred great importance to the work done by agents of the field in de-
termining not only a work of art’s salability but also its social and symbolic value. In this regard, the 
description of the art dealer as a “symbolic banker” applies well to the publishers not only when 
they operate within their national environments, but also when they make decisions on what books 
to import or export.  
The art trader is not just the agent who gives the work a commercial value by bringing it into 
a market; he is not just the representative, the impresario, who ‘defends the authors he 
loves.’ He is the person who can proclaim the value of the author he defends (cf. the fiction 
of the catalogue or blurb) and above all ‘invests his prestige’ in the author’s cause, acting as a 
‘symbolic banker’ who offers as security all the symbolic capital he has accumulated (which 
he is liable to forfeit if he backs a ‘loser’). (Bourdieu, The Production of Belief: contribution 
to an Economy of Symbolic Goods 263) 
Thus, in Sapiro-Bourdieu’s perspective, linking the practice of publishing and that of conse-
cration, the publisher “creates the creator.” In this perspective, translating means transferring the 
kind of authority that Pierre Bourdieu would describe as “symbolic capital” from one literary tradi-
tion to another and then using it to create a sense of authority and legitimacy. This dynamic is partic-
ularly evident if in the Mondadori series, “I Libri Gialli.” 
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“Libri Gialli” Mondadori: The Ennobling of a Genre 
From the very first title, Mondadori tried to characterize this project as an international se-
ries of high literary value. Indeed, as noted by Maurizio Pistelli, not only Mondadori needed to dig-
nify its series, but also the detective novel as a whole. “L’operazione che si cerca di promuovere è 
quella evidente di nobilitare la neo-collana e di riflesso tutto il genere giallo, abbattendo i pregiudizi 
che volevano tali libri necessariamente di infima qualità letteraria” (Pistelli 99). Mondadori was able 
to achieve this goal by resorting to acclaimed foreign authors, capable of drawing the attention of 
the literate masses while affirming their literary value. That is why the first four titles of Mondadori’s 
“I Libri Gialli” include The Benson Murder Case (1926) by S. S. Van Dine (translated as La strana morte 
del signor Benson, 1929), Edgar Wallace’s Captains of Souls (1922, translated as L’uomo dai due corpi, 1929), 
a collection of detective fiction short stories and gothic novellas by Robert Louis Stevenson (Il club 
dei suicidi, 1929) and Anna Katharine Green’s The Leavenworth Case (1878, translated as Il mistero delle 
due cugine, 1929).  
The strategic choice of selecting acclaimed foreign authors proved successful. As shown by 
Pistelli (Pistelli 104-105), gialli’s great popular success pushed the Milanese publishing house to 
launch some similar initiatives. The most important is probably the series “Supergiallo” (1932-41), 
an annual issue focusing on unpublished works by famous Italian and foreign authors.12 In 1932, 
Mondadori was able to secure the rights for the publication of Georges Simenon’s novels featuring 
the Paris’s Brigade Criminelle detective, Jules Maigret. Maigret’s novels were included in a twelve-issue 
black series with photographic cover initially named “I Libri Neri.” The following year, Mondadori 
launched a new popular and low-priced series explicitly designed for newsstands called “I Gialli Eco-
nomici” (1933-41).  
 
12 The first three volumes are dedicated to three important writers like Edgar Wallace, Emile Gaboriau, and Georges 
Simenon while starting from the fourth volume, Mondadori opted for a selection of texts by different writers. 
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Over the years, the loyal gialli readers have been able to get their hands on practically all the 
most successful authors of the ‘Golden age’ of the detective novel, from Agatha Christie to Ellery 
Queen, from Rex Stout to Raymond Chandler and others. Among the few Italian authors included 
in the first gialli series, there are Alessandro Varaldo,13 Ezio D’Errico,14 Tito A. Spagnol15, Augusto 
De Angelis.16 
In essence, Mondadori was able to capitalize on the prestige of highly successful foreign au-
thors, launching several popular initiatives, contributing to the creation of a new readership and a 
new genre, and laying the foundations for the construction of an impressive catalog that secured 
them a considerable market share, characterizing Mondadori as the leading publisher of detective 
fiction in Italy.  
 
e/o and Europa: Two Pioneering Projects 
Edizioni e/o was founded in Rome in 1979 by the Sandro Ferri, a former Lotta Continua 
militant, and Sandra Ozzola, an expert in Russian literature. From the beginning, the publishing 
house specialized in contemporary literature from Eastern countries, introducing a series of writers 
mostly unknown in Italy at the time. The name of the publisher itself “e/o,” Italian for “and/or” is 
an apparent reference to the dialectic “Est/Ovest” (“East/West”). The “Est” series edited by Sandra 
Ozzola and Alfredo Lavarini, included works by Christa Wolf, Christoph Hein, Kazimierz Brandys, 
 
13 Il sette bello, 1931; Le scarpette rosse (1931), La gatta persiana (1933), La scomparsa di Rigel (1933), Circolo chiuso (1935), Casco 
d’oro (1936), Il segreto della statua (1936), Il Tesoro dei Borboni (1938). 
 
14 Qualcuno ha bussato alla porta (1936), Il fatto di via delle Argonne (1937), La famiglia Morel (1938), Il trapezio d’argento (1939), Il 
quaranta, tre, tre, sei non risponde (1939), Plenilunio allo zoo (1939), La donna che ha visto (1940), L’affare Jefferson (1940), I superstiti 
dell’Hirondelle (1940), Il naso di cartone (1940), La notte del 14 luglio (1941), Scomparsa del delfino (1941), La casa inabitabile 
(1941), La nota della lavandaia (1947 but the series was now renamed “Il Giallo Mondadori”). 
 
15 L’unghia del leone (1934), La bambola insanguinata (1935), Uno, due, tre (1936), La notte impossibile (1937), Sotto la cenere 
(1938). 
 
16 L’albergo delle Tre Rose (1936), Il mistero di Cinecittà (1941). 
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Julian Stryjkowski, and Péter Esterházy, among the others. E/o’s series “Collana praghese” (“Prague 
Series”) was founded in 1981 and it was initially directed by the notorious Czech writer Milan Kun-
dera. Among the numerous titles include in this series there are books by Bohumil Hrabal, Leo Pe-
ruz, Pavel Řezníček, and others. The “Ovest” series, dedicated to North American and Irish litera-
ture, was created in 1988 and was directed by Linda Ferri. The series hosted authors such as Joyce 
Carol Oates, Edna O’Brien, and Thomas Pynchon. Over the years, Edizioni e/o started to integrate 
contemporary literature from other countries within a new series called “Dal mondo,” inspired by 
Gallimard’s “Du monde entier.”  
A real shift in the editorial strategy of this small independent publisher began in the late 
1990s. In those years, the publisher started to plumb the Mediterranean basin, looking for authors 
that could open its catalog to other genres and literary forms, and in particular, to the noir genre. The 
research paid off, considering that a few years later Ferri wrote what is now considered the mani-
festo of the Mediterranean noir. In this document, he traced a genealogy of the genre, setting its origins 
within the shores of the Mediterranean tradition. Starting with the Bible and the assassination of 
Cain by his brother Abel, going through the Greek tragedies, then making a series of historical leaps 
(Dante, Villon, Machiavelli, Dumas, Mastriani), Ferri identifies a connection between the Mediterra-
nean, broadly interpreted as a setting but also a way of life and a tradition or a series of traditions, 
and the literature of violence, crime, and murder.  
The Mediterranean Noir novel […] represents a search for truth in places characterized by 
violence, but also by beauty. While these novels offer us a vision of the dark side, the under-
belly of society, their settings are invariably places that are caressed by bright sunshine, by 
blue skies and clear waters. (Ferri) 
The Mediterranean noir identified by Ferri would, therefore, have a long history and some 
peculiar characteristics that differentiate it from the American hardboiled as well as from the north-
ern European traditions. Starting with Camus’s The Outsider, considered by the French noir writer 
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Jean-Claude Izzo as a prototype of Mediterranean noir, some elements of the Mediterranean tradi-
tion, like “the sensation of being uprooted,” reappear. A condition that is “inextricably linked to the 
intense and continuous migration that characterizes the entire history of Mare Nostrum: the ‘tragic 
destiny’ weighing on individuals, ‘the world’s tender indifference’ to the suffering and the solitude 
they feel as a result, the sporadic explosion of violence to which they are subject” (Ferri). Mediterra-
nean cities like Marseille, Algiers, Naples, Barcelona or Venice .become the perfect places to depict 
“the shocking, sudden violence of the Mediterranean — violence lying dormant in human limbs ca-
ressed by the heat of the sun, and a sea that overwhelms […] The ferocious passions of the south, 
its oppressive beauty, the “gilded unhappiness” that Camus speaks of […]. The peoples and ethnici-
ties swarming around the Mediterranean’s shores, clambering here from the south, from the east, to 
claim their share of the riches” (Ferri). 
It is not entirely by chance that Ferri’s itinerary into the Mediterranean tradition ends up fo-
cusing on a series of authors discovered and published by Edizioni e/o like the Italians Massimo 
Carlotto and Elena Ferrante, the Algerian Yasmina Khadra (pseudonym of Mohamed Mulessehul), 
the French Jean-Claude Izzo, and others.17 In a nutshell, Ferri presents these authors as the point of 
arrival of a vast tradition, relating them to affirmed authors like Albert Camus, Leonardo Sciascia, 
but also Manuel Vázquez Montalbán and Andrea Camilleri. Beyond the fascinating concept of Medi-
terranean Noir, there seems to be a clear pragmatic intention to found a movement through the cre-
ation of a catchy label. By inserting up-and-coming writers like Carlotto and Ferrante within a 
longstanding international tradition and by scouting for young talents on the international market, 
Edizioni e/o has achieved the dual goal of entering a transnational network of publishers, often 
 
17 Among the others, Ferri names the Catalan Andreu Martín, the Greek Petros Markaris, the Italians Massimo Carlotto, 
Carlo Lucarelli, Giancarlo De Cataldo, Osvaldo Capraro and Maurizio Braucci, and the German-born author based in 
Trieste, Veit Heinichen. 
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absorbing their authority, and building a solid catalog that distinguishes them from other Italian pub-
lishers.  
In essence, Edizioni e/o launched a multifaced strategy based on skillful international scout-
ing, good public relations, and sober but effective communication that still characterizes the pub-
lisher today, making it a unicum within the Italian publishing system. The historian of the Italian edi-
torial system Giancarlo Ferretti, while talking about Edizioni e/o points out how, “alcuni aspetti 
della produzione sono apparentemente simili a quella adelphiana e il pubblico è in parte comune, ma 
il progetto ha una sua netta specificità. Le Edizioni e/o infatti promuovono una ricerca costante e 
attenta alle contaminazioni di genere, in una letteratura che interagisce con il mondo e ne propone 
una mappatura. Con risultati anche in termini di mercato. A una buona tiratura media, infatti, si ac-
compagnano frequenti successi di dimensioni rispettabili […]” (Ferretti p. 436). 
A turning point in Edizioni e/o’s history was 2005 when Ferri and Ozzola founded Europa 
Editions. Headquartered in New York, Europa is a subsidiary created to capitalize on the catalog 
and the expertise of Edizioni e/o within the English-speaking market. 
The idea behind the creation of Europa Editions was to capitalize on Edizioni E/O’s deep 
roots in European publishing to bring fresh international voices to the American and British 
markets and to provide quality editions that have a distinct look and consistently high levels 
of editorial standards. […] In 2013, we launched our series of international crime fiction, Eu-
ropa World Noir. Publishers Weekly wrote that the series signaled Europa’s “reaffirmed enthu-
siasm for noir” (Europa Editions). 
The decision to publish books in translation within the English-speaking market is particu-
larly bold because traditionally, this market proved to be exceptionally cold towards foreign litera-
ture. Nonetheless, this was a rewarding decision because, in a short time, Europa Editions was not 
only able to find its niche, but they produced a few bestsellers such as The Elegance of the Hedgehog 
(2006) by Muriel Barbery and the world-acclaimed Neapolitan series by Elena Ferrante. 
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As mentioned, crime fiction has been a fundamental component of Europa’s editorial pro-
ject. In 2013, Europa reaffirmed its importance with the launch of one of their most successful initi-
atives, the “World Noir series.” Presenting the series to the American readers, Europa’s editor-in-
chief Michael Reynolds reiterated the relevance of crime fiction in our societies: “crime exists. It ex-
ists here. It exists everywhere. World noir confronts broad, global themes through an investigation of 
international crime in its local manifestations. It does so without ignoring real lives – the individual, 
the human” (Europa Editions Preface). 
Europa’s “World noir” series includes books by several renowned international authors, like 
Jean-Claude Izzo, Gene Kerrigan, Benjamin Tammuz, Caryl Férey, Liam McIlvanney, Michel Bussi, 
Alan Parks, Alex Beer, Karin Brynard, Joe Flanagan, Tom Wright, and others. However, most rele-
vantly for this study, the series features some of the most successful books by Italian writers such as 
Andrea Camilleri, Massimo Carlotto, Maurizio De Giovanni, Giancarlo De Cataldo, Massimo Bo-
nini, Piergiorgio Pulixi, Lorenza Pieri, Marco Malvaldi, and Patrizia Rinaldi. In this regard, it is worth 
noticing how many of these authors are not originally published by Edizioni e/o.18 The fact that Eu-
ropa bought their foreign rights for the anglophone market highlights the effectiveness of the power 
of association, a kinship mechanism that allows the authors of this series to reciprocally ennoble 
each other, as do the publishers involved in this exchange. By translating and distributing famous 
international authors and exclusively publishing successful books by established publishers such as 
Sellerio and Einaudi, Edizioni e/o, a small independent publisher, acquires part of the prestige of 
the other publishers, creating its market niche, and, in turn, contributing to the affirmation of the 
genre on a global scale.  
 
18 Camilleri’s and Mavaldo’s books are published by Sellerio, while De Giovanni, De Cataldo, and Bonini publish for 
Einaudi 
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Italian Crime Fiction and Transmediality 
In brief, crime fiction, more than other literary genres, is at the center of a series of global 
dynamics that characterize the publishing market and determine its success. Not only is Italian crime 
fiction systematically translated into the most common languages, but it is also regularly revisited 
and adapted for cinema and television. Many of the most successful detective novels of the last 
thirty years have become films for cinema or television and limited or multi-year television series. 
Some of them inspired well-known TV shows, like Carlo Lucarelli’s Blu Notte – Misteri Italiani, aired 
by Rai between 1998 and 2012. Numerous have become plays, graphic novels, videogames, and oth-
ers were adapted for the radio or became audiobooks. All kinds of merchandising inspired by crime 
stories have been produced. Gradually the authors themselves became public figures, the characters 
of a larger show, involving the whole cultural production system.  
A fundamental aspect of these dynamics is transmediality, or crime fiction’s tendency to 
adapt to different contexts and media, giving life to cultural products of great popular success. As it 
will be shown, the detective novel has a longstanding inclination towards transmediality: 
Le storie poliziesche hanno avuto le loro origini in forma scritta nelle opere di autori celebri 
(da Poe a Collins, da Dickens a Gaboriau), nelle pagine dei giornali e in molte pubblicazioni 
popolari come l’americana “Police Gazette” che mescolavano cronaca, fiction e illustrazioni 
a sensazione; si sono moltiplicate già nel corso dell’Ottocento nelle pubblicazioni seriali di-
rette agli adolescenti, e a cavallo del XX secolo sono diventate uno dei generi più popolari 
dei media nascenti, cinema e fumetto; sono poi approdate alla radio e alla televisione già agli 
inizi del broadcasting: in Italia il primo esempio di teatro radiofonico, che è del 1927, era ap-
punto un poliziesco, mentre il primo giallo televisivo fu mandato in onda poche settimane 
dopo l’avvio delle trasmissioni. Senza dimenticare che il genere si è diffuso nel corso del 
tempo anche in media spesso trascurati, come l’enigmistica e i giochi da tavolo. (Ortoleva) 
In some respects, the adaptation phenomenon is not new, actually dating back to the early 
days of cinema. Crime movies based on successful crime fiction novels are one of the most enduring 
and popular film genres. The first of this kind of film was Sherlock Holmes Baffled (1900), the earliest 
known movie featuring the famous British private detective created by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. 
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Over the first thirty years of the twentieth century, about one hundred movies saw Sherlock Holmes 
as the protagonist (Pistelli 123). In more than 120 years of history, cinema ‘adopted’ many literary 
characters, transforming them into memorable cinematographic figures. From the very beginning, 
cinema has also been able to re-propose the seriality typical of the detective novel, with the film se-
ries based on characters like Fantomas, Nick Carter, or Arsène Lupin. 
The second sound film ever produced in Italy, Guido Brignone’s Corte d’Assise (Before the Jury, 
1931), is a detective movie, soon followed by Nunzio Malasomma’s L’uomo dell’artiglio (1931). These 
are not isolated cases but shape a consolidated trend, which slowed only when the difficulties and 
limitations imposed by the Fascist virtually halted crime film production. 19  
The history of the Italian “cinema giallo” is long and intricate. It would be impossible to re-
port it here in its entirety. Briefly, Italian crime movies’ history can be divided into four phases, cor-
responding to four distinctive aesthetic approaches, alternative ideological tendencies, and alternate 
popular success. 
The first phase (1930-1945) corresponds to the so-called “golden age” of Italian literary 
crime fiction (Pistelli), and is characterized by a strong adherence to literary models. In this period, 
despite the escalation of fascist censorship, Italian cinema produced some relevant crime fiction 
 
19 The fascist regime has always looked with suspicion at crime literature and cinema, considered as a foreign genre capa-
ble of disturbing the image of the Italian judiciary machine. Over the years, diffidence turned into real aversion, and cen-
sorship started to look closely at crime fiction. Just as newspapers were forbidden to report crime news, as they were 
potentially harmful to the image of the fascist regime, in which crime could not be contemplated, crime fiction was pro-
gressively opposed and limited. The first censorship measures concerning crime fiction were introduced in 1937. Crime 
fiction was deemed legal provided that it respected a series of strict rules including that the killer must have been une-
quivocally a foreign citizen, moreover it was not considered admissible that Italian characters could take their own lives, 
as suicide was considered synonymous with defeatism, finally the culprit always had to be arrested and order restored. 
Despite these measures, 1938 is considered by Pistelli to be the best year for yellow fiction, “con la stampa in media di 
ben due volume gialli al giorno; più in generale tra il 1931 e il 1940 se ne pubbliche ranno un totale di circa 6000, con il 
lancio parallelo di millecento nuovi scrittori, il cui esordio viene senz’altro favorito dalla massiccia proliferazione di speci-
fiche collane poliziesche” (Pistelli 160). In 1941, after entering the WWII, the fascist regime attempted to censor any 
book coming from non-allied countries, and new and more severe restrictions were formulated for the detective novel. 
From now on, any publication of crime fiction had to receive “prior authorization”, and any title that did not conform to 
fascist ideology was denied publication or withdrawn from the market. In 1943 we witness the last and definitive tighten-
ing of the censorship imposed by the Ministry for Popular Culture, which foresaw the appropriation of all detective nov-
els printed and on sale. 
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movies. Between 1931 and the collapse of Mussolini’s dictatorship, it is possible to trace no less than 
forty Italian films connected to crime and mystery in their most diverse tones (Pistelli). Examples of 
this phase are Ossessione by Luchino Visconti (1942) and Il Cappello del prete (1944) by Ferdinando Ma-
ria Poggioli, both inspired by two detective novels.20 
The second phase of the cinema giallo has been defined as “neorealismo nero” (Bartolini 11), 
and roughly corresponds to the years between 1946 and the early 1960s. It is not a homogeneous 
movement, but we see a widespread tendency to narrate the post-war reconstruction – its contradic-
tions, the peripheries, and the “anthropological mutation” of the Italian population – merging social 
criticism with elements of the noir narrative. In this sense, violence, corruption, and organized crime 
are components of a larger picture where sociological aspects are revealed with a meditated use of 
suspense. 
Examples of this tendency are Alberto Lattuada’s Il bandito (1946), and Il Testimone (1946) 
that marks the debut of Pietro Germi, soon followed by Germi’s second effort Gioventù perduta 
(1948), a film that combines social accusation with numerous ingredients of the American hard-
boiled. However, many movies contributed to enrich the noir vein of Italian cinema between the 
1950s and the 1960s. A provisional list would include Franco Rossi’s I falsari, Flavio Calzavara’s Con-
tro la legge, and Il bivio by Fernando Cerchio. In 1951, then, Germi released La città si difende, while 
1953 is the year of Ombre sul Canal Grande by Glauco Pellegrini. The successful diptych Persiane chiuse 
(1951) and La tratta delle bianche (1952) by Luigi Comencini pays tribute to the American noir, while 
two great works by Michelangelo Antonioni, Cronaca di un amore (1950) and I vinti (1953) depict crime 
of passion and juvenile criminality. 
 
20 Visconti’s movie is based on the 1934 novel The Postman Always Rings Twice, by James M. Cain while Poggioli’s film is 
inspired by Emilio De Marchi’s Il cappello del prete (1888). 
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In the same years, crime news inspires various directors, including Vittorio Cottafavi (Una 
donna ha ucciso, 1952), Luigi Zampa (Processo alla città, 1952), and Carlo Lizzani (Ai margini della metro-
poli, 1953). But crime fiction also serves as inspiration for comedies such as Dino Risi’s Vacanze col 
gangster (1951).  
The film that, more than others, contributed to the development of an Italian cinema giallo is 
probably Un maledetto imbroglio (1959) by Pietro Germi. Based on Carlo Emilio Gadda’s Pasticciaccio, 
Un maledetto imbroglio inaugurates a kind of authorial cinema that connects social criticism and repre-
sentations of the marginalized strata of the Italian population with the detective genre, which will 
have so much success in the following decades. 21  See, for example, Elio Petri’s A ciascuno il suo 
(1967) and Damiano Damiani’s Il giorno della civetta (1968), both adaptations of two homonymous de-
tective novels by Leonardo Sciascia.22 La donna della domenica (1975) directed by Luigi Comencini and 
based on the novel of the same name by Carlo Fruttero and Franco Lucentini is also an example of 
this trend. 
In the third phase at the turn of the 1960s and 1970s, the cinema giallo became increasingly 
popular, definitely codifying what would later become a distinct genre. In particular, venturing into 
genre narratives, Italian cinema reinterprets American and French models and explores seriality. The 
breach into genre fiction opened by crime and detective cinema interests also the thriller, the horror, 
the western, and the erotic cinema, which experience an absolute explosion of popular success with 
directors such as Sergio Leone, Tinto Brass, Lucio Fulci, Mario Bava, Dario Argento, Carlo Lizzani, 
and Steno23. However, these kinds of films, together with the hundreds of minor productions that 
characterized those years, were not usually understood and accepted by critics, who coined for them 
 
21 Compared to the literary text, the director introduces substantial changes, among which the most relevant one is un-
doubtedly the decision to offer one solution to the mysterious murder that took place in an ancient building in the center 
historian of Rome of a lady of the Capitoline bourgeoisie 
22 Leonardo Sciascia, Il giorno della civetta, Turin, Einaudi, 1961; A ciascuno il suo, Turin, Einaudi,1966. 
23 The artistic name of Stefano Vanzina. 
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unflattering labels such as “poliziottesco,” “peplum,” or “sword-and-sandal,” and “spaghetti-west-
ern.” 
Inspired by American detective movies, which featured figures of inflexible, often violent 
law enforcement officers operating in degraded urban contexts, the Italian poliziottesco enjoyed great 
national and international success between the 1970s and the early 1980s.24 The first poliziottesco is 
probably Carlo Lizzani’s Svegliati e uccidi (1966), with Robert Hoffmann as the Milanese criminal Lu-
ciano Lutring, soon followed by Banditi a Milano (1968), with Tomas Milian as a Neapolitan detective 
and Gian Maria Volonté as the Turin criminal Pietro Cavallero. However, the movies that defini-
tively codified the poliziottesco were Steno’s La polizia ringrazia (1972), inspired by the Borghese coup, 
and Enzo Castellari’s La polizia incrimina, la legge assolve (1973) starring the iconic actor Franco Nero. 
While the peak of the genre was reached a couple of years later, thanks to the figure of Commis-
sioner Betti, interpreted by Maurizio Merli, the protagonist of the so-called Commissioner Betti Trilogy 
(Roma violenta, 1975; Napoli violenta, 1976; Italia a mano armata, 1976) directed by Mario Girolami. De-
spite it being referred to as “poliziottesco,” a derogatorily distorted form of “poliziesco,” alluding to 
a chaotic, trivial version of the genre, the poliziottesco was able to capture the undermost aspects of 
urban life. Undeniably, the poliziottesco succeeded in showing the reality of Italian suburbs and con-
tained recurring references to organized crime, arms trafficking, prostitution, terrorism, drug dealing 
and consumption, kidnapping, and a critique of the judiciary system, that make it a pioneering genre 
for Italian cinema. 
The 1980s mark the decline of the Italian cinema giallo which traverses its fourth and last 
phase when the tropes and the conventions typical of the genre begin to show signs of exhaustion. 
 
24 See for example Al Pacino’s Serpico in the homonymous movie by Sidney Lumet (1973), or Clint Eastwood’s Dirty 
Harry in the Dirty Harry Series (1971 – 1988), but also Steve McQueen’s detective lieutenant Frank Bullitt in Peter Yates’s 
Bullitt (1968) and the detective Jimmy “Popeye” portrayed by Gene Hackman in William Friedkin’s The French connection 
(1971). 
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Apart from a few isolated cases linked to international productions, such as the worldwide success 
of The Name of the Rose (1986) by Jean-Jacques Annaud based on the bestselling novel by Umberto 
Eco, the relationship between Italian crime novel and cinema seems to dissolve. At this point, other 
media take on the role played by cinema and begin ousting the cinema giallo from movie theaters. In 
particular, television “cannibalized” cinema thanks to a more dynamic style, lower production costs, 
and new formats’ births. 
 
Italian Crime Fiction on TV 
The decline of the cinema giallo corresponds to the explosion of transmediality, with the dif-
ferentiation of styles and cultural offerings it implies. In the second half of the twentieth century, 
with the birth of television, transmediality gained a new perspective. The predominance of the image 
over verbal and written forms implicated a series of radical transformations in the way cultural prod-
ucts are produced and consumed. Literature was deeply affected by the passage from homo sapiens to 
“homo videns” (Sartori). This relatively rapid historical process began with photography and cinema 
but was fulfilled by television. 
Once again, the adventures of criminals and police occupy a special place within these 
macro-dynamics. Detective series start to find their place in the new Italian television from the early 
1950s. Initially, crime TV shows were adaptations of famous theatrical plays of the “golden decade” 
(1930-40) of Italian crime dramaturgy. Adaptations from plays by Alberto Donini (L’orologio a cucù), 
Edoardo Antòn (Il serpente a sonagli), and Guglielmo Giannini (Mani in alto, La sera del Sabato, La donna 
rossa, and La taglia) were broadcasted regularly on national television. The first original crime series, 
produced specifically for television, start to appear in the second half of the 1950s. At that time, 
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many TV shows were broadcast live because the Ampex technology, which allowed audio and tape 
recording, was introduced only in 1962.25 
The turning point for television detective drama is 1959. That year, some thriller series for-
matted as short, self-contained stories of about twenty-five minutes started to gain public attention. 
In Italy, the most successful foreign productions were Alfred Hitchcock’s series Alfred Hitchcock 
presenta (1955-1962) and the adventures of the infallible lawyer-detective Perry Mason (aired in Italy 
from 1957 to 1966). Created by Stanley Gardner, who will use him in over seventy novels, Mason 
reaches its maximum popularity thanks to the hugely successful television version.  
The Italian response to foreign crime telefilms is represented by the television series Giallo 
club: Invito al poliziesco, which aired for three seasons between 1959 and 1961. Halfway between a quiz 
and a detective drama, the show achieved enormous success, with several million viewers.26  
The decade 1965-1975, sees the definitive affirmation of “teleromanzi,” TV adaptations of 
popular novels of the nineteenth and twentieth century. Teleromanzi consisted of television dramas 
with a limited number of episodes (generally under ten).  
I teleromanzi, riduzioni televisive di opere letterarie in gran parte di autori italiani, ma co-
munque di cultura alta. Realizzati in proprio, poi anche affidati a produttori cinematografici, 
avevano una forte intenzionalità didattica di elevazione culturale dello spettatore. Di im-
pianto prevalentemente teatrale e di costo elevato, avevano un numero di puntate ridotto, e 
tutte ben concatenate fra di loro per condurre l’intero pubblico verso l’epilogo. Sono oggi 
scomparsi, e tuttavia quell’organizzarsi in nuclei compatti, con una serialità breve, è rimasta 
una caratteristica italiana che ha dato vita alle miniserie, spesso di durata e impostazione cine-
matografica (90’ a puntata). (Menduni 205) 
 
25 A few examples are: Gastone Tanzi’s L’istantanea sotto l’orologio, 1956; Sheila la sposa, 1958; Moneta falsa, 1960 but also 
Giuseppe Ciabattini’s La Maschera d’oro (1959) together with a six-episode TV show called Aprite: Polizia (1958) by Dan-
iele D’Anza. 
 
26 The structure of the show foresaw three contestants who were invited by the host, Paolo Ferrari, to watch a detective 
drama featuring Lieutenant Ezechiele Sheridan, head of the homicide section of the San Francisco police. Shortly before 
the identification of the culprit the episode was interrupted, and the contestants were asked to give their opinion on the 
solution of the case. The success of the Californian policeman’s series was so extraordinary that Rai re-proposed it for 
thirteen years, producing thirty-six unique episodes and four television series. 
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Although they were generally filmed in the Rai studios and modeled on theatrical plays, they 
soon started introducing a series of cinematographic innovations like a more dynamic direction and 
external sets. Given the high costs, production was often outsourced to large film producers, initiat-
ing collaborations between Rai and foreign TV broadcasters. 
The list of teleromanzi produced by Rai in those years includes a considerable number of ad-
aptations from masterpieces of modern and contemporary European literature such as Resurrection 
(1965) by Lev Tolstóy, Oblomov (1966) by Iván Goncharóv, I Promessi sposi (1967) by Alessandro 
Manzoni, David Copperfield (1965/1966) by Charles Dickens, Le Père Goriot (1970) by Honoré de Bal-
zac, but also Demons (1972) by Fyódor Dostoyévskiy and Buddenbrooks (1971) by Thomas Mann.  
Alongside these masterpieces, Rai has produced many adaptations from modern-era serial 
novels such as The Count of Montecristo (1966) by Alexandre Dumas and the adventurous serial novels 
starring Joe Petrosino (Joe Petrosino, 1972). Additionally, Rai produced several adaptations from Ital-
ian and international crime novels like Sherlock Holmes (1968) by Arthur Conan Doyle, or Le inchieste 
del commissario Maigret [The inquiries of the superintendent Maigret] (1964-1965) consisting of adapta-
tions of novels by Georges Simenon, but also a series on Nero Wolfe (1969-1971), the sleuth created 
by Rex Stout. Other crime-related teleromanzi included I racconti del maresciallo (1968) by Mario Soldati, 
Il cappello del prete (1970) by Emilio De Marchi, The Judge and His Hangman and Suspicion (1972) by Frie-
drich Dürrenmatt, and I racconti di padre Brown (The Tales of Father Brown,” 1970/1971) from the 
works of Gilbert Keith Chesterton. 
Starting from the mid-1970s, Rai and other newborn private TV broadcasters began to im-
port American crime drama television series like Columbo (1968-1977), Starsky & Hutch (1975-1979), 
CHiPs (1977-1983), Kojak (1973-1978), The Six Million Dollar Man (1974-1978).  
In America le serie si erano evolute in una forma più elaborata, il serial: vicende narrative 
ben più complesse e sfarzose delle soap, in cui ogni puntata (25’) è un segmento narrativo 
incompiuto (pur avendo un significato a sé stante), ed è concatenata alle precedenti e alle 
successive, come il feuilleton (il romanzo d’appendice ottocentesco) da cui deriva. La 
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narrazione si articola in stagioni, e può procedere per anni e anni introducendo nuovi perso-
naggi ed eliminandone altri: come in Dallas o in Dynasty. Queste produzioni americane – un 
fatto nuovo – giunsero in Europa quasi contemporaneamente alla loro realizzazione e, so-
stanzialmente, furono impiegate a sostegno dell’abbondanza televisiva che si stava allora 
aprendo alla concorrenza. Per la prima volta il prodotto seriale americano veniva impiegato 
in prima serata. (Menduni 206) 
During this period, while Rai continues to produce Italian television series, the interest of the 
public in the Italian crime drama gradually declines. In the 1990s, though, Italian crime drama found 
new impetus when Rai and Mediaset, the two leading players in the Italian broadcasting system, start 
producing a series of crime drama TV series modeled on American TV shows. In the 2000-2001 
season, the production of drama television series reached a new peak. However, as observed by 
Menduni, Italian broadcasters had to find an Italian way to drama television series, creating general-
interest products that do not entirely disavow a pedagogical and informative intent. 
La televisione italiana ha prodotto numerose serie, vere e proprie saghe nazionali fortemente 
generaliste, tra cui Montalbano (Rai 1), I Cesaroni (Canale 5), Don Matteo (Rai 1), La squadra 
(Rai3), Carabinieri (Canale 5 e Rete 4). Il tentativo era quello di raccontare un’Italia più dina-
mica, centrata su ambienti professionali in cui giovani protagonisti si immergevano in vari 
casi – uno alla volta, come vuole la serialità del prodotto – connessi alle tematiche sociali del 
loro settore di appartenenza (la medicina, l’ordine pubblico, il giornalismo, il commercio), 
mentre in forma ricorrente e trasversale affrontavano le difficoltà relazionali e i problemi esi-
stenziali legati alla loro età e condizione, ai sentimenti e agli amori in difficile equilibrio con 
la loro attività. (Menduni 207) 
Today, television is rapidly going from its “third era” characterized by digitization and enor-
mous availability of content (Ellis) to the overwhelming condition of “overflow” (De Meulenaere, 
Van Den Broeck and Lievens). The path from paper to video is now faster than ever. A strong stim-
ulus for Italian crime fiction drama came with the affirmation of satellite TV and, in particular, with 
the productions by Sky Italia, a satellite television platform owned by the American telecommunica-
tions conglomerate Comcast. 
Sky Italia began producing TV series in 2008, after having achieved solidity on the Italian tel-
evision market. The first experiment was Quo vadis, baby?, a miniseries in six episodes of ninety 
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minutes, the remake of the homonymous film by Gabriele Salvatores (2005). Faccia d’angelo (2012), 
on the other hand, was a two-episode television miniseries directed by Andrea Porporati and in-
spired by the story of the Mala del Brenta, an organized crime group based in Veneto and Friuli-Ve-
nezia Giulia.27 However, much more relevant is Sky’s role in producing longer TV series like I delitti 
del BarLume (2013-present), Romanzo Criminale (2008-2010), and Gomorra (2014-present).  
Based on Marco Malvaldi’s novels, I delitti del BarLume (2013-2020) tells the story of Massimo 
Viviani, a bartender and amateur detective dealing with various crimes taking place in the imaginary 
Tuscan town of Pineta. Romanzo Criminale – La Serie (2008-10) is the serial adaptation of the homon-
ymous novel by Giancarlo De Cataldo (2002). In 2005, the book formed the basis for a movie of the 
same name directed by Michele Placido, who then collaborated in the making of the series. Romanzo 
Criminale – La Serie consisted of twenty-two episodes of 55 minutes directed by Stefano Sollima, a 
director known for his crime-drama films such as ACAB: All Cops Are Bastards (2012)28, and who 
later will become a central figure for Italian crime and thriller cinema and television productions. 
The series was a huge success and was sold all over the world. With Romanzo Criminale, Sky showed a 
more incisive and spectacular way of making television series on hot topics like organized crime, 
corruption, crime, and violence, compared to what Rai and Mediaset had done in the past. The in-
tent of renovating Italian television series, and specifically crime drama, was reaffirmed with Gomorra 
– La Serie.  Gomorra’s path is, to some extent, comparable to that of Romanzo Criminiale, being an ad-
aptation of an extraordinarily successful book, Gomorra (2006) by Roberto Saviano, and coming after 
a critically acclaimed film by the same name directed by Matteo Garrone (2008). The series, pro-
duced by Sky in association with Cattleya and Fandango, has now reached its fourth season, achiev-
ing unprecedented worldwide success. The format consists of 12 episodes of 50 minutes directed by 
 
27 The title of the series refers to the nickname of Felice Maniero, the historic boss of the organization. 
 
28 From Carlo Bonini’s ACAB: All Cops Are Bastards, published by Einaudi in 2009. 
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various directors such as Stefano Sollima, Francesca Comencini, Claudio Cupellini, Claudio Giovan-
nesi, and Marco D’Amore. 
The path traced by Romanzo Criminale and Gomorra will soon be followed by two international 
productions like Suburra – La Serie (2017-2019) and ZeroZeroZero (2020-present). Just like the other 
two, Suburra and ZeroZeroZero are the results of a chain of adaptations, involving, respectively, Netflix 
(in collaboration with Rai) and Amazon Prime Video (in partnership with Sky Atlantic and Canal +), 
two of the most prominent American media services provider and production companies.  
The first Italian-language original television series ever produced by Netflix, Suburra, is based 
on the 2013 novel by Giancarlo De Cataldo and Carlo Bonini about the so-called “Mafia Capitale” 
investigation and was preceded by a 2015 film directed again by Stefano Sollima. The book, the 
movie, and the series focus on power clashes and corruption among Roman organized crime, politi-
cians, and the clergy. Created by Stefano Sollima, ZeroZeroZero is based on Roberto Saviano’s book 
by the same title (2013), a novel-essay on the global cocaine business.  
These last few cases highlight a series of dynamics and practices recently studied by Giuliana 
Benvenuti in her book Il Brand Gomorra (Benvenuti), in which she relates transmediality and trans-
media storytelling to the system of cultural production. In brief, Benvenuti retraces the steps that 
brought Gomorra to become a global phenomenon capable not only of selling millions of copies but 
of generating an almost infinite series of reproductions and adaptations, “l’adattamento per il teatro, 
quello di Matteo Garrone per il cinema, la serie televisiva, ma anche le produzioni dei fan, le app, il 
merchandising” (Benvenuti Preface). To be clear, the transition from one media to another is not a 
trivial thing, and, as Peppino Ortoleva has observed, it is unthinkable to have a perfect overlap in 
terms of content and style, just as fruition is fundamentally different: 
Considerevole è il condizionamento che i diversi media esercitano sulle storie e sui miti che 
veicolano. Cosí, incontrando il cinema, le storie poliziesche subiscono importanti trasforma-
zioni rispetto a quelle in forma di libro: l’enigma perde di peso rispetto al thrill, alla tensione e 
ai colpi di scena; i tempi obbligati della narrazione filmica non permettono più a chi la segue 
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di soffermarsi a ripensare gli indizi ed eventualmente di “tornare indietro” per cercare ele-
menti che non fossero stati notati; e con un effetto meno prevedibile ma a pensarci bene ine-
vitabile l’importanza del criminale cresce rispetto a quella del detective. Ulteriori mutazioni si 
sono poi manifestate nell’incontro con la televisione: la serialità periodica ha dapprima ac-
centuato la struttura a episodi già propria di alcuni degli autori più noti di gialli letterari, e poi 
si è distesa in storie che evolvono da puntata a puntata, fino a fare trionfare il sottogenere 
procedural, che pone al centro non la soluzione di un mistero ma la vita quotidiana di un di-
stretto di polizia o la ricostruzione minuziosa e potenzialmente interminabile di un’inchiesta. 
(Ortoleva Parte Seconda. Per Capire il Mito. Kindle Edition) 
On a more structural level, however, transmediality and transmedia storytelling generate a 
complex system of relationships and practices that involves all aspects of production, promotion, 
and marketing. Ultimately, the “assembly line” that characterizes transmedia projects like Gomorra, 
ends up subsuming the authors themselves. According to Benvenuti, this is what happened to Sa-
viano, “cui è assegnata la primaria funzione di garantire presso il destinatario l’autenticità e la credibi-
lità di tutte le produzioni che appartengono al mondo Gomorra” (Benvenuti Preface. Kindle Edition). 
In this sense, Gomorra exemplifies a mode of cultural production, showing not only the sys-
tem of practices and power relations that constantly deterritorialize literature but also highlighting 
how the system of media is conveying specific images of justice, law enforcement, and criminality. 
We will get to this point later, as we will discuss the figures of the criminal and the police, but for 
now, it is essential to realize that many of the crime novels analyzed here have become dense medi-
atic multiverses, and as Benvenuti observes, “è impossibile non vedere il libro alla luce di ciò che lo 
ha seguito” (Benvenuti Preface). 
 
Misfit novels: Italian Crime Fiction and Academia 
As we have seen, not only is crime novel a successful literary genre today, but it is also a 
point of reference for the culture industry, acting as a pole of attraction for a series of dynamics such 
as marketability, exportability, and transmediality. However, the success of crime literature is cer-
tainly not a new phenomenon, as demonstrated by the enormous fascination for trials and judiciary 
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chronicles that since the last decades of the nineteenth century have animated the crowds of the big 
European cities. A trend confirmed by one of the first Italian sociologist and criminologist, Scipio 
Sighele (1868-1913), a colleague of Cesare Lombroso’s and author of the seminal work La Folla delin-
quente (1891): 
Se c’è un genere di letteratura oggi alla moda, è senza dubbio la letteratura dei processi. Que-
sti drammi veramente vissuti che hanno il loro epilogo in Corte d’Assise interessano assai più 
dei drammi immaginarii che si rappresentano sui palcoscenici dei teatri. E noi li seguiamo 
nella stampa, – sia nella cronaca affrettata del giornale quotidiano, sia nel volume che è o 
pretende di essere imparziale e scientifico, – con una intensità che segna il ritmo della nostra 
ansia febbrile. (Sighele 258) 
The importance of judiciary news is reaffirmed a few years later by Antonio Gramsci: 
L’attività “giudiziaria” ha sempre interessato e continua a interessare: l’atteggiamento del sen-
timento pubblico verso l’apparato della giustizia (sempre screditato e quindi fortuna del poli-
ziotto privato e dilettante) e verso il delinquente è mutato spesso o almeno si è colorito in 
vario modo. Il grande delinquente è stato spesso rappresentato superiore all’apparato giudi-
ziario, addirittura come il rappresentante della “vera” giustizia: influsso del romanticismo I 
Masnadieri di Schiller, racconti di Hoffmann, Anna Radcliffe, il Vautrin di Balzac. (Gramsci 
2128-2129) 
On the other hand, trials and courts of justice have fascinated many writers and literates. Un-
surprisingly, authors such as Fyódor Dostoyévskiy and André Gide assiduously attended courts, 
serving as jurors or simply auditing trials to find inspirations for their books. As an example of this 
widespread interest, the passage sees the Italian writer Italo Svevo recounting how he got obsessed 
with a murder that took place while he was residing in London in 1903: 
Passavo le serate a leggere alcuni giornali di Londra, specialmente i fattacci e i processi la ma-
teria grezza per la mia cara letteratura che così mi perseguitava. Ricordo che nel 1903 fu am-
mazzata [...] in un treno la signorina Moncy il cui cadavere fu trovato in una galleria. Non se 
ne scoperse mai l’assassino. Cominciò un’indagine febbrile di tutta la vita della povera signo-
rina e di tutti i suoi conoscenti dei luoghi ove essa aveva soggiornato o pei quali era passata. 
lo vissi intensamente quella caccia e sentivo l’ansia ora del detective ora dell’assassino. Un 
giorno si annunciava di aver scoperto una traccia, poi un’altra, poi tutto s’annullava per rico-
minciare l’inchiesta su un’altra via. E un giorno ne parlai con tanta vivacità ad un inglese 
ch’egli per poco non corse alla vicina Police-station a denunziarmi. Lo pensai con rancore: 
Quella benedetta letteratura. Non vuole lasciarmi. Finirà col condurmi alla forca. Ma gli 
amici [...] sanno che non sono io l’assassino di tutte quelle centinaia di vittime di cui m’occu-
pai dacché sono fra di loro. E anzi quando arrivo mi portano dei ritagli di giornali che 
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accuratamente conservarono per farmi piacere riguardanti fatti e fattacci discussi alla corte 
penale o dei divorzi. Così ho la cronaca intera.  
Nevertheless, if popular success of crime fiction is not a new phenomenon, the same cannot 
be said of the academic acknowledgment of this genre. One of the first Italian intellectuals to devote 
an in-depth analysis of the popular novel and of the detective novel in particular was again Antonio 
Gramsci. In his famous pages on popular literature, Gramsci questioned the reasons for the success 
of detective literature, in fact drawing the line for a sociological interpretation of the success of 
crime literature:  
Il problema: perché è diffusa la letteratura poliziesca? È un aspetto determinato del problema 
più vasto: perché è diffusa la letteratura non-artistica? Per ragioni pratiche (morali e politi-
che), indubbiamente, e questa risposta generica è la più precisa anche. Ma anche la letteratura 
artistica non si diffonde anch’essa per ragioni pratico-politiche e morali, e solo mediatamente 
per ragioni artistiche? In realtà si legge un libro per impulsi pratici e si rilegge certi libri per 
ragioni artistiche: l’emozione estetica non è mai di prima lettura. (Gramsci 698) 
According to Bruno Pischedda (Pischedda 10), the definitive affirmation of Italian crime fic-
tion took place in the twenty years from the end of the 1950s to the end of the 1970s. This affirma-
tion would have occurred for three concatenations of events: the adherence to the classic detective 
story of already established writers such as Gadda, Sciascia, and Soldati, the appearance of academic 
criticism, and the definitive affirmation also of the detection story, connected to urban modernity. 
Sciascia himself, who defined his way to the detective novel, experimenting with its forms 
and its clichés and often contravening to its rules, actively contributed theoretically to the study of 
the Italian detective novel. Although Sciascia considered detective fiction as a literary byproduct, he 
considered it the most interesting of the byproducts, “a noi pare che il ‘giallo’ rappresenti la zona più 
interessante del sottobosco, quella che riserva le sorprese più autentiche” (Sciascia 13). 
To be clear, Sciascia had a rather narrow vision of the boundaries of detective novel and 
showed a certain aversion to the American hardboiled with its depictions of the metropolitan life 
and its lost and marginalized characters. Referring to a story by Mickey Spillane, Sciascia noted how, 
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“in un solo racconto abbiamo cocainomani, omosessuali, lesbiche, qualche casa equivoca, un tipo 
specializzato nel reclutare prostitute nei colleges; e infine, e questa sarebbe la gran trovata di Spillane, 
un poliziotto privato che non ha fiducia nelle giurie e che fa sbrigativamente giustizia dei colpevoli, 
con un gusto che davvero mette i brividi” (Sciascia 14). What seems to fascinate Sciascia about the 
detective novel is above all what he calls “taste for the game.” In short, for Sciascia a well-done de-
tective novel is essentially a novel of entertainment and evasion, “qualcosa, vorremmo dire, di infan-
tile – il giuoco che i bambini fanno del carabiniere e del ladro, ma decalato come su un labirinto alge-
brico, parodiato e complicato in un dilettantismo logico e conseguenziario” (Sciascia 15). For Scias-
cia,  detective novels should express a “sense of vacation,” which unfortunately, according to him, 
was getting lost in a detective novel increasingly in search of morbid effects, sadistic representations, 
eroticism and pornography. Nevertheless, the Sicilian writer was persuaded that “pur nella sua limi-
tata esistenza di sottoprodotto, il ‘giallo’ ha seguito il cammino della narrativa” (Sciascia 15) 
This observation leads Sciascia to relate the detective story to authors such as Poe, Melville, 
Stevenson, and Conrad as well as classics like Proust and Kafka. However, more surprising is the in-
verted path from narrative to detective fiction proposed by Sciascia, who saw the influence of 
Dashiell Hammett in the work of Ernest Hemingway, William Faulkner, and James M. Cain. 
At the academic level, after a series of scattered contributions by writers and scholars such as 
Antonio Santucci,29 Ettore Capriolo,30 Luisa de Vecchi Rocca,31 and Guido Bezzola,32 in 1962 
Laterza publishes the first Breve storia del romanzo poliziesco by Alberto Del Monte, while in 1979 Loris 
Rambelli publishes what is still considered as one of the most complete reviews on the Italian 
 
29 Santucci, Antonio. “Per Una Storia Del Romanzo Giallo.” Il Mulino, vol. 1, 1951, pp. 78–86. 
 
30 Capriolo, Ettore. “La Copertina Dei Gialli.” Almanacco Letterario Bompiani, 1963. 
 
31 Vecchi Rocca, Luisa de. “Apoteosi e Decadenza Del Romanzo Poliziesco d’Azione.” Nuova Antologia, 1969. 
 
32 Bezzola, Guido. “Preistoria e Storia Del Giallo All’Italiana.” Pubblico, 1977. 
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detective novel, titled Storia del giallo italiano. Rambelli’s work is a very detailed reconstruction of the 
history of the Italian detective story from the 1920s to the 1970s. 
The question raised by Gramsci about the fortune of detective novel and popular literature 
will be treated many years later, between the late 1970s and the early 1980s by two scholars, 
Giuseppe Petronio (1909-2003) and Vittorio Spinazzola (1930-2020). A historian of Italian literature 
coming from the Marxist tradition, Petronio devoted a significant part of his intellectual life to the 
study of popular literature. For many years, he has directed the literary review “Problemi” and the 
International Center for the Study of Mass Literature in Trieste. The center served as a reference for 
a small group of young scholars and collaborators interested in the study of popular culture and 
“trivial literature.” 
For Petronio, the study of literature could not be separated from the study of the society that 
produced it. Against a more traditionalist critical approach, which saw popular literature as a by-
product of ‘official’ literature, Petronio maintained that there are no extrinsic qualities that should 
characterize literature as good or bad. In his seminal work Letteratura di Massa: Letteratura di Consumo 
(1979), Petronio relates “paraliterature” (serial and genre literature) to mass society, a society in 
which the material conditions for the creation of a modern educated bourgeoisie are given. Likewise, 
all traditional forms, from Greek epic to Chivalric romance, were created for and consumed by a 
particular audience and society. If anything, are the intrinsic qualities of the individual work that de-
fine its value. To put it in Petronio’s words: 
Non è corretto caratterizzare la letteratura di consumo né cronologicamente (i tratti che si 
dicono suoi si ritrovano in tutte le età) né retoricamente (i tratti che si dicono suoi si ritro-
vano anche in opere e generi ritenuti “alti”). A meno che non si voglia concludere che una 
letteratura di consumo non esiste, dal momento che tutta la letteratura è prodotta per essere 
“consumata”, e che si tratta solo di stabilire, caso per caso, da chi è prodotta, per chi è pro-
dotta, chi la consuma. (Petronio, Letteratura di Massa e Letteratura di Consumo 32) 
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These last considerations conducted Petronio to think at the detective novel as the quintes-
sential positivist novel:  
Scientista, convinto dell’oggettività del reale (quale che sia: fisico, psicologico, sociale); fidu-
cioso che non vi sono misteri che non si possano sciogliere con l’intelligenza e la tecnica; 
persuaso che il male esiste, ma che le forze del bene, cioè la società costituita, lo possono 
vincere. […] Un romanzo che in modi immaginifici (artistici) divulga l’ideologia scientista del 
tempo, sostituendo al mistero del romanzo gotico e ai misteri degli inferni delle grandi città (i 
Misteri di Parigi, padri di infiniti altri ‘misteri’) gli enigmi di un delitto che vuole restare nasco-
sto ma che può essere svelato da una intelligenza educata all’esercizio della ragione. 
(Petronio, Quel pasticciaccio brutto 99) 
In Petronio’s perspective the detective novel would be the “natural” consequence of the 
“positive world”, the dehumanization of characters, the lack of emphasis on passions, the indiffer-
ence to the landscape, the absence, in books based on the murder, of horrible traits would all con-
firm this natural relationship (Il punto su 32). 
Spinazzola’s research had a similar but parallel horizon, focusing in particular on the role of 
readers in literature. In fact, for him, the relationship between literature and society is expressed pri-
marily in the activity of reading. Books like La democrazia letteraria (1983), Critica della lettura (1992), 
and L’esperienza della lettura (2010) are essential contributions to the Italian reception theory. Over 
time, Spinazzola’s interest in the function of the readers expanded, embracing the editorial field, 
with the foundation of the journal “Tirature.” Questioning the success of bestselling books,33 
Spinazzola was one of the first Italian scholars to apply the tools of literary analysis to those texts 
that do not meet the favor of the most educated readers. 
A substantial contribution to the development of a comparative approach to crime novel 
came from the work of Remo Ceserani, whose efforts in defining the judiciary genre is attested in 
multiple interventions and initiatives. Since 1995, Ceserani worked consistently with the publishing 
house Sellerio, which is notably one of the leading Italian publishing houses for what concerns 
 
33 Vittorio Spinazzola, Alte Tirature. La Grande Narrativa d’Intrattenimento Italiana, Milan, Il Saggiatore, 2012. 
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detective novel, at the publication of numerous judiciary novels, founding a series called “Il gioco 
delle parti”, which includes works by Honoré De Balzac, Walter Scott, Anthony Trollope, John 
Mortimer, Robert S. Hichens, William Faulkner and many others.  
Not surprisingly, Ceserani chose to open this series with the Italian novel Il processo di Frine 
(1884), by Edoardo Scarfoglio and his introduction to the whole series has been particularly relevant 
for the development of the study of the judiciary novel in Italy. Although acknowledging that the 
way in which judiciary systems have developed is crucial in determining significant differences in the 
literary representation of the judicial machinery – according, for example, a peculiar “theatrical qual-
ity” to the Anglo-American judiciary novel – Ceserani is resolute in supporting the existence of a ju-
diciary genre formally and substantially separated from the others. 
Indeed, if it is true that the peculiarities of each judiciary system actively affect its narrative 
representation, it is also true that the observation of these different representations may lead to a set 
of common elements working together in the definition of a comprehensive genre. Essentially, 
Ceserani defines judiciary novel in opposition to the detective novel, the differentiations being both 
formal and structural. In fact, if detective novel relies on reasoning to solve an enigma, judiciary 
novel is no longer interested in the mystery itself, which has already been solved, and the focus is on 
following the trial to hear the “explanations”, to obtain the criminal’s confession, to justify the final 
judgment: 
A differenza di quanto avviene nei gialli classici, il problema non è di sapere chi è stato a 
commettere il delitto (il lettore già lo sa e il fatto e le sue circostanze sono già state raccon-
tate), ma di sapere in che modo e con che mezzi il giudice inquisitore riuscirà a ricostruire lo 
svolgimento della vicenda e a strappare al colpevole la confessione della verità, divenendo di 
solito quest’ultima un nuovo racconto, fatto da un’angolatura personale e carica di interpre-
tazioni, giustificazioni, colpevolizzazioni, da parte del reo confesso (Ceserani 13) 
The distinction between the “classic detective novel” and the judiciary novel traced by 
Ceserani is clear, and the differences in the narrative organization reveal an even deeper structural 
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difference. According to Ceserani, the two different genres respond to two alternative ideas of truth, 
indeed if detective novel finds its own truth through the logical-analytical reasoning, following the 
clues and evaluating the evidences, the judiciary novel sees the truth as a hermeneutic process that 
develops itself in the continuous proliferation of stories and discourses.  
Nel romanzo giallo, si tratti del poliziesco classico o del romanzo d’azione violenta, il lettore 
è di solito chiamato a mettersi in gara con il detective, a seguire le piste per scoprire a sua 
volta, il più rapidamente possibile – e però, di solito, per merito dei meccanismi della devia-
zione e della sorpresa, solo nell’ultima pagina – qual è la verità. Nel romanzo giudiziario, in-
vece, il lettore conosce assai presto il colpevole ed è invitato semmai a soffermarsi sul «caso» 
e ad approfondirne l’interpretazione, a identificarne circostanze e motivazioni. […] A diffe-
renza che nei romanzi gialli veri e propri, in cui la domanda di fondo è «chi è stato?», qui la 
domanda è «chi lo dice?». Fra gli interrogatori e la sentenza, fra i discorsi e il faccia a faccia 
con la verità, si stende il territorio, altamente vantaggioso per la narrazione e il romanzo, 
della suspense. È questa la vera protagonista di tante storie giudiziarie. (Ceserani 14) 
One of the scholars who most actively maintained the existence of an Italian judiciary novel 
is certainly Sergia Adamo, whose studies have been of capital importance for the understanding of 
the emergence of this genre in the context of the nineteenth-century Italian literature. Adamo in-
vited us to rediscover some almost forgotten works such as Gerolamo Rovetta’s Il processo Montegù 
(1882) and Parmenio Bettoli’s Il processo Duranti (1874) along with other well-known works like for 
example Federico De Roberto’s Spasimo (1897), Luigi Capuana’s Il Marchese di Roccaverdina (1901) and 
Italo Svevo’s L’assassinio di via Belpoggio (1890). But most importantly, Adamo started questioning the 
complex relationship between the judiciary machine and literature in post-unification Italy. 
The study of the detective novel has taken many directions in recent years. In one of the 
most recent historical studies, Maurizio Pistelli (2006) covered one hundred years of history of the 
Italian detective story, from the second half of the nineteenth century to the 1960s. The main pur-
pose of his research was to verify if it is correct to speak of the existence of a more than secular Ital-
ian detective fiction tradition. 
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In 1994, Massimo Carloni published L’Italia in giallo where he proposes a provisional geogra-
phy of the Italian detective novel. Ideal continuation of Rambelli’s volume, the historical-geograph-
ical profile of the Italian detective novel written by Carloni has the merit of recognizing two tenden-
cies typical of the Italian tradition, its roots in the local, urban and provincial reality, and its hybrid-
ism. The first part in fact deals with the main places of the modern detective story, Milan, the prov-
ince, Rome, Turin, Bologna and Naples, while the second part focuses on the sub-genres of the Ital-
ian detective novel from historical yellow to thriller, from the spy story to the mafia story up to the 
Italian noir tradition. 
In light of what has been said about the translation of Italian crime fiction into English, it 
will come as no surprise to note that it is only in recent years that the English-speaking world has 
begun to take an interest in Italian crime fiction. 
 
The World Starts to Notice 
The first English book dealing exclusively with Italian crime fiction, titled Differences, Deceits, 
and Desires: Murder and Mayhem in Italian Crime Fiction, edited by Mirna Cicioni and Nicoletta Di Ciolla, 
was published in 2008. The essays in this book deal with authors and novels that date from the 
1960s to the early 2000s, focusing on how Italian crime fiction authors connect with the genre’s lit-
erary tradition and formulae, its ‘regionalization,’ and gender/queer perspectives. 
Giuliana Pieri’s Italian Crime Fiction (2011) is a collection of essays dealing mostly with con-
temporary Italian Crime fiction touching aspects like women crime writers and the representation of 
the South, Bologna, and Milan. However, it also includes contributions to the study of some relevant 
authors of Italian crime fiction, like Scerbanenco, Gadda, Eco, Sciascia, and Tabucchi. In her mono-
graph, Uncertain Justice: Crimes and Retribution in Contemporary Italian Crime Fiction (2010), Nicoletta Di 
Ciolla explores the relationship between crime fiction and history, but also the relationship between 
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crime novels and female writers. The volume also dedicates space to reflection on the representation 
of the private and domestic universe of crime, the family and how this is thematized in some con-
temporary crime novels. The last chapter, on the other hand, is of absolute relevance for our study, 
where a characteristic phenomenon of contemporary Italian crime fiction is addressed, namely the 
phenomenon of judges, lawyers, and police officers who are authors of crime fiction, to which we 
will return in the last chapter of this study. 
Last but not least, the fundamental works of Barbara Pezzotti (2014, 2016) are essential in 
relating Italian history, politics, and society to Italian crime fiction, starting from concepts such as 
impegno, and historical truth, and examining “comprehensively the many fascinating ways in which 
the giallo confronts history and its open wounds “(Pezzotti, Investigating Italy’s Past 6). 
 
Sub-Genres: When Literary Criticism Meets the Market 
One of the greatest difficulties faced by those who intend to study crime fiction is the multi-
plication of editorial labels that have always characterized it. Genre literature tends to organize itself 
around fixed schemes and pre-established formulas. Normativity seemed to be the main belief of the 
pioneers of British and American crime fiction such as the British writers of the Detection Club, 
who had even formulated a series of Ten Commandments for writing a detection novel, or the 
“Twenty Rules for Writing Detective Stories” published by SS Van Dine in 1928. 
In brief, the commandments of the Detection Club prescribed that, 
(1) The criminal must be someone mentioned in the early part of the story, but must not be 
anyone whose thoughts the reader has been allowed to follow. (2) All supernatural or preter-
natural agencies are ruled out as a matter of course. (3) Not more than one secret room or 
passage is allowable. (4) No hitherto undiscovered poisons may be used, nor any appliance 
which will need a long scientific explanation at the end. (5) No Chinaman must figure in the 
story. (6) No accident must ever help the detective, nor must he ever have an unaccountable 
intuition which proves to be right. (7) The detective must not himself commit the crime. (8) 
The detective must not light on any clues which are not instantly produced for the inspec-
tion of the reader. (9) The stupid friend of the detective, the Watson, must not conceal any 
thoughts which pass through his mind; his intelligence must be slightly, but very slightly, 
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below that of the average reader. (10) Twin brothers, and doubles generally, must not appear 
unless we have been duly prepared for them. 
Similarly, the twenty rules proposed by S. S. Van Dine required, among other things, that the 
reader must have the same opportunities as the detective to solve the mystery. Therefore the writer 
must state and display all the clues and should never deceive or trick the reader. Love, in a detective 
novel, is banned. The detective should never turn out to be the culprit, and the culprit must be de-
termined by logical deductions - not by accident or coincidence or unmotivated confession. There 
must be a detective, and there must be a dead body. Minor offenses will not suffice, because “after 
all, the reader’s trouble and expenditure of energy must be rewarded.” Supernatural is banned and 
the resolution of the crime must take place by “naturalistic” means. There must be only one detec-
tive to avoid confusion. The culprit must be a person who has played a more or less prominent part 
in the story, and it better not be a servant because the culprit must be “a worth-while person - one 
that would not ordinarily come under suspicion.” While there might be more than one murder, there 
must be only one culprit. 
Organized crime (“secret societies, camorras, mafias, et al.”)  have no place in a detective 
story. The method of murder, and the means of detecting it, must be rational and scientific. The 
truth must be apparent in a way that if the reader rereads the book, he would see that the solution 
was already there, and all the clues pointed to the culprit. A detective novel should not contain long 
descriptive passages because they would “hold up the action and introduce issues irrelevant to the 
main purpose, which is to state a problem, analyze it, and bring it to a successful conclusion.” The 
criminal should not be a professional., as “crimes by housebreakers and bandits are the province of 
the police departments - not of authors and brilliant amateur detectives.” A crime in a detective 
story must never turn out to be an accident or suicide, and the motives for all crimes in detective 
stories should be personal. International plottings and war politics belong to spy stories. Ultimately, 
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the writer must avoid corny devices that might be familiar to literary crime lovers, like determining 
the identity of the culprit by comparing a cigarette left at the crime scene with the brand smoked by 
a suspect. 
In essence, detective novels, like all genre literature, affirmed themselves in a rather norma-
tive way. Therefore, even the slightest deviation from these rules generated a sub-genre. To this, we 
must consider the role played by the publishing market, which sets a marketing and commercializa-
tion strategy on the creation of labels and sub-genres. As a result, conventionally, crime fiction is di-
vided into several sub-genres. The most important is detective fiction, based on the mechanism of 
detection which is carried out by an investigator or a detective — either professional, amateur, or 
retired — who investigates a crime. The “cozy” mysteries, then are a subgenre of crime fiction in 
which sex and violence occur off stage, the detective is an amateur sleuth, and the crime and detec-
tion take place in a small, socially intimate community. In the traditional locked-room mystery, also 
called  “impossible crime” mystery, the crime takes place in conditions of impossibility for the per-
petrator to get in or out of the crime scene. An urban setting characterizes the American hardboiled, 
usually the city underbelly, in which the detective investigates a crime, also resorting to violence and 
illegal means in order to frame the culprit. The police procedural focuses on the procedures used by 
the police in solving the crime, the center of the action is the police station or the investigative unit, 
there is a multitude of characters, and a particular emphasis is placed on the practical aspects of the 
investigation. In forensic crime fiction, the investigator is usually a medical examiner or pathologist 
who uses forensic evidence to apprehend the killer. Lawyers and sometimes judges are the protago-
nists of the so-called legal thriller. The legal thriller normally follows the pattern of the inverted de-
tective story, where the focus is not on the commission of the crime, which is shown or described at 
the beginning, usually including the identity of the perpetrator, but on the ability of the jurist to con-
duct his or her own investigation and collect the evidence that will frame the culprit. These are just a 
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few examples of sub-genres of crime fiction since the narrative patterns of crime fiction can be 
found in numerous other forms of popular literature, from the psychological and romantic novels to 
thrillers, and from horror to science fiction and fantasy literature. 
 
Crime Fiction Is Essentially a Hybrid Genre 
Ultimately, it seems that the idea that crime fiction has fixed rules collides with the very na-
ture of the genre. As historians of the genre show us, crime fiction has always been a hybrid narra-
tive form, ready to include ideas from the serial novel and the feuilletton and to influence other gen-
res. As Loris Rambelli pointed out, Italian detective novel has been a hybrid genre since at least the 
1940s, when, in the novels of the publishers Sonzogno and Nerbini, the genre was often hybridized 
with those typical of the feuilleton, the adventure, the mystery, the horror, the romantic, the erotic (see 
Rambelli 122-123). 
Contemporary Italian crime fiction has further emphasized this feature, characterizing itself 
as an utterly inhomogeneous form of narrative, to the extent that Bruno Pischedda defined contem-
porary Italian giallo as a “centripetal” form, underlining its capacity of incorporating, blending, and 
contaminating huge portions of contemporary literary production (Pischedda 16). 
The great universe of contemporary Italian crime fiction - but the same discourse could 
probably be extended to contemporary American crime fiction, ranges from traditional detective fic-
tion and all its sub-genres to non-fiction and true crime, from memoirs to novel-essays.  
Many of the historical studies cited so far, while alluding to the multifaceted nature of crime 
fiction and its enormous popular success, do not pay attention to the relationship between these two 
phenomena and how the omnipresence and expressive power of these narrative forms contribute to 
defining our ideas and our perception of crime and its punishment. One of the assumptions of this 
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study is that the close relation that genres establish among each other is decisive in shaping the im-
age of the judicial and penal machinery.  
Recently, the Italian scholar Alessio Berrè proposed to focus on similarities rather than em-
phasizing the distinctive traits. Following the path traced by Foucault and by the French historian 
Dominique Kalifa (Crime et culture au XIXe siècle), Berrè suggested to reconsider the two genres of ju-
diciary and detective novel in light of what Kalifa refers to as the great “criminal novel.” Kalifa has 
conducted an extensive research into the history of crime and repression in nineteenth-century 
France, according great importance to the literary production (especially popular and serial narra-
tive), which, in his opinion constitutes an “immense hypertext” through which it would be possible 
to understand crime as a cultural product better. Surely, if we take into consideration the European 
society of the nineteenth century, and we analyze the close relation between crime and culture, we 
will notice how the emergence of crime as a social phenomenon together with the process of crea-
tion of a public opinion in newborn mass societies, respond to a single practice which can be de-
fined as the “cultural construction of crime”. Indeed, during the modern era, crime was not con-
ceived as a collective phenomenon, and the figure of the criminal is a characteristic aspect of the ju-
ridical culture of the eighteenth and nineteenth century. Kalifa considers crime as the result of a ne-
gotiation between the representations that often precede individual and collective experiences con-
firming, invalidating or modifying them. Considered under this perspective, the detective novel 
shows itself as something intensely political rather than the natural consequence of the positivist 
spirit. 
Focusing on the role played by literary production, Kalifa prefers to use the term “criminal 
novel”, in relation to the mid-nineteenth century French literature, defining the great “roman 
criminel”, as a composite and assorted production that would include the feuilleton (Sue, Dumas, 
Féval, Ponson du Terrail), the judiciary (Gaboriau and his disciples) as well as the premises of the 
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detection novel, rethinking criminal novels and its subgenres in a broader perspective. Kalifa pro-
poses, for instance, to focus on the figure of the policeman, determining how this figure became 
central as a narrative character. The appearance of the policeman as a fictional figure significantly 
predates the circulation of the positivist theories, dating back to the early decades of the nineteenth 
century where he finds his place in a series of hybrid narrations such as memoirs and diaries. In a few 
words, Kalifa shows how the appearance of the policeman as a recurring narrative figure has to be 
related to the circulation of another kind of imaginary, which is the myth of the Frontier and the 
American prairie, promoted by the enormous success and influence of Fenimore Cooper’s novels. 
The universe of the “savages”, the images of hunting, the Indian trails, so much fascinated Cooper’s 
peers that they were promptly transposed into the familiar European setting of the city, rapidly con-
structing the image of the criminal as an “urban savage” and the policeman as the sheriff. 
 
What Happened to Crime and Punishment?  
In conclusion, rather than focusing on the differences between the subgenres, it would be 
more interesting to draw our attention to the common traits to identify what is at stake in the battle 
for the representation of crime and punishment. It seems pretty clear at this point that focusing on 
formal distinctions may not be necessarily helpful in making sense of all the numerous junctures 
among all literary genres connected to the representation of crime. As a matter of fact, the generic 
definition of “crime novel” transposed into the Italian tradition would probably allow us to better 
outline a comprehensive examination of the phenomenon, effectively clarifying the numerous rela-
tions between concurring discourses. As Peppino Ortoleva notes, theoretically alternative discourses 
seem in fact to converge in form and content into a single genre that manages to attract the spas-
modic attention of its beneficiaries. 
Quando per giorni e giorni, o addirittura per mesi, l’informazione televisiva e giornalistica 
insiste su un delitto misterioso invitando e quasi incitando il pubblico a formulare le proprie 
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ipotesi sull’autore del crimine, è lampante il parallelismo con il più largamente consumato tra 
i generi della cultura di massa, la detective story. È stata l’informazione moderna a inventare 
il poliziesco, poi ripreso dai narratori? O sono gli autori che a partire da Edgar Allan Poe 
hanno costruito il genere a fornire il modello bello e pronto alla cronaca? Il quesito in fondo 
è secondario: si tratta di un unico modello mitico che dà senso alla cronaca e attira alla let-
tura. Se il giornalismo vende il “nuovo” (per definizione) dei fatti del giorno incorniciandolo 
nel già noto delle formule narrative a cui si attribuisce la capacità di “emozionare il pub-
blico”, per converso molta fiction contemporanea racconta prevalentemente dei fatti che, se 
non sono usciti dalle pagine di un giornale, potrebbero esserlo. (Ortoleva) 
Indeed, far from being the exhaust reproduction of traditional stylistic features or the mere 
result of hybridization and seriality, the contemporary crime novel contributes to the development 
of a “hypertext” that actively shapes our perception of crime and criminality, producing or repro-
ducing discourses around issues such as security, law and order, and democracy. In brief, crime nov-
els combine traditional crime fiction and its subgenres with other forms of narrative like investiga-
tive journalism, autofiction, non-fiction, historical novel, and true-crime under whose lens reality is 
often questioned, reinterpreted, and sometimes reimagined.  
Avoiding the risk of overestimating the impact of criminal novels on social imaginary and 
avoiding any naive automatism in the reading of the relationship between literature and reality, the 
close connection between crime novels, and the widespread interest in the mechanisms of crime and 
criminality is nonetheless astonishing. The enormous success of crime novels, as we shall see further 
in the discussion, overlaps the emergence of what Loïc Wacquant called “the Global Penal State,” a 
global dispositif that coincides with the affirmation of the neoliberal system, and that determined the 






CHAPTER TWO: “GUARDIE E LADRI” 
 
Walking on a Thin Line 
Crime novels can take on numerous forms and convey many distinctive styles, but at their 
core, they all stage the conflict between police and criminals. Regardless of how we want to look at 
them, the dialectical relationship between hunter and prey, their games of tricks, syllogisms, and de-
ceptions is omnipresent in the vast majority of crime novels. Nevertheless, the representations of 
this conflict evolved enormously throughout the history of this genre. Particularly in recent years, 
driven by an explosion of new narrative styles, the relationship between ‘cop’ and ‘thug’ gained 
greater importance and unprecedented depth.  
Compared to the early examples of crime fiction, today’s crime novels present a much less 
Manichean distinction between good and evil characters. Frequently, police and criminal figures tend 
to show some common traits, displaying conflicting yet analogous personalities. In much of contem-
porary crime fiction, the relationship between police and criminals develops along a thin and often 
very nuanced dividing line.  
The reasons for this close relationship are manifold. It can result, for example, from the po-
lice’s brilliant work. Skilled agents or detectives must be able to plunge into the criminal mentality, to 
the point of risking their lives and their mental sanity to close a complicated case. In particular, 
crime novels stress how dealing with heinous criminals usually implies a painful descent into hell. A 
katabatic journey that will not allow detectives to enjoy their inevitable final victory. Instead, it leaves 
them exhausted and progressively detached from the ordinary world. In modern crime novels, the 
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triumph of ‘good’ over ‘evil’ is never complete, but, on the contrary, it presents itself as a partial, 
transitory or illusory success, as is if a real ‘victory’ was an impossible achievement in this utterly 
compromised world. In one of his studies on American crime fiction, Eric Rawson identified katab-
asis as an essential trait in hardboiled literature. Indeed, masters such as Chandler, Hammett, and 
Spillane, made extensive use of this narrative device, which still fascinates contemporary crime writ-
ers. However, katabasis often presupposes a safe place, a physical or mental harbor, to return to at 
the end of this painful journey. Unfortunately, modern crime fiction is unable to provide reassur-
ance, reconciliation, or instructive examples. 
In crime fiction, the police and their opponents share life experiences, and their communica-
tion is almost instinctive. They often establish a shady and ambiguous relationship. This ambiguity 
fascinated many authors and established itself as one of crime fiction’s topoi. Consider the notorious 
Michael Mann’s 1995 movie Heat, starring Al Pacino as L.A.’s Major Crimes Unit Lieutenant Vin-
cent Hanna and Robert De Niro as the hardened criminal Neil McCauley. Hanna is investigating a 
bank robbery carried out by McCauley and his crew. At some point in the movie, Hanna tracks 
down McCauley, pulls him over, and invites him to coffee. During this unusual meeting, they talk 
about their commitment to their fields and their life constraints. Hanna discusses his failing mar-
riage, and McCauley confesses that he feels similarly isolated. 
Eventually, McCauley promises Hanna that he will never return to jail. They both 
acknowledge that they will kill the other if necessary, which happens in the finale when the two en-
gage in a thrilling shooting scene. The policeman ultimately kills the criminal, who breathes his last 
in the detective’s arms, reminding him of the promise he made during their meeting at the cafe. The 
way Hanna accompanies McCauley’s death, holding his hand and showing himself weary and re-
signed, represents something more than a gesture of humanity or a simple surrender of weapons be-
tween enemies. Many elements unite them, destiny, fate, but, above all, they share the streets of a 
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hellish city. They know every nook and cranny of this town. They know its vices, its dynamics, and 
its injustices. 
Heat is shot in Los Angeles, a metropolis pervaded by crime and insecurity, a very similar 
town to the one described by two crime fiction masters such as Raymond Chandler and James 
Ellroy.  
The idea of an infernal metropolis might have been influenced by the mainstream mediatic 
narrative that described the Californian metropolis as one of the criminal hubs of the 1990s 
(Callanan). For sure, Heat’s Los Angeles served as inspiration for Christopher Nolan’s Gotham City 
in his 2008 superhero movie The Dark Knight and the popular videogame Grand Theft Auto III.  
Police and criminals are the absolute protagonists of this modern city dominated by precari-
ousness and insecurity. Still, they are not the architects of this chaotic and destabilizing world. In the 
fictional reality presented by modern crime fiction, the conflict between police and criminals is al-
ways an encounter, a shared attempt to understand reality, to make sense of the chaos.  
In this sense, Heat is a somewhat controversial film that takes to extremes the enduring con-
nection between hero and anti-hero, remodeling it through a crime fiction film’s codes. If anything, 
the novelty is that contemporary crime fiction hardly presents us with a real hero, a perfect character 
with whom we can identify or empathize. What is particularly fascinating about contemporary crime 
narratives’ “heroes” is precisely the fact that they are not always such. Indeed, the patrol of agents, 
commissioners, detectives, captains, sergeants who populate today’s crime fiction does not always 
have an instructive story to tell. Most of the time, they are mysterious, troubled figures—their past 
hides unspoken truths made of suffering, difficulties, and questionable behaviors.  
Our detectives’ contradictory nature is explicit if we look at exemplary figures like the inves-
tigator Duca Lamberti created by Giorgio Scerbanenco in 1966. A former doctor barred and ar-
rested for euthanizing a terminal patient, throughout his dedicated series, Duca Lamberti is 
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rehabilitated and even admitted into the Milanese investigative unit. Scerbanenco’s books describe 
Duca Lamberti’s redemption, portraying his transition from outcast to a respected police officer. 
Virtually all the police officers considered in this review share a troubled past, made of disciplinary 
procedures, questionable professionalism, episodes of brutality and unjustified violence, or excess 
power accusations. Just as often, they are the victims of false allegations, or their negligent and cor-
rupted colleagues systematically undermine their work. Think for example of Romano De Marco’s 
novel Milano a mano armata, in which the protagonist, the corrupt cop Matteo Serra, is caught red-
handed by the Carabinieri during a drug exchange. Still, Serra cannot be indicted because he has col-
lected extensive information on important politicians, the financial élites, and the Church, which he 
keeps in his secret files. Serra is then transferred from Rome to Milan, where he joins the Milan Vio-
lent Crimes Operating Unit led by Commissioner Andrea Gherardi. In Milan, he finds an equally 
compromised reality where the fight against organized crime generates a reaction of corruption and 
violence from which no one will remain immune. De Marco’s book is just one of the hundreds of 
examples that could be made of corrupt, incompetent, lascivious police-themed books and films. 
In brief, these novels clearly show how the boundaries between good and evil, lawful and 
illicit, judges and judged are often vague and circumstantial. Most importantly, they demonstrate 
how the two worlds of crime and law enforcement are profoundly interrelated and how the very def-
inition of criminal behavior, rather than being immanent, is deeply connected to policing practices.  
The immediacy between the police institution and the criminal world so widely portrayed in 
crime fiction is well known to criminologists and ethnographers of the police system. In particular, 
critical criminology showed how felonies and criminal behaviors are only partially sanctioned by law 
(Sbraccia and Vianello). In reality, police institutions play a decisive role in deciding which actions to 
repress. Rather than being the final ring in the prosecution chain, the police can orient the direction 
of the prosecution mechanisms. This feature is connected to the fact that police power derives 
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mainly from its position as an intermediary between the so-called civil society and the criminal 
world. If, on the one hand, the police have a normative and repressive role, on the other hand, this 
institution acts as an observation point of the criminal world. 
 
Police on My Back: Where Lies The Police’s Power? 
In a recent study on the genealogy of the police, Giuseppe Campesi showed how profoundly 
the notion of police is rooted in Western political philosophy. From Aristotle’s Politics, classical 
thought interpreted the concept of politeia (πολιτεία) as “the overall order of the city (polis), the set of 
rules and formulas under which everyone can live with everyone else” (Campesi 46). For Aristotle, 
political institutions respond to principles rooted in the natural order. Like any other natural being, 
the polis works as a biological organism pursuing social and political balance among its components. 
The underlying principles that characterize these forms of social interactions are wealth and well be-
ing. However, medieval interpretations of Aristotle’s Politics imparted to Western political thought a 
very different view of what politia signified, “taking on highly conservative overtones, encapsulating 
the idea of what it meant for a political community to be in good order” (Campesi 47). 
According to Campesi, the evolution of the concept of police encountered three phases, cor-
responding to three specific stages in the relationship between political and juridical institutions. The 
first phase coincides with the epoch of the judicial state. The law is produced only or predominantly 
by jurists, whose primary function, called iurisdictio, is reflected in justice administration.  Although 
this function technically belongs to the crown, it is de facto exercised by royal judges. At this stage, 
“the notion of policing seemed to have been conservational, its point being to protect and maintain 
the good ancient order, an order that was still at once social and legal” (Campesi 6).  
The second phase corresponds to the era of the so-called administrative monarchy. In this 
epoch, “the notion of policing seemed to suggest a more active function, the idea being to bring 
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about the kind of order suited to the early manifestations of mercantile and manufactural capitalism” 
(Campesi 6). The third and last phase is linked to the affirmation of the so-called Rechtsstaat. Taking 
place between the 18th and 19th centuries, it coincides with the end of absolutism and the affirmation 
of a modern bourgeoisie. In this phase, “the term police seemed to refer to a security function, the 
idea being to protect against the social risks connected with the evolutional dynamic of modern in-
dustrial capitalism” (Campesi 6).  
Evidently, Campesi attempts to outline and fixate a long-lasting redefinition process of 
Western society’s political, administrative, and philosophical structures. We must therefore be flexi-
ble in considering his reconstruction, keeping in mind the permeability of the three phases just de-
scribed. The instances characterizing a specific phase do not cease to exist from one day to the next 
but endure over time, accompanying and flanking the following phase. In reality, Lavoisier’s law on 
the conservation of mass seems to find a correspondent in Campesi’s scheme, where “modern po-
lice power will always exhibit the traits and functions that are typical of the basic political technolo-
gies” (Campesi 6).  
In brief, Campesi’s study sets aside traditional images of the police as an ancillary repressive 
institution designed to favor the functioning of the penal system. Conversely, Campesi sees the birth 
of the police apparatus as “a chapter in the story of the birth of the political technologies entrusted 
with governing the social upheavals that erupted with the development of modern capitalist society 
(Campesi 4).  
Thus, the modern police apparatus assumed the essential function of governing the popula-
tion in response to the need of controlling the most disruptive social consequences of capitalist de-
velopment and, in particular, the question of poverty and the living conditions of the popular classes 
in the emerging industrial cities. In this sense, the modern public security apparatus affirmed itself in 
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the nineteenth century as a social-police apparatus entrusted with governing the risks and dangers 
inherent in the economic and social model adopted by Western societies. 
In one of the few historical-anthropological studies on the Italian police, Salvatore Palidda 
questioned a widely accepted definition of police as the institution authorized to use legitimate vio-
lence to maintain order and public safety. (Palidda 26) Following Foucault’s lesson, Palidda points 
out that, as a vital force for society’s political organization, modern police cannot be characterized 
solely by the use of coercive power. 
Palidda shows how, throughout the 19th century, repressive responses to social uprisings and 
urban riots were no longer sufficient to contain the problem of the crowd, long considered as the 
primary social danger and identified with the so-called urbanized “dangerous classes.” In particular, 
repression was no longer functional in making a fundamental distinction between “dangerous” and 
“working” classes, thus undermining the capitalist economy’s functioning. 
While it is true that modern police replaced the military as the primary institution to maintain 
public order and repress deviant behaviors, the police affirmed itself primarily as an “intelligent” in-
stitution capable of observing social stratification and differentiating among social groups. The mili-
tary could not grasp this difference because of its structural organization, centered on the ally/en-
emy warlike dialectic. Modern police dealt with social classes in a new fashion, treating them as so-
cial components to be monitored, organized, and distinguished. In Palidda’s words: 
La polizia deve procedere alla costruzione di un sapere pratico sulla società in grado di di-
stinguere tra nemici sociali e lavoratori: dunque un sapere utile alla regolazione dell’inclu-
sione e dell’esclusione, volto a recuperare il massimo di forza lavoro da incanalare e discipli-
nare nei ranghi del lavoro salariato. (Palidda 29-30) 
In essence, modern policing is about using coercive force effectively while producing practi-
cal knowledge about society.  
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Undoubtedly, police are not the sole institution that produces this kind of knowledge. Nu-
merous other institutions belonging to the fields of justice, surveillance, education, and health regu-
larly produce and collect knowledge about society. Operators from these fields work in places like 
hospitals, immigration hotspots, shelters for the homeless and drug-addicted people. Sites like these 
are often characterized by an uncertain legal status, gray areas where the corrective-repressive dimen-
sion overlaps with welfare and charity. Additionally, it is not uncommon to see the police joining 
forces with local associations as they pursue the so-called ‘reclamation’ of the town’s degraded areas 
or as they promote initiatives to contain deviant behaviors at a local level. Furthermore, police offic-
ers must come into direct contact with a part of the deviant population, the so-called informers, mi-
nor criminals from whom the police gather useful information, offering lenience in exchange for 
critical tip-offs. 
La polizia può così coinvolgere una parte della popolazione e anche una parte dei devianti e 
criminali nel governo concreto della sicurezza. [...] In questo senso la polizia non è solo l’isti-
tuzione “polizia di stato”, ma comprende tutte le forze, risorse, strumenti e modalità attra-
verso cui la società provvede al suo stesso disciplinamento (Palidda 31). 
Gradually, knowledge became the police’s main prerogative, generating a kind of power that 
needs some level of unaccountability. In fact, police knowledge can only partially subordinate itself 
to political and legal authority. Shockingly, studies on policing confirmed that if the police proceed 
too rigorously, they do not obtain the kind of information they need to have a comprehensive un-
derstanding of society’s legal and illegal aspects. In essence, maintaining the order implies having a 
monopoly on the management of the disorder. 
Over the last thirty to forty years, Italian politics has been characterized by a real obsession 
with security issues. According to Palidda (Palidda 38), Italian society is one of the most exposed be-
cause of its history of violent power relations characterizing its social structure. Moreover, despite its 
strong labor movement, the Italian welfare system is less consistent when compared to other 
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European systems. A distinct sensitivity towards security issues impacted the perception and voting 
orientations of northern Italy’s population in particular. In this area, according to Palidda, the social 
and political environment seem to favor a more “spontaneous” agreement between neoliberalism 
and security.  
The role and impact of neoliberal policies on the exacerbation of corrective measures and 
creating a real phobia of social insecurity is a broad and debated topic worth mentioning in general 
terms. Among the many social scientists who have dealt with this topic, the one who has done it 
with greater depth and documentation is Loïc Wacquant. In particular, Wacuqant showed how the 
tightening of corrective measures, the further development of punitive techniques, and the affirma-
tion of repressive rhetorics are consubstantial with the development of the economic and social sys-
tem known as neoliberalism. Social studies show a consensus on the fact that where more wealth is 
produced and flaunted, we see increasing social exclusion, more precariousness, diffused illegal 
work, and a rise in mental illnesses (Fischer). Claims for “more security,” “more police,” and a more 
severe penalty system seem to correspond to an aspiration to an improved quality of life for a small 
portion of the population, the so-called “included” citizens. Conversely, security and surveillance 
measures seem to be imposed mainly on that part of the population that is already marginalized. 
The Italian case is part of a global trend that has seen an increase in detention rates. In Italy, 
things started to change dramatically in the early 1990s with the approval of some radical changes in 
criminal policies, which caused a big wave of “mass imprisonment.” Fundamentally, the demand for 
policing took on an unknown social and political dimension. We saw a substantial increase in crime 
reporting, which led to the intensification of measures designed to combat petty crime and drug 
consumption. Urban insecurity rapidly became one of the major issues in creating public consensus. 
In those years, we saw the emergence of what Salvatore Palidda defines as “security entrepreneurs.” 
This term is derived from the concept of “moral entrepreneur” coined by Howard Becker in his 
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seminal book Outsiders of 1963. According to Becker, a moral entrepreneur is an individual, group, 
or formal organization that seeks to influence a group to adopt or maintain a norm. Moral entrepre-
neurs take the lead in labeling a particular behavior and spreading or popularizing this label through-
out society.  
In a similar fashion, security entrepreneurs are social actors who propose themselves as key 
figures in the governance of fear and reassurance, particularly at the local level. Typically, they act as 
simple mediators between the local society and police authorities. However, they often transform 
insecurity into various forms of reactionary mobilization against minor crimes, urban decay, and 
drug addiction, almost always with the local media’s strong support. Clear examples of this trend are 
neighborhood and shopkeepers associations that exert influence on political authorities asking for 
the redevelopment of degraded areas, public spaces maintenance, and, most importantly, more 
safety. At the same time, these associations collaborate with the police in activities such as patrolling 
the territory, reporting suspicious behavior, or alleged illicit drug trafficking. Not infrequently, these 
activities result in acts of real violence and exclusion against subjects perceived as a threat to the 
quiet neighborhood living. 
This scenario led to the uncontrollable rise in the prison population in Italy beginning in the 
early 1990s. The number of inmates before the 1990 amnesty amounted to just over 30,000 people. 
Following this measure, the number dropped to about 26,000 and began to rise again in 1991 
(35,000 inmates). It continued in the following years, reaching 59,500 people detained in the year 
preceding the 2006 pardon provision. This measure was the last occasion in which Italy saw the de-
tained population numbers fall within legal limits. Afterward, the ascent has been dizzying. In fact, in 
four years, it went from 39,000 inmates in December 2006 to almost 68,000 in December 2010. 
According to a recent study by Giovanni Torrente and Luigi Manconi (2015), the increase in 
prisoners’ number does not reflect a real increase in crime rates. In contrast, mass imprisonment is 
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connected to structural social changes that characterized Italy and the rest of the Western world in 
the last thirty to forty years. In particular, Manconi and Torrente refer to the concept of “moral 
panic,” a fundamental notion of social control theory developed in the 1970s by Stanley Cohen. In 
his pivotal work, Folk Devils and Moral Panic (1972), Cohen showed how the unjustified emphasis on 
small fights between groups of young people who adhered to the mod and rocker subcultures in 
Britain in the 1960s generated a widespread belief in the existence of a social problem. Cohen’s 
study explained how media’s overreaction to behavioral aspects that challenged existing social norms 
played a decisive role in representing, defining, and communicating these behaviors. The over expo-
sition of these unusual behaviors engendered the fear that they could become bad examples for out-
siders who might adopt them, thus requiring police intervention. In brief, Cohen’s example shows 
how often police involvement is often influenced by social exasperation or “moral panic,” thus de-
termining a radicalization of the social conflict. 
Recently, David Garland has shown how the emphasis on criminal phenomena has become 
a tool for acquiring political consensus. According to other sociological theories, different forms of 
insecurity generated by the welfare state crisis (Wacquant, 2000) and globalization (Bauman, 1998) 
favored the establishment of a new punitive society based on the repressive control of marginalized 
parts of the population. Within this context, the amplification of crime perception would constitute 
a tool for orienting public opinion towards some specific forms of insecurity. In essence, once these 
forms of insecurity are identified, rulers can set their agendas and provide an immediate response, 
almost always repressive. Therefore, repression has become a useful tool for acquiring specific social 
groups’ consent, generating a mechanism that seems to pay off in the electoral ballots. 
Even if Italian prisons continue to be overpopulated (Colangelo) and the trend is continu-
ously rising, mass incarceration in Italy is no longer a current topic. Nevertheless, material and social 
insecurities are still central in the public debate. 
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At the same time, the history of the multifaceted relations between the population and the 
police traversed many phases. On the one hand, Italy continues to experience the moral panic that 
orients the response to problematic social phenomena such as micro-crime, drug trafficking, drug 
addiction, prostitution, legal and illegal immigration. In Italy and other Western countries, police 
presence on the territory has become more tangible. From patrol and surveillance services to com-
munity policing and anti-terrorism units, it is quite common to run into police operations, be sub-
jected to random checks, and be asked an ID several times when taking public transport or visiting 
places of interest. Overall, every procedure governing how we travel, how we shop, and our online 
presence has become more rigid. For good or worse, our online and offline traceability is continu-
ously enhanced, exposing us to a control regime never experienced before. In this regard, the recent 
responses to the global outbreak of Coronavirus Disease (COVID-19) further illustrate how the pu-
nitive system integrates into the governance system. In particular, during the first wave of the disease 
in Italy, the approval of a series of restrictive measures that heavily limited personal freedom came 
with capillary control measures. In March 2020, the Italian government decreed a series of actions 
that amounted to the most extensive clampdown against the coronavirus outbreak in the Western 
world. In fact, Italy was the first country to implement a national quarantine as a result of the 2020 
coronavirus outbreak. Lockdown was enforced with a continuous patrolling of the territory also car-
ried out using drones, the monitoring of social networks to identify people who may have violated 
the restrictive measures, and with the introduction of a form to show the authorities in case one had 
to break the lockdown temporarily. 
On the other hand, the popular perception of the police force is a complex and multifaceted 
issue. Important events in Italian history like the fight against the mafias in the early 1990s, the out-
rageous assault on the “Armando Diaz” school during the 2001 G8 summit, some well-known po-
lice brutality episodes, together with some recent corruption scandals, led to ups and downs in the 
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population’s sentiment towards the police. The heroic stories of illustrious and deserving police of-
ficers, such as the escort of magistrates who died in mafia attacks or those officers who have distin-
guished themselves in incredible operations for the arrest of dangerous fugitives, correspond to less 
edifying descriptions of authoritarian, violent, or corrupt police officers. 
How does crime fiction relate to the issues just mentioned? Indeed, crime fiction addresses 
fundamental issues such as crime, policing, investigative and operational techniques, and many oth-
ers. What is the fundamental purpose of crime fiction is debated. Over the years, there has been 
much discussion as to whether the real intent was to entertain the readers, reassure the educated 
people by providing them with an inevitable happy ending (is it always the case?), or intervene po-
lemically and politically in the public debate. What is certain is that crime fiction describes a whole 
array of criminal phenomena and numerous aspects of law enforcement, dialoguing openly with re-
cent and past Italian history. It is incredibly complicated to estimate the impact of crime fiction in 
triggering moral panic and feelings of insecurity. Certainly, however, crime fiction is not immune to 
these dynamics, and a look at how policing is dealt with and how the police are represented can be 
particularly interesting in establishing a dialogue between disciplines. Despite its fictional nature, 
what emerges in contemporary Italian crime fiction is a complex scenario in which the police institu-
tion is often exposed, criticized, and frequently mocked.  Very commonly, Italian crime fiction au-
thors, who frequently worked as police officers, judges, lawyers, or journalists before becoming writ-
ers, provide a generally pessimistic view of police’s behavior and the context in which the police op-
erate. 
Theirs is an operative reality, in which the line between legality and illegality is much less 
clear-cut than the one drawn by other media. For these writers, police officers work on the frontline 
between the unfair and the less unfair. All that is left for their characters is personal ethics, a code 
that defines their human relations. However, this code comes from the streets and is negotiated 
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Most of the detectives featured in modern crime fiction are part of the police. Even though 
the scene is still crowded with figures of amateur detectives, the most remarkable characters of re-
cent years do not seem to come from the universe of the so-called private eyes. In fact, the few fig-
ures of private investigators and amateur detectives appear to favor the recycling of traditional plots 
and stylistic features. Conversely, police officers’ figures originate a series of original reflections ca-
pable of pushing forward crime fiction’s boundaries.  
Our detectives are police officers and public officials who, in addition to solving enigmas 
and doing it in a more or less brutal or brilliant way, give us privileged insights into the police institu-
tion and its relation to the social reality. These figures are cynical, disenchanted “anti-heroes,” who 
are nonetheless able to express a humoristic vision of the world. In particular, Italian crime fiction 
often resorts to satire and the comic-grotesque register as part of otherwise dark and rough plots. 
Strange as it may seem, the police have not always been a critical element in detective fiction. 
The police’s presence in the Italian literary tradition was anything but sudden, and it was undoubt-
edly less linear if compared to the English, American, or French tradition. In the early phases, be-
tween the second half of the eighteenth and the first thirty years of the nineteenth century, which 
Maurizio Pistelli defined as the “prehistory” of the detective genre, the police seemed to have an ut-
terly ancillary function. Police officers and investigators appeared rather sporadically. Still deeply in-
fluenced by serial novels, the plots were mostly focused on other aspects such as the amorous pas-
sions, the protagonists’ psychological characterization, and a series of awe-inspiring effects. Crime 
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fiction was not yet a codified genre. Things began to change after 1929, with the Mondadori “gialli” 
and the translation of the most important foreign detective novels. 
Surprisingly, though, the importance of foreign traditions did not favor the development of 
an Italian detective novel. For several years the Italian detective novel pursued English, French and 
American examples, of which it replicated the characters and inherited the settings. As a result, Ital-
ian critics have always considered crime fiction a fundamentally foreign genre, an imported cultural 
product that was hardly adaptable to the Italian context. Generally speaking, the idea of crime fiction 
as a genre inherently incompatible with the Italian reality has long characterized the Italian literary 
debate. In this sense, a particular aversion to crime fiction characterized the fascist regime, which 
firmly contested and censored it along with other foreign cultural products. Particularly, crime fic-
tion was accused of providing models of corrupt societies and shedding a bad light on the Italian po-
lice and the judiciary system, disturbing the alleged quiet life of a peaceful society such as fascist Italy 
pretended to be. 
Additionally, the assumption of incompatibility between Italian literary tradition and crime 
fiction, along with other forms of popular fiction, often disguised an elitist perspective, which 
deemed crime literature an inferior form of literature. Indeed, at least until the postwar period, gialli 
were considered merely as a form of entertainment and often judged trivial. In this regard, we must 
notice that the debate on the status and function of crime literature also characterized the Anglo-
Saxon world. In particular, English criticism, especially during the first few decades of crime fiction’s 
history, interpreted the detective novel as an elegant game with precise and codified rules centered 
on these novels’ enigmatic aspects. 
Conversely, the American hardboiled, a peculiar form of detective novel popularized by 
Dashiell Hammett in the 1920s and refined by Raymond Chandler in the 1930s, produced a more 
realistic form of literature. Hard-boiled gave space to urban and organized crime while focusing on 
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the solitary detective figure, a “tough guy,” a kind of anti-hero capable of penetrating the criminal 
environment, obtaining provisional justice by resorting to borderline methods. Notable hardboiled 
detectives include Hammett’s Sam Spade and The Continental Op., Chandler’s Philip Marlowe, 
Mickey Spillane’s Mike Hammer, and Ross MacDonald’s Lew Archer.  
Particularly after 1929, Italian crime fiction seems to have followed both models alternately, 
intersecting them with the French trend, profoundly shaped by the seminal work of Georges Sime-
non, who brought psychologizing and introspective tones to the picture. The 1930s are unanimously 
considered the “golden age” of the Italian detective novel, which produced authors such as Ales-
sandro Varaldo, Tito A. Spagnol, Augusto De Angelis, and Ezio D’Errico. 
However, as shown by Loris Rambelli in his Storia del “Giallo” Italiano, Italian crime fiction 
never definitively abandoned the dialogue with other forms of popular literature such as the ro-
mance novel, adventure fiction, and parody. The ability to activate a conversation with other narra-
tive forms is probably the key feature of Italian detective fiction, a characteristic that still profoundly 
distinguishes it today, allowing it to exert that force of attraction mentioned in the first chapter. 
One more reason for the initial distance between the Italian cultural environment and crime 
fiction is Italy’s archaic social and institutional structure. In particular, the austerity of Italian judici-
ary institutions did not favor a highly realistic form of crime literature. Moreover, at the turn of the 
century, Italian society was still mostly agricultural, and the centripetal force exerted by large indus-
trial cities began asserting itself precisely at that time and materialized only between the second half 
of the 1950s and the first half of the 1960s. As a result, Italian towns did not generally provide the 
right context for Italian detective novels, which were usually set in London, Paris, New York City, or 
other imaginary western American provinces. Unsurprisingly, the vast majority of the few gialli set in 
Italy during this period takes place between Milan, Turin, and Naples, three of the few realities 
where the modern metropolis’ contradictions were already noticeable. 
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Furthermore, besides serving as a setting for detective novels, big towns represented the 
publishing industry’s primary market. Here, a modern, educated, and cosmopolite bourgeoisie, the 
main target of these novels, was developing. In any case, we are still very far from the London and 
Parisian atmospheres, not to mention the American metropolises that so effectively served as back-
drops to hardboiled fiction writers.  
The Italian police were not at the forefront of investigative structures and techniques. Add 
to this that the structure of the Italian trials failed to provide a convincing model for fictional repre-
sentations. First of all, the Italian police institution was strongly authoritarian and centralized. Its fo-
cus was on maintaining the monopoly on public security, limiting and discouraging the presence of 
private detectives and other amateur figures. This partially explains why there are so few private-eye 
figures in Italian crime fiction until, at least, the 1960s. 
Moreover, as noted by Remo Ceserani (2012), the very structure of the Italian judiciary sys-
tem did not favor their transposition on paper. Italy used to have a predominantly inquisitorial legal 
system, a system in which the court, or a part of the court, is actively involved in investigating the 
case’s facts. A very different system from the adversarial model used in common-law systems.  The 
inquisitorial system is based on a general assumption: the judge, the figure that will issue the conclu-
sive sentence, is, at the same time, an accusatory and judging institution. The secrecy of procedural 
documents constitutes a value of utmost importance for the inquisitorial system. Access to investiga-
tion papers is precluded not only to subjects unrelated to the trial but also to the accused themselves 
and their attorneys. 
For this reason, the Italian system lacked the two-sided structure under which modern crimi-
nal trial courts operate, putting the prosecution against the defense, thus undermining the spectacu-
larization of the trial. In sum, the Italian juridical system has long been characterized by deliberate 
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impenetrability, the sort of intrinsic incommunicability masterfully described by Kafka in works like 
The Trial and Before The Law. 
Nonetheless, Italian readers were generally attracted by these new novels filled with danger-
ous criminals, perilous suburbs, astute detectives, adventurous escapes, and amorous passions. Ital-
ian readers started to taste bits of crime fiction from the second half of the 19th century. At this 
stage, though, the murders are often carried out as passional crimes, and the majority of the novels 
are centered around the scandalous trials, the anguished confessions, and an unresolved form of de-
tection.  These themes characterize enormously successful books such as Edoardo Scarfoglio’s Il pro-
cesso di Frine (1884) and Emilio De Marchi’s Il cappello del prete (1888), to name just a couple of exam-
ples. Crime and detection also peek out in some well-known novels that are impossible to consider 
as detective novels, although they open an interesting dialogue with this emerging genre, like Luigi 
Capuana’s Il marchese di Roccaverdina (1901). In brief, at the turn of the century, massive popular inter-
est emerges in everything that had to do with urban criminality, famous trials, and more broadly high 
society scandals. In those years, based on successful French publications such as “La Gazette des 
tribunaux,” a wide range of periodicals appear, which are designed to update their readers on the lat-
est developments of the most famous criminal trials. Modern crime news, with its load of sensation-
alism and voyeurism, starts to be popularized. The growing importance and the public resonance of 
newborn criminal anthropology is another notable factor: after all: these are the years of Cesare 
Lombroso and his disciples with their theories on the biological origin of criminal behavior. 
Still, crime fiction will take some time to find a codified form that would make it recogniza-
ble and successful. In this phase, crime is still instrumental in developing plots centered on amorous 
passions, ethical tensions, and powerful psychological depiction of the characters. Aspects such as 
the investigation, the methodical reconstruction of the crime scene, the hunt, and the culprit’s arrest 
still play a secondary role. 
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The new interest in criminal facts and the depiction of modern cities’ dark underbelly was 
also influenced by the success of the great cycles of French novels, starting with Émile Zola’s 
twenty-volume series Les Rougon-Macquart, as well as by the tradition of the serial novel. For instance, 
Eugène Sue’s famous serial novel Les Mystères de Paris (1842-1843) served as a model for Federico 
Mastriani’s I misteri di Napoli: Studi storico-sociali (1869-70). With his Misteri, Mastriani gives birth to a 
noteworthy experiment, intertwining the serial novel with a real sociological study of the Neapolitan 
underclass and the metropolis’s colorful environment. Stylistically, Misteri combines a form of hu-
manitarian realism with a merciless description of Naples’s underbelly, investigating its contradic-
tions and its more disturbing aspects. The novel’s language is raw and direct, adapting itself to the 
characters’ different social backgrounds, often resorting to the Neapolitan slums’ criminal jargon, 
thus aligning with naturalism and realism poetics.  
The fortune of the “mysteries” trend continued in Italy for a few decades, supported by the 
public’s consolidated interest in novels describing the sprawling urban society and by the morbid 
charm emanating from plots full of crime and breathtaking intrigue. The example of  Mastriani was 
followed by authors like Matilde Serao (Il ventre di Napoli, 1884), but also Giuseppe Alessandro Giu-
stina (I misteri di Torino, 1880 and Il ventre di Torino, 1882) and Demofilo Italico (I misteri del Vaticano, 
1883, and I misteri della Polizia, 1886). 
These novels demonstrate an attempt to domesticate a foreign literary tradition, trying to 
adapt its themes and tones to the Italian context. Similarly, the figures of some renowned foreign 
investigators, starting with the legendary Sherlock Holmes created by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, pro-
foundly shaped the archetypical Italian detective. 
The Italian literary market began importing the first real detective novels soon after the Ital-
ian unification. Newborn detective novels focused primarily on crime and detection and conferred 
chief importance to crucial figures and tropes, such as the investigator, usually accompanied by an 
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assistant, the enigma, epitomized by the locked-room mystery, the unmasking of the culprit accom-
plished thanks to the detective’s logical reasoning and intuition. Detective novels’ nature was teleo-
logical. The final goal of these novels was always restoring the original order. Detective novels’ typi-
cal reassuring ending always averts the apprehension induced by crime. After all, as Rambelli ob-
served (Rambelli 11), the detective novel was born as the quintessentially bourgeois form of litera-
ture. As a matter of fact, detective novels were not initially set in the slums of the city, as was often 
the case with serial novels. Instead, they depicted middle and upper-class milieus, where crimes were 
not as brutal, and the culprits were brought to justice by the force of reason rather than by the use 
of force. In Rambelli’s words, “il delitto e l’indagine avvengono dietro la facciata confortevole e op-
primente insieme del perbenismo vittoriano.” (Rambelli 11) The German philosopher Walter Benja-
min interpreted crime novels as the expression of a social class that had achieved its economic and 
political objectives. According to Benjamin, the bourgeoisie, now conscious and satisfied with its 
power, retreated to the private sphere, creating isolation and separation spaces that he defines as the 
interior. 
The interior is not just the universe but also the étui of the private individual. To dwell 
means to leave traces. In the interior, these are accentuated. Coverlets and antimacassars, 
cases and containers are devised in abundance; in these, the traces of the most ordinary ob-
jects of use are imprinted. In just the same way, the traces of the inhabitant are imprinted in 
the interior. Enter the detective story, which pursues these traces. Poe, in his “Philosophy of 
Furniture” as well as in his detective fiction, shows himself to be the first physiognomist of 
the domestic interior. The criminals in early detective novels are neither gentlemen nor 
apaches, but private citizens of the middle class. (Benjamin 9) 
The murder is the event that disturbs, threatens, and endangers the burgeois’s private space. 
The murder’s shadow represents interieur’s violation. Crime brings the awareness that the continually 
mutating outside world could eventually subvert the status quo. Thus, the detective, usually a member 
of the bourgeoisie himself, enters the scene to restore the order. In short, as maintained by Rambelli, 
the detectives of the origins can be seen as the interieur’s  “paladins,” the defenders of the urban 
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bourgeoisie’s patrimony. However, Rambelli points out that the peaceful domestic life has been irre-
mediably disturbed by the criminal’s arrival. A feeling of suspicion has irremediably entered the 
scene together with the investigator. This air of suspicion represents one of the fundamental charac-
teristics of crime fiction, the idea that reality is a game of deceptive appearances that it is always le-
gitimate to suspect. It follows that detective literature is always traversed by a subtle pessimism that 
arises from the instability, precariousness, deception and risk that constitute reality and that positivist 
reason can only temporarily order. 
Il poliziotto letterario, del resto, incarnazione dei meccanismi ragionativi della mente umana, 
tenta di eliminare l’irrazionale dalla realtà, ma le forzeirrazionali, imponderabili, imprevedibili 
e, forse, incontenibili sono radicate nel terreno su cui sorge la società, su cui opera la scienza, 
su cui poggia, malsicura, la storia. (Rambelli 13) 
The prototype of the bourgeois detective is certainly Auguste Dupin, the fictional character 
created by Edgar Allan Poe. Dupin made his first appearance in Poe’s 1841 short story The Murders 
in the Rue Morgue, which Italian readers had the opportunity to read in a collection of Poe’s short sto-
ries entitled Storie incredibili (1863). Poe’s Dupin laid the groundwork for fictional detectives to come 
in both literature and cinema or television, including Sherlock Holmes and Hercule Poirot.  
Dupin comes from a wealthy family fallen into financial disgrace. He lives in Paris with a 
close friend, who acts as the anonymous narrator of his stories. In short, Dupin is a brilliant intellec-
tual who uses abductive reasoning to solve the most complex cases, as if he was dealing with his 
loved puzzles and hieroglyphs. In his investigations, Dupin joins forces with the police’s prefect, G., 
who appears in all the three stories where he is the protagonist. Despite his unique abilities, Dupin is 
not a professional detective, and his motivations change from one short story to another. For exam-
ple, in The Murders in the Rue Morgue, he decides to investigate two gruesome murders primarily for his 
amusement in proving a falsely accused man’s innocence. 
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The intellectual-detective figure, an unmatched observer capable of connecting facts that 
seem completely inconsistent using only rational intelligence, deeply attracted the Italian public. The 
greatest among these detectives is Sherlock Holmes, whose immense fame generated a long series of 
imitations and epigones. Indeed, the figure of Sherlock Holmes profoundly influenced the taste of 
the public and the majority of crime writers, becoming the model for an innumerable series of other 
similar detectives. In the stories of Sherlock Holmes, we cannot find a trace of the anxieties that 
characterized the European cultural milieu at the turn of the two centuries, and that blossomed in 
the artistic avant-gardes of the early twentieth century. The famous English detective applies the an-
alytic procedures of hard sciences to criminology, placing himself in the ideological framework of 
nineteenth-century positivism, of which he re-proposes the unshakable certainties. Rational, albeit 
snobbish gentlemen, blasé intellectuals motivated by their excessive indolence and refined aesthetic 
taste, a crowd of detectives inspired by the Londoner progenitor invaded the Italian literary field. 
The extraordinary For one thing, the Holmes-phenomenon gave birth to a large group of imitators, 
who followed the example of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle with alternate results. For example, in 1902, 
Dante Minghelli Vaini, using the emblematic nom de plume Donan Coyle, published a collection of six 
short stories entitled Shairlock Holtes in Italia (sic!).   
Moreover, many detectives of our tradition were labeled “the Italian Sherlock Holmes” in 
those years. Some novelists arbitrarily used the legendary investigator’s name to attract readers’ at-
tention. For instance, in two novels by Umberto Cei, Un dramma alla stazione (1911) and Il segreto della 
cassaforte (1911), the protagonist, Riccardo De’ Medici, is nicknamed the “Italian Sherlock Holmes” 
despite actually having almost nothing in common with his English alter ego. Indeed De’ Medici is a 
secret agent involved in international espionage affairs. Similarly, the secret agent “Occhio di gatto,” 
who appears in Guido Bassi’s novel La maschera rossa (1910), is defined by the author himself as “the 
real Italian Sherlock Holmes.”  
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Not even Giuseppe “Joe” Petrosino, probably the most famous policeman of the early twen-
tieth century, escaped confrontation with Baker Street’s sleuth. In 1909, shortly after the death of 
the legendary Italian-American policeman, a pioneer in the fight against organized crime, a series of 
short stories starring the brilliant detective Joe Petrosino transformed the historical figure of the po-
liceman assassinated by the Mafia into a very successful literary figure, yet another “Sherlock Holmes 
of Italy.” The imaginary American policeman Ben Wilson made his debut in 1914, conceived by the 
Italian writer Ventura Almanzi, who published twenty-four volumes entitled Avventure del poliziotto 
americano Ben Wilson. The protagonist of the stories is an amateur detective very similar to Sherlock 
Holmes, of whom he retains many characteristics. In 1913, the Tuscan writer and journalist Emma 
Perodi published the children’s book Un piccolo Sherlock Holmes. One last example is “Tre Soldi,” the 
homeless-detective featured in Giuseppe Ciabattini’s detective novels, labeled the “ragamuffin Sher-
lock Holmes,” due to his ability to solve mysteries using logical thinking and exceptional insightful-
ness.  
Still, Sherlock Holmes’ success does not seem to have faded over time. Over the last few 
years, there have been countless international translations, reinterpretations, adaptations of his ad-
ventures. For example, think of Guy Ritchie’s successful series of films, Sherlock Holmes (2009) and 
Sherlock Holmes: A Game of Shadows (2011), starring Robert Downey Jr. as Holmes. The equally suc-
cessful British crime television series Sherlock (2010-2017) created by Steven Moffat and Mark Gatiss, 
starring Benedict Cumberbatch as Sherlock Holmes and Martin Freeman as Doctor John Watson. 
Even in the Italian context, Sherlock Holmes continues to have an enormous fortune. For instance, 
the Franciscan friar Guglielmo da Baskerville, the amateur detective featured in Umberto Eco’s Il 
nome della rosa (1980), owes its name, along with his physical appearance and his characteristic per-
ceptiveness, to Conan Doyle’s The Hound of the Baskervilles. While in 2020, Guido Sgardoli, one of to-
day’s most appreciated authors of children’s books, published a book titled Il figlio di Sherlock Holmes. 
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However long, the list of examples outlined above reflects just a small portion of the count-
less rational, and intuitive detective figures that populate crime fiction and that derive from the ar-
chetypal figure of Sherlock Holmes. Although the interieur described by Benjamin is now irremedia-
bly shattered, these amateur detectives often keep inhabiting a somewhat restricted universe made of 
few things, routine habits, and more or less bizarre and patrician interests and hobbies. They cooper-
ate with the police just for the sake of solving complex cases, often exhibiting a solitary character 
and a particular idiosyncrasy towards social contexts, mitigated only by the presence of their trusted 
collaborators. 
In addition to the examples mentioned above, the Sherlockian prototype has been vital for 
creating characters such as Rex Stout’s Nero Wolfe and Agatha Christie’s Miss Marple but also In-
spector Clouseau, the fictional character in Blake Edwards’s farcical The Pink Panther series. If we 
look at the Italian tradition, we see that the amateur consulting detective category continues to be 
present in numerous works.  From the early twentieth century up to the present day, the great ama-
teur detective’s charm who brilliantly passes the tests put in front of him by diabolically witty crimi-
nals does not seem destined to diminish. The most recent example of this trend is probably the Ro-
man Magistrate Manrico Spinori della Rocca, the protagonist of Giancarlo De Cataldo’s Io sono il 
castigo (2020). Manrico Spinori della Rocca, also known as “Rick,” is an eccentric type, a gentleman 
of ancient noble origins. He is charming, and a bit of a womanizer and has a ludopathic mother. As 
one would expect, he is very good at his job, and, being a great music addict, he solves the cases by 
listening to the melodrama, in which he finds inspiration.  
On the other hand, that of the amateur detective gentleman is just one of the multiple detec-
tive figures that inhabit crime fiction history. Significantly, the professional policeman figure ended 
up being the privileged character in Italian crime fiction tradition. This type of investigator was 
probably introduced by Émile Gaboriau, whose work started circulating in Italy over the last few 
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decades of the nineteenth century. The protagonist of Gaboriau’s books is the official of the French 
Sûreté, Monsieur Lecoq. In creating Lecoq, Gaboriau was probably inspired by the police officer 
Eugène-François Vidoq, whose famous Memoirs of Vidocq (1828) is considered a world detective 
novel’s seminal text. Unsurprisingly, Vidoq’s work served as a source of inspiration for Honoré de 
Balzac in creating Vautrin’s character, one of the protagonists of his magnum opus, La Comédie Hu-
maine (1829–1848). However, traces of Vidoq are also visible in the character of Jean Valjean,  the 
protagonist of Victor Hugo’s 1862 novel Les Misérables. 
Vidoq’s Memoirs is a collection of autobiographical events. A criminal himself, after escaping 
several times and permanently abandoning criminality to pass to the side of the law, Vidoq eventu-
ally became head of the Parisian Sureté and later founded the first French private investigators 
agency. Former convicts like him support Vidoq in his work, which typically draws him into the 
maze of French metropolitan crime, of which he knows very well the customs, intrigues, and secrets. 
Gifted with remarkable sagacity and courage, he frequently uses disguises to infiltrate the under-
world. However, his often brutal and illegal methods rarely foresee the use of scientific or logical in-
vestigative procedures. 
On the contrary, while living and operating in proximity with the Parisian crime scene and 
showing vivid imagination in covert operations, as well as a good understanding of offenders’ psy-
chology, Gaboriau’s Lecoq often resorts to modern investigation techniques. Gaboriau’s novels’ 
level of detail aroused admiration even in criminologists of the first decades of the twentieth century.  
Of course, the two types of detectives, namely the intellectual-amateur detective and the pro-
fessional detective, have numerous contact points. Evidence of this contiguity is the extent to which 
Gaboriau’s work relates to Poe’s detective books, which he was able to read in Baudelaire’s transla-
tions. Like Cavalier Dupin, Monsieur Lecoq meticulously observes every little detail, carefully exam-
ines the testimonies, and develops rigorous logical reasoning. However, what differentiates the two 
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famous detectives is their goal. While for Cavalier Dupin, the solution of the enigma behind the 
criminal case is paramount, Monsieur Lecoq is moved mainly by the desire to bring the guilty to jus-
tice. To achieve this result, Lecoq immerses himself in the criminal environment, getting to know 
the criminals and trying to understand the hidden motivations behind their criminal acts.  
In the future developments of Italian detective literature, this second orientation will prevail, 
marked by almost constant attention to human nature’s intimate and contradictory aspects. 
The strongly contradictory aspects and the protagonists’ restless nature characterize today’s 
crime fiction, which focuses directly on analyzing criminal behavior in an entirely realist setting. As 
we just saw, initially, the typical detective was a lonely man, assisted by a less experienced or less as-
tute aide. Usually, these detectives were not actual policemen but bored gentlemen looking for a di-
vertissement that would relieve their daily tedium. Other times they were private detectives openly 
competing with the police whose methods they considered dated or ineffective. In brief, the early 
detective novel portrayed regular police as unable to handle complex investigations, an inefficient 
institution with sometimes grotesque procedures and traditions. Therefore, amateurs and private de-
tectives succeeded in solving what seemed like impossible cases, and the solution came with a more 
or less concealed derision of the efforts put in place by the police. Gradually, though, the police 
started to generate increasing interest. We begin to see collaborators, supervisors, prosecutors, and 
politicians entering the scene and becoming fundamental parts of the overall picture. Far from being 
exclusively inept and negligible characters, police officers and the police as a whole take on progres-
sively more critical roles. It would be impossible, for example, to think of the legendary Commis-
sioner Maigret without remembering the long list of collaborators who assisted him in his investiga-
tions or imagine Commissioner Carlo De Vincenzi without his Milanese investigative unit.  
In brief, although criticism and irony towards the police institution are still important aspects 
of contemporary crime fiction, the overall picture is undoubtedly more composite.  Police personnel 
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and police’s internal hierarchies make regular appearances in novels and other hybrid forms of crime 
narrative, addressing investigative, repressive, and corrective methods. Alongside the most classic of 
dualisms between detective and criminal, innumerable relationships develop between the police and 
the crime world. Detective novels are crawling with informants, undercover or corrupt agents, legal 
and medical experts, consultants, lawyers, and attorneys. Simultaneously, the criminal universe has 
also expanded. Typical criminals are no longer extraordinary figures. It is increasingly rare to en-
counter astute and brilliant criminal à la Arsène Lupin or figures of monster-criminals of Gothic der-
ivation. Today, all sorts of criminals are represented, from sex workers and smugglers to drug deal-
ers and serial killers, not to mention the growing presence of the so-called “white collar” crime, the 
financially motivated, non-violent crime committed by businesses and government professionals.  
Along with the protagonists, the crime novel’s realist endeavor also embraces the settings 
that become more accurate, responding to verisimilitude desire. Police techniques and methods of 
interaction with criminals and ordinary people are described in an increasingly precise and compel-
ling way. 
In particular, crime novels seem to be especially efficient in showing how police and crimi-
nals often share a behavioral code, sometimes associated with an ethical protocol and a lexicon. 
Think of informants’ role, petty criminals who are guaranteed impunity or simple tolerance in ex-
change for useful information. In the context of crime fiction, informants introduce us to the crimi-
nal universe and its logic while showing us how the police aim to control the underground world 
and its complex system of relations. To conduct a successful police operation, agents must know the 
language and the dynamics of the criminal context in which they operate. Good police officers must 
demonstrate that they know the criminals’ profiles, their position in the hierarchy, their ways of ex-
pressing themselves, and their ways of thinking. On the other side, a good informant keeps the po-
lice updated on all these matters. In the context of crime fiction, the reproduction of the police-
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informer relationship is functional in emphasizing the degree of realism, but, most importantly, it is 
fundamental in showing us how the police operate on the field and how much of their power passes 
from the systematic management of information.  
A similar but certainly more spectacular role is played by infiltrators and undercover agents, 
whose personalities are often described as divided between their lives as ‘honest’ citizens and their 
false identities as ruthless criminals. Their typically suffered path toward the case’s solution shows us 
the crime world’s hidden sides, allowing us to gain access to numerous levels of the criminal hierar-
chy. Simultaneously, the description of such complex police operations helps us familiarize ourselves 
with the most secret police structures and the most varied investigation techniques. 
Conversely, undercover cops’ journey well illustrates the thin line dividing criminals from 
non-criminals. The ease with which a model police officer turns into a brutal criminal cannot but 
make us reflect on the ambiguity of the concept of crime. Moreover, undercover operations are gen-
erally accompanied by the humanization of the criminals whose private life and personality traits are 
described in detail. More often than not, crime novels provide a dense, sometimes questionable, or 
even lenient description of the criminal world.  
 
What We Talk About When We Talk About Crime 
Overall, crime fiction seems to have a solid idea of the clichés surrounding the crime. As a 
general rule, contemporary crime fiction seems to position itself in contrast to the mainstream narra-
tive that occupies so much space in traditional media. To some extent, crime fiction often plays with 
these stereotypes, titillating and exposing them. The latter seems to be the main attitude of crime fic-
tion, which, aside from the more pulp and nihilistic developments, is still oriented towards a pro-
found reflection on social phenomena and very often towards condemning social inequalities and 
mainstream media misrepresentations.  
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For the most part, contemporary crime novels illustrate how crime is a circumstantial fact 
and not necessarily a characterizing trait of a person or group. On the one hand, we still see crime 
novels developing around figures of monstrous criminals and inherently nasty characters. On the 
other hand, contemporary crime novels are teeming with figures of criminals whose fate was deter-
mined by social and geographical origins. Furthermore, crime novels almost always showcase the 
gray area between legality and illegality, made of petty crimes, borderline behaviors, and social dis-
comfort, portraying the human side of figures who live these realities. 
In short, the high degree of realism of contemporary crime novels provides insight into the 
mechanisms that regulate police investigations, showing, for example, how identikits are formed and 
how suspects are identified. Detective fiction, and media in general, make the public more ac-
quainted with the processes of prosecution and capture of suspects, up until their ultimate convic-
tion. In this regard, the following chapter will question the importance of crime novels in revealing 
criminalization mechanisms and conveying a precise image of the police’s work.  
Crime novels’ plots are not infrequently based on hints and suggestions coming directly 
from real police officers. Just as often, the authors themselves served as police officers or as justice 
professionals (magistrates, judges, attorneys, vigilantes, journalists) before making a career as crime 
fiction writers. While we will have the chance to return in the following chapter on magistrates-writ-
ers’ figures, it must be remembered how there are also cases of successful writers who have seen the 
other side of the justice system, as suspects, prisoners, persecuted, or fugitives.  
The most emblematic cases in this sense are certainly Massimo Carlotto and Pietro Valpreda. 
In 1976 Carlotto was the protagonist of a well-known criminal case. He was accused of killing a 24-
year-old girl with 59 stab wounds. After a long series of trials and after being on the run for several 
years, hiding in France and Mexico, Carlotto was eventually arrested in 1985 and sentenced to 16 
years in prison but was granted a pardon after six years. Carlotto has always pleaded innocent for the 
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murder of the young girl, and in 2004 he was eventually rehabilitated and regained all civil and politi-
cal rights. In 1994 Carlotto began his activity as a crime fiction writer. Over the years, Carlotto be-
came one of the most authoritative voices in the Italian crime fiction scene. Starting with Il fuggiasco 
(1995), a fictionalized autobiography about his time on the run, up to the Alligatore series, his novels 
are translated worldwide. Many of his books have been adapted for cinema and television. 
Many speculated that Carlotto was persecuted because of his political views, due to his con-
nections to the extra-parliamentary left. While this hypothesis is still debated, political persecution 
was, without any doubt, a key element in Pietro Valpreda’s conviction. Because of his anarchist ac-
tivism, Valpreda was arrested and sentenced to prison on charges of being responsible for the De-
cember 1969 Piazza Fontana bombing, a terrorist attack on the Banca Nazionale dell’Agricoltura 
headquarters in Milan, which resulted in 17 people killed and 88 wounded. Valpreda was acquitted 
only 18 years later, in 1987, by the Supreme Court of Cassation for lack of evidence. With Piero 
Colaprico, Valpreda has published three detective novels starring Maresciallo Binda34. Undoubtedly, 
Valpreda contributed to the realistic description of places such as the Milanese slums where Binda 
and his informants operate and San Vittore prison, the anarchist circles, and the student protests 
serving as backgrounds for these novels. 
In sum, today’s crime novels describe police’s work in very realistic terms both for what con-
cerns its cultural and professional aspects and in terms of plots and events described. While it is true 
that often cops have to deal with violent and brutal murders of a serial type, which is something that 
happens very rarely in reality, a significant portion of today’s crime novels is dedicated to the every-
day work of the police. Crime novels mainly describe police’s internal structures, their organizational 
meetings, their bureaucracy, as well as territorial control issues and techniques, and management of 
 
34 Quattro gocce di acqua piovana (2001); La nevicata dell’85 (2001); La primavera dei maimorti (2002). 
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minor criminality. All these elements no longer serve only as a context to the story but play an in-
creasingly important part in the protagonists’ characterization and the cases’ resolution.  
Countless times, police institutions are described as inept, and individuals, or groups of cho-
sen few, are left alone to “fight” crime. As a result, they will have to face the difficulties resulting 
from the case itself, along with a whole series of structural problems characterizing the police-juridi-
cal system in which they operate. Contemporary crime novels widely criticize the ineptitudes, the in-
competence, the delays, and the corruption that often characterize Italian justice. Considering that 
many writers are in all respects ‘insiders’, their rendering of the judiciary machine assumes even 
greater importance for understanding the functioning of the Italian judging and corrective system. 
All things considered, it is worth restating how this literature’s most important attribute is its 
ability to look inside police organizations and beyond the mystery to be solved. First and foremost, 
crime novels are, in fact, very attentive to the great issues of contemporary society. Far from being a 
pure form of entertainment, crime novels have always tried to convey a message about our society 
and its contradictions. In this sense, numerous writers, including the master Loriano Macchiavelli 
and the already mentioned Massimo Carlotto, claimed that one of the main characteristics of con-
temporary Italian crime fiction is the loyal representation, almost the radiography, of the social, po-
litical and economic reality that surrounds us. In support of this position, in a 2006 interview, Mac-
chiavelli quoted Patrick Raynal, director of Gallimard’s prestigious “Serie Noir,” who, in turn, enthu-
siastically affirmed that the new detective story is rooted in our society. In this regard, Macchiavelli 
reports, “Raynal sees in Italian and European detective novel a sort of bridge for the marginalized, 
for those who, by force or by choice, spend their lives escaping the rules and the institutions.” The 
political potential of Italian crime fiction and its links with the Italian literature’s militant tradition 
was recently analyzed by Barbara Pezzotti (Pezzotti 2014), who showed how Italian crime fiction ar-
ticulates Italy’s social and political changes. In her monography, Pezzotti studied authors such as 
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Augusto de Angelis, Giorgio Scerbanenco, Leonardo Sciascia, Andrea Camilleri, Loriano Macchia-
velli, Massimo Carlotto, and Marcello Fois. However, very few scholars have focused on a possible 
link between Italian crime fiction and studies of critical criminology and criminal anthropology, not 
to mention policing and surveillance studies. Among the few exceptions, it is worth mentioning a 
recent study by criminologist Rossella Selmini (2017), who analyzed a series of recent European de-
tective novels in the light of criminological research. Selmini’s research links cultural criminology 
and cultural studies, tracing some significant themes such as the work of the police officer, policing 
cultures, arbitrariness and conscience dilemmas, and gender relations in police organizations, offer-
ing us a scenario of the European police’s representation that is interestingly coherent with scientific 
research. Nonetheless, the impact of these fictional descriptions on our perception of the policing 
devices is still to be understood. Equally, it remains unclear to what extent the renewed protagonism 
of the criminal and corrective systems, which have experienced a real explosion since the 1980s, has 
revived widespread interest in crime fiction, generating a myriad of genres and sub-genres. 
Many sociologists (Beck, Bauman to name but a few) have shown how the 1980s have ex-
posed a society in which security is perceived as the main problem not only in the context of every-
day life and interpersonal relationships but in all sorts of complex relationships. From economic ex-
changes to migratory movements to geopolitical relations, security concerns orient the vast majority 
of political and strategical decisions. As French sociologist François Dubet argued, we live in a rela-
tively safe society with a great feeling of insecurity (Dubet 1990). A phenomenon only partially ex-
plained by the deconstruction of community rules.  
During the 1980s, neoliberal policies’ global affirmation favored a spectacular return of pen-
alty as the main instrument for governing insecurities. The years of “zero tolerance,” followed 
shortly after by the threats of global terrorism, heavily influenced our perception of criminal 
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phenomena and our security needs, shaping and sharpening all sorts of social control devices, many 
of which are still in force today. 
While the role of traditional media such as print and television in spreading a general sense 
of insecurity and in publicizing repressive policies has been assessed (Palidda), the role played by lit-
erature, particularly by contemporary popular literature, has mostly been overlooked. This chapter 
offers an overview of contemporary Italian crime novels, emphasizing police officers and criminals’ 
figures. As we saw in the previous chapter, the production of mystery books in Italy has undergone 
a real explosion since the end of the 1970s and early 1980s. This new production has gone in a par-
ticular direction, adopting realistic narrative styles and specific documentation of its sources. Con-
temporary crime novels are often hybrid forms in which novels and essays overlap and in which re-
ality and fiction look themselves in the mirror. As several scholars of crime and detective literature 
(Adamo; Turchetta) have observed, the detective novel has established a rather direct dialogue with 
history and politics. Many crime novels sought inspiration in the complex and mysterious historical 
events of recent Italian history. In many instances, crime novels also attempted to propose alterna-
tive views of our recent history, actively denouncing corruption, collusion, and subversion incidents. 
A significant portion of contemporary crime novels, thus, combines the historical novel and the es-
say-investigation. Look for example at Il Mostro (2006) by Michele Giuttari, former chief of the Flor-
ence Police (1995-2003) or at Gomorra (2006), the worldwide bestseller by crime journalist Roberto 
Saviano, two investigations that can be read as noir novels. 
Additionally, contemporary detective literature is also very close to the police procedural 
story tradition, a sub-genre of detective fiction characterized by accurate descriptions of police and 
investigative work contexts.  
Although it is complex to determine how much this literature can influence opinions and 
perceptions, it is undeniable that large public sectors are still profoundly attracted by this type of 
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literature. Most likely, readers are driven to crime fiction not only by its sensationalistic aspects, or 
by the simple desire for entertainment, or by the willingness to restate a conservative idea of law and 
order. The audience reads crime fiction to understand better the police and the world in which it op-
erates. In a society governed by fear and a widespread sense of insecurity, crime fiction is also a 
compass for navigating the labyrinth of our relations with judicial institutions.  
Many crime fiction scholars (Adamo, Pezzotti)  have pointed out that the Italian “giallo” has 
developed in a profoundly critical direction, questioning not only human relationships but, most im-
portantly, historical and social relations. Throughout its history, the Italian detective novel served as 
a vehicle for fierce criticism of the political, judicial, and criminal systems and counterpointed the 
official historical narrative, addressing corruption, the deviated state, and organized crime. Curiously, 
the way crime fiction dealt with the two real sticking points of a detective story, namely the police 
and criminals, received relatively little attention. This chapter will try to contribute in this direction 
by historically and critically framing these two entities and by providing specific examples. In this 
way, we will try to understand how the police officers and the criminals who populate Italian crime 
fiction have changed over time and what kind of similarities or correspondences exist between the 
fictional protagonists and the real figures. At the same time, we will try to understand the extent to 
which contemporary crime fiction and its extraordinary success reflect a particular tendency typical 
of Western societies to perceive security and crime repression as two of the fundamental issues in 
social relations. 
 
ACAB by Carlo Bonini 
Born in Rome in 1957, Carlo Bonini is an Italian journalist and writer who worked for “il 
manifesto” and “Corriere Della Sera,” dealing primarily with judiciary news and later correspondent 
and columnist for the newspaper “La Repubblica,” of which he is now deputy director. 
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Bonini’s first book, La toga rossa (The Red Gown), published in 1998, was awarded the Dome-
nico Rea Award for non-fiction. La Toga rossa deals with a controversial story that sees as protagonist 
the judge Francesco Misiani, one of the founders of the Democratic Magistracy, the left-wing of the 
National Magistrates Association. Misiani has worked for a long time at the Public Prosecutor’s Of-
fice in Rome, and has been the protagonist of all seasons of the emergency, from the years of terror-
ism to those of the mafia up to Tangentopoli. In 1996 Misiani was investigated by the Milan Public 
Prosecutor’s Office for aiding and abetting Renato Squillante, the former head of the GIP (Judge for 
preliminary investigations) of the Court of Rome. According to the indictment, Misiani informed 
Renato Squillante of a criminal case against him for the crime of corruption, for which Misiani will 
finally be acquitted. This case marked the career of the Roman judge, fueling scandals and misunder-
standings. The following year Bonini Il fiore del male. Bandito a Milano (1999), a biography of Renato 
Vallanzasca, a notorious Italian mobster from Milan who was a powerful figure in the Milanese un-
derworld during the 1970s. Il fiore del male inspired the 2010 film Vallanzasca. Gli angeli del male (Angel 
of Evil) by Michele Placido. In 2004 Bonini published Guantanamo. Viaggio nella prigione del terrore, an 
essay-investigation into the Guantanamo Bay detention camp’s controversies and the American war 
on terror. 
With his fellow journalist Giuseppe D’Avanzo, Bonini wrote Il mercato della paura. La guerra al 
terrorismo islamico nel grande inganno italiano (2006), an investigation that describes how intelligence and 
investigation apparatuses worked to manipulate the fear of terrorism, nurturing the appetites for 
war, and fueling a social climate of perennial mobilization.  
In 2009 Bonini released ACAB All Cops Are Bastards which we will discuss extensively later, 
followed four years later by the enormously successful Suburra, written with the crime fiction writer 
and former judge Giancarlo De Cataldo. Suburra is a fictional work inspired by the true stories of the 
Roman underworld. In particular, Suburra turned out to be a premonitory book in anticipating 
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stories that would eventually constitute the accusatory system of the “Mafia Capitale” judicial inves-
tigation. Written using an engaging and dynamic styler, Suburra is a perfect example of how crime 
fiction has been able to encounter the journalistic investigation—in this case, even anticipating the 
judiciary institutions’ work in publicly revealing how a criminal system was operating in Rome. Sub-
urra denounced how this system involved Rome’s government, in which members stole money des-
tined for city services and carried out other criminal activities such as racketeering, conspiracy, and 
loan-sharking extortion, drug trafficking, fraud, money laundering, illegal works, and bribery. Sub-
urra the book was later (2015) adapted into a movie by the same title directed by Stefano Sollima 
and into the first-ever Italian T.V. series produced by the American content platform Netflix (2017). 
In 2015, again with De Cataldo, Bonini published Suburra’s sequel, titled La notte di Roma (The Night 
of Rome), a very dark novel-investigation on Roman power and the management of the extraordinary 
jubilee announced by Pope Francis. 
Bonini continued to deal with controversial issues in his 2016 book, Il corpo del reato. In this 
investigation, Bonini recounts the events related to the case of Stefano Cucchi, a 31-year-old man 
who died after being cruelly beaten and tortured after his arrest for possession of narcotic sub-
stances. For seven years, Bonini has closely followed the Cucchi case, reading tens of thousands of 
pages of judicial documents, talking with his family, studying the medical and legal expert opinions 
on the causes of Stefano Cucchi’s death. Cucchi’s is a central case in the history of the relations be-
tween the population and the police and is also one of the very few cases in which members of the 
police have been found guilty of murder, breaking a curtain of silence and self-preservation that over 
the years led numerous investigations against members of the police to a stalemate. 
The latest book published by Bonini to date is entitled L’Isola Assassina. La sfida di Daphne al 
cuore corrotto dell’Europa (2018), in which Bonini recounts the shadowy story of the Maltese journalist 
Daphne Caruana Galizia.  A renowned journalist, Caruana Galizia died in her car’s explosion, killed 
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by an unknown hand, probably following her investigations on international tax evasion, which 
linked Malta to the Panama Papers scandal. 
Hopefully, this excursus into Carlo Bonini’s production helped position the Roman journal-
ist and writer in the wake of a relatively established narrative trend dedicated to investigating present 
reality and its fictional reinterpretation. However prevalent, this not a homogeneous or uniform ef-
fort but rather a common receptiveness towards current issues. This is a disposition towards reality 
and an overcoming of postmodernist poetics, which literary criticism discussed extensively, propos-
ing numerous alternative paradigms. As Raffaele Donnarumma observed: 
Le parole d’ordine di un trentennio iniziato con la metà degli anni Sessanta e spento alla 
metà degli anni Novanta sono scadute, e le ha sostituite il loro contrario: non più morte del 
soggetto e dell’autore, ironia coatta, manierismo, autoreferenzialità, antistoricismo, scettici-
smo sulla politica, vanificazione della verità, ma riabilitazione dell’io, nuove forme di reali-
smo, volontà di raccontare il presente, partecipazione civile, denuncia, fiducia in una qualche 
possibile verità della letteratura. (Donnarumma) 
According to Donnarumma, more than a real overcoming of postmodernism, this new appe-
tite for reality configures a slide into hypermodernism: 
Ipermoderno è dunque quel realismo che sa che la realtà è mediata dalle immagini e dalle co-
struzioni culturali (cioè, ci si presenta già sempre riprodotta); ma che cerca comunque di op-
porsi alla falsificazione integrale. La questione (ci ha riflettuto Didi-Huberman) non è la 
realtà fuori o prima delle immagini: ma la verità delle e nelle immagini. Le forme del realismo 
ipermoderno – che spesso assume o costeggia i modi del reportage – sono perciò mediate da 
due istanze complementari: quella documentaria, e quella testimoniale. 
In Donnarumma’s vision, hypermodern documentary realism is not self-referential. It re-
writes reality because reality has already been written, told, or represented, and that does not make it 
less truthful. “Viene così inscenata quella necessità di un di più di lavoro interpretativo cui ci hanno 
abituato i media audovisivi.” However, the root of the document’s credibility is no longer positivistic 
but requires an assumption of responsibility on the part of those who produce it. To be trustworthy, 
a document requires personal ethics and responsibility. Hence the need for a testimony, “non esiste 
verità senza che qualcuno non ci metta la faccia e la parola.” 
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The forms of hypermodern documentary realism identified by Donnarumma are varied, 
ranging from autofiction to memoirs to investigative novels, extending to historical novels and 
novel-essays. A considerable portion of the best contemporary crime fiction goes in this direction. 
Although often overlooked by academic criticism, with notable exceptions like Roberto Saviano and 
a few others, numerous contemporary authors analyze reality precisely starting from judicial or crim-
inal news or attempt to reinterpret and reconstruct recent history starting from criminal and judicial 
controversies. 
ACAB by Bonini is a novel of this sort. Mingling a well-documented reconstruction of his-
torical events such as the 2001 G8 summit in Genoa, the Sandri and Reggiani murders, the Naples 
waste management crisis with the entirely fictional events of a mobile unit of the Roman police, Bo-
nini shows us some of the most controversial and conflicting aspects of the relationship between 
police and society. 
A.C.A.B is the acronym for All Cops Are Bastards, a political slogan associated with dissi-
dent groups who are opposed to the police. In the 1970s, this slogan spread out in the skinhead sub-
culture and the universe of hooligans populating European football stadiums. The three protagonists 
of ACAB are three troubled cops Michelangelo, ‘Drago’ (‘Dragon’), and ‘Lo Sciatto’ (‘The Shabby’). 
The narration is episodical, made of enclosed stories whose common trait is physical and verbal vio-
lence. Our protagonists are hated and have learned to hate. Throughout the book, they have to deal 
with the consequences of their actions, which are not always unblemished and professional.  
Michelangelo (Fournier) was the assistant chief of one of the mobile units that participated 
in the raid on the ‘Armando Diaz’ School during the 27th G8 summit in Genoa in 2001. On the 
night of July 21, 2001, three mobile divisions of the Polizia di Stato, with the support of some battal-
ions of the Carabinieri, attacked the school, which hosted the temporary headquarters of the Genoa 
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Social Forum,  a coalition of movements, political parties, and societies opposed to capitalist globali-
zation. 
The police indiscriminately attacked the building’s occupants, resulting in the arrest of 93 
protesters. Sixty-one were seriously injured. Three of them were taken to the hospital in critical con-
dition, and one in a coma. Prisoners were brought to a temporary detention facility in Bolzaneto, 
where they were tortured and humiliated. During the trial that followed the raid, the police’s inter-
vention was described by Fournier as a “Mexican butchery”35 for its arbitrary violence and cruelty. 
One-hundred-twenty-five police officers including high ranks and supervisors were investigated. 
However, none of them was eventually punished due to delays in the investigation and incomplete-
ness of Italian laws under which torture was not considered as a crime in 2001. 
The first chapter of the book opens with a flashback by Michelangelo Fournier on the events 
in Genoa: 
Il sangue, il tanfo di sudore e paura, quelle urla nel buio, come di maiali scannati. E le pupille 
dilatate dall’eccitazione di colleghi impazziti in un sabba di ossa spezzate e carne lacerata. Al-
lora era successo davvero. Non era solo quella biondina dalle treccine rasta che perdeva li-
quidi dalle orecchie, schiacciata dagli anfibi come una bambola di pezza e che lui credeva 
morta. Quella che gli aveva fatto gridare: “Basta! Basta!” (10) 
Although Michelangelo is haunted by the events of that night, he finds motivation in love 
for a mythologized Rome, in his sense of belonging to his unit, in his peculiar sense of honor, in the 
cult of the body, and in his conservative political convictions. 
Roma era la sua ossessione. Il quartiere Vescovio era la sua casa. Ed era stato allora, proba-
bilmente, che si era scoperto per quel che era. Un fascista? Un nero? O vogliamo dirla meno 
brutalmente? Un conservatore? Un libertario di destra? Non se ne doveva vergognare, pen-
sava. La celere era stato un approdo naturale. L’adesione a un canone che lo riconciliava con 
 
35 The expression has an unclear origin and was probably more popular and immediately understandable in April 1945, 
when it was used by the partisan leader Ferruccio Parri, then president of the Council of the Comitato di Liberazione 
Nazionale (National Liberation Committee.) Parri used it to express his repugnance in the face of the macabre facts of 
Piazzale Loreto, where on April 29, 1945 the corpses of Benito Mussolini, Claretta Petacci and other fascist hierarchs 
had been hung by their feet from the roof of a petrol pump, in the same place in which eight months earlier fifteen parti-
sans had been brutally slaughtered and exposed. According to various testimonies, a mob raged against the exposed bod-
ies with stones and gunshots. 
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l’immagine che coltivava di sé. Muscoli levigati, aria aperta, onore, rispetto, ordine, coraggio. 
L’arrivo alla caserma di Castro Pretorio aveva segnato il liberatorio ingresso in una tribù. In 
un ordine monastico. In una legione romana, se l’immagine non fosse suonata stucchevole 
nella sua retorica. (19) 
While Michelangelo faces the trial that sees him accused of ordering the raid on the Diaz 
school, alongside the shame for what happened, a sense of brotherhood towards his fellow soldiers 
emerges stronger than anything and everyone. 
Doveva raccontarlo a Zucca? [the public prosecutor] Sarebbe servito? Lo avrebbe aiutato sa-
pere che il giorno dei funerali di sua madre, i ragazzi che ne avevano portato a spalla la bara 
erano gli stessi della notte della Diaz? Che Drago, Ivo, Nico, Charlie, Fausto erano un pezzo 
della sua vita e che dalla tua vita non divorzi? (19) 
A sense of belonging to a group, “ un’amicizia per sempre. Da branco.” The mobile unit is a 
family that knows how to gratify and subjugate its members, producing ambivalent feelings that 
emerge in the stories of Drago, the second protagonist of the book. Drago is also a veteran of the 
raid on the Diaz school. He, too, has to face the legal consequences of that unfortunate operation; 
he too feels lost in the face of what happened. 
Drago is a young man from the outskirts of Rome who joined the police after leaving uni-
versity. His path into the mobile unit is an educational experience, an existential and political jour-
ney. 
Forse la celere era cambiata. O forse no. Forse, più semplicemente, era lui che era cambiato. 
Certo, il fatto che la celere non si chiamasse più con il suo nome la diceva lunga. «Reparto 
mobile» era politicamente più corretto, ma, in fondo, non restavano pur sempre i «servi dei 
servi dei servi»? Non erano forse sempre stati il cuore nero della polizia? Inutile prendersi 
per il culo. Nella celere, se non eri di destra lo diventavi. E lui di destra lo era sempre stato. 
[...] Come i suoi comandanti, come il novanta per cento dei colleghi. Anche se, arrivato a 
quel punto, non sapeva più neanche lui cosa significasse essere di destra. (27) 
The third protagonist, Lo Sciatto, is also a troubled character. He too comes from the out-
skirts of Rome and he too has few certainties in life if not the sense of belonging to the pack, the 
sense of brotherhood towards his fellow soldiers, the neo-fascist political creed and a strong sense of 
honor. 
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Lo Sciatto era entrato in polizia a venticinque anni, per caso. Ci era rimasto per scelta. E 
adesso, a trentaquattro, era convinto che la sua vita cominciasse e finisse lì. Nel perimetro di 
quattro chilometri quadrati che separava le camerate del reparto mobile di Roma e il lungo-
mare di Ostia, appena oltre l’Idroscalo, dove era cresciuto. (30) 
Lo Sciatto experiences a conflict between his origins and his groups of friends and acquaint-
ances and his mission as a cop. 
Quando ripensava a Ostia, ai ragazzi di piazza Gregorio Ronca, lo slargo a forma di croce 
celtica dove aveva scoperto la politica e l’amicizia, gli sembrava di muoversi in un cimitero. Chi non 
si era dato via con la roba era diventato un pupazzo ammaestrato. Era capitato di incontrarli qualche 
volta a Roma, durante i servizi. Ben vestiti, profumati, lo guardavano nella sua tuta da ordine pub-
blico con la compassione che merita chi ha avuto una disgrazia. Ma come, lui, l’ex segretario del 
Fronte della gioventù di Ostia, è diventato uno sbirro? Sissignore, uno sbirro. Anzi, un celerino. Fe-
lice di avere lo studio non in Galleria Colonna, ma su un Ducato. 
Bonini’s book is divided into fourteen chapters and follows the events of Michelangelo, 
Drago and Lo Sciatto, intersecting them and relating them with some of the most controversial 
news events of recent years that have seen the police and mobile police units in particular as protag-
onists. Events of historical or general significance such as the killing of Lazio fan Gabriele Sandri, 
hit by a bullet in a service station of the A1 motorway while he was heading from Rome to Milan to 
watch the Inter-Lazio match, or as the case may be sadly known of the murder of Giovanna Reg-
giani killed on 30 October 2007 after being raped and massacred in Rome, near the Tor di Quinto 
train station, they mix with the life stories of the three protagonists who have troubled family rela-
tionships, legal proceedings for excessive use of force or abuse of power, who vent their frustration 
in chat with colleagues from all over Italy. Growing up in the cult of the fascist right, they find 
themselves disillusioned at the end of a parable of violence which is their “sentimental education”. 
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Bonini’s book is the result of a long field investigation which allows him to connect episodes 
that occurred in different times and places such as the military assault of the ultras on a barracks in 
Rome and the hunt for Romanian in the suburbs, the C.P.T.s for illegal immigrants and the clashes 
at the Pianura landfill.  
Net of an image that is sometimes a bit stereotyped of the violent and fascist policeman, 
what we are interested in underlining is how Bonini’s book highlights the us / them dichotomy that 
characterizes the way of thinking of the protagonists. Going back to the schematization proposed by 
Campesi, ACAB shows how a binary logic substantiated by a constant sense of encirclement and 
incommunicability is still present in the more interventionist and operative groups of the police. For 
example, Drago remembers a day he had to intervene to contain a rally of the Sulcis miners, “gente 
invecchiata nei cunicoli, con le mani e il cuore grossi. Di quelli che ti raccontano a trentacinque anni 
che non sanno quanto gli resta, perché non sanno quando la polvere di carbone che hanno 
in corpo diventerà un cancro che se li porterà via.”  
While Drago seems to empathize with the miners and their condition, all human ties dissolve 
the moment the commanding officer orders the charge: “Il funzionario con la fascia tricolore aveva 
ordinato la carica. E loro ci avevano dato dentro. Ricordava perfettamente la faccia dell’operaio che 
per primo gli si era fatto davanti e che lui aveva scaraventato a terra come un manichino. Sembrava 
un vecchio, ma forse erano coetanei.” 
This book shows the sense of alienation that comes with being a police officer. In one of the 
last chapters, Michelangelo Fournier goes to Naples to participate in the Pianura landfill garrison. 
We soon realize that Fournier describes Naples as an “upside-down world.” Even though he has 
Neapolitan ties, he feels uncomfortable and unable to understand its reality, from which he is afraid 
of being “infected.” Aside from the corny stereotype of a malarial Naples, the gesture of Fournier, 
who, after arriving at his hotel and depositing the military equipment, washes his hands with a 
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disinfectant solution, must be read as the fear of being entangled in Naples’s real life. In other 
words, Fournier is aware that he will be able to respond to the problematic inputs of real life in the 
only way that the mobile unit has taught him. 
Naples, paralyzed by the waste emergency, is presented to us as a deformed city, almost a 
scenario of war:  
Il centro storico della città era ridotto a trincea. Di via Toledo, non si indovinavano più le 
vetrine, oscurate per i due terzi della loro altezza da un caleidoscopio di rumenta marcita. 
Santa Lucia era percorsa da osceni ruscelli di liquami, che si facevano strada nelle anse create 
da cumuli di elettrodomestici arrugginiti e cassonetti sventrati. Il traffico, impazzito e indo-
lente come sempre, percorreva nuove e intuitive gincane, aggirando gli smottamenti improv-
visi del mostro, lì dove ingombravano le corsie di marcia. (132) 
The lenses with which Fournier looks at the city are distorting and only refer to his memo-
ries of his police operations: 
Davanti a un mare livido, avevano superato Mergellina e le sue spettrali pensiline di imbarco, 
attraversato indenni la Galleria Posillipo e infilato l’incrocio di strade che da via Giulio Ce-
sare annunciava il San Paolo. Non ricordava più neppure lui le volte che aveva caricato su 
quei marciapiedi. La natura bestiale dei corpo a corpo che quello stadio era capace di accen-
dere. (133) 
A memory that will soon be joined by others even more crude, when the garrison of the 
landfill will turn into a real armed clash between the police and organized groups of ultras and crimi-
nals who aim to control the territory and manage the chaos of the emergency situation. 
In conclusion, it should be pointed out that ACAB is not detective fiction for the avoidance 
of doubt. It hardly retains any of its characteristics, and Bonini himself would probably disagree if 
one tried to apply this label to him. If anything, this is an instead well documented investigative 
work to which fictional elements are linked. However, these are precisely these textual elements and, 
as we will see some paratextual characteristics, which position ACAB within the category of crime 
novels as we have understood it so far. First of all, ACAB, like many of the contemporary crime 
novels, is a hybrid text where factual elements intertwine with truthful and plausible elements. The 
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narrative thread with which the procedural events of the three protagonists are followed is basically 
not very dissimilar from novels of the procedural genre. Finally, the characters, casts of real people, 
are fully superimposable to the troubled, disjointed characters of the crime novels. There are also 
paratextual elements that unite ACAB to other contemporary crime novels. First of all the publisher 
and the series. Einaudi publishes ACAB in the “Stile Libero” series, one of the most authoritative 
series of crime fiction and hybrid fiction in Italy. The graphic layout of the book itself, starting with 
the yellow spine and ending with the highly sought-after covers, cannot fail to bring the books in 
this series closer to the “yellow” Mondadori and the disruptive novelty that they represented in Ital-
ian publishing. Finally ACAB acts as a forerunner for Bonini for the drafting of real novels in all re-
spects as Suburra and La notte di roma will be. It should also not be forgotten that ACAB, like a 
considerable number of contemporary crime novels, will find its own film adaptation. In 2012, a 
newcomer Stefano Sollima will direct a successful film of the same name starring Filippo Nigro, 
Marco Giallini and Pierfrancesco Favino. 
 
Maurizio De Giovanni’s The Bastards of Pizzofalcone 
I bastardi di Pizzofalcone is a crime novel written by Maurizio De Giovanni and published by 
Einaudi (once again within the “Stile Libero” series) in 2013. It is the first novel set in the Pizzofal-
cone police station and the second starring Inspector Giuseppe Lojacono. 
The backstory sees four agents who operate in the police station of the Neapolitan neighbor-
hood of Pizzofalcone involved in a controversial case of drug trafficking. Following their removal 
from service, the station is in disarray, and a new team of officers is assigned to replace them.  Due 
to the police station’s bad reputation and the high ranks’ unconcealed desire to permanently close 
this outpost, new appointees are selected among the most flawed profiles available. They are some-
what problematic figures whose past is marked by episodes of psychophysical instability, violent 
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temperament, and corruption rumors. It is the case of Inspector Lojacono, who arrives in Pizzofal-
cone from Agrigento, followed by grave accusations of having passed information to the Mafia dur-
ing a previous investigation.36 His colleagues and superiors admire Lojacono for his ability to solve 
cold and complicated cases. However, they distrust his irritable temperament, and they are worried 
by the rumors that accompany him. For his part, Lojacono knows he has nothing to hide and tackles 
his work with dedication, despite all the setbacks that come to him, especially from within the police. 
In particular, Lojacono’s work is opposed by Commissioner Di Vincenzo, whom he considers an 
incompetent. On his side, Di Vincenzo dislikes Lojacono and works to dent his reputation and com-
plicate his working life. Fortunately for him, though, Lojacono can count on the friendship and col-
laboration of the prosecutor Laura Piras, who believes in him and intercedes with the highest ranks 
so that Lojacono can have some space and the freedom to pursue his leads. 
In Pizzofalcone, Lojacono joins the new commissioner Luigi Palma, a forty-year-old man 
with a jovial temperament, a quiet divorce behind him, and an undivided interest in his work. Palma 
is the person who requested Lojacono’s presence at the Pizzofalcone police station. The two will de-
velop an excellent relationship, establishing a good climate of collaboration.37  
Among the “bastards” officers of Pizzofalcone, we then find Francesco Romano and Ales-
sandra Di Nardo. Alessandra “Alex” Di Nardo is a complex and contradictory personality. Shy and 
silent during the day, divided between work and home, where she lives with her ill-tolerated parents, 
she transforms over the night when she visits the most obscene nightclubs and abandons herself to 
 
36 “Il profilo del siciliano lo inquietava. Anche all’autista ne erano giunte di tutti i colori sul conto dell’ispettore, cacciato 
dalla squadra mobile di Agrigento perché un collaboratore di giustizia aveva dichiarato che passava informazioni alla ma-
fia. A quanto aveva sentito, non erano emersi riscontri ma, come sempre in questi casi, si era ritenuto opportuno allonta-
nare il sospettato.” Maurizio de Giovanni. I Bastardi di Pizzofalcone (Kindle Locations 57-59). Einaudi. Kindle Edition. 
 
37 “E Lojacono? Be’, lui aveva quella storiaccia del collaboratore di giustizia che aveva fatto il suo nome in Sicilia. Ma 
Palma l’aveva visto in azione nel caso del Coccodrillo, e gli era piaciuto. Era stato lui a volerlo, ancora piú di quanto il 
collega Di Vincenzo desiderasse sbarazzarsene. La pelle gli diceva che l’uomo era in gamba. E onesto. Sperava di non 
sbagliare, il commissario Luigi Palma detto Gigi. Lo sperava con tutto il cuore.” Maurizio de Giovanni. I Bastardi di Pizzo-
falcone (Kindle Locations 334-338). Einaudi. Kindle Edition. 
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the most transgressive sexual practices. Nonetheless, her meekness, at least once, gave way to a fit of 
nerves that led her to pull out her gun and fire a shot inside the police station where she was on duty 
before arriving in Pizzofalcone, earning her fame of an unstable and potentially dangerous person. 
Guarda che io ho visto le carte. Te lo posso dire per certo, ognuno di noi ha qualche maga-
gna. Prendi Di Nardo: la ragazza silenziosa, quella delle armi. Lo sai che non si possono por-
tare armi cariche e senza sicura all’interno del commissariato: è tassativo. Be’, lei ha addirit-
tura sparato un colpo, dentro il commissariato. E poco c’è mancato che un collega rimanesse 
ucciso. Ci pensi? Lojacono, sballottato tra lo sportello e il sedile, dovette ammettere: – Hai 
capito, la ragazzina. Non ce la facevo una pistolera. (Chapter XIII, Kindle Edition) 
On the other hand, Francesco Romano is a violent type, both at home, with his wife, and in 
the workplace, where he has repeatedly shown an aggressive disposition and a lack of self-control. 
Francesco Romano. Sai come lo chiamavano i colleghi suoi? Hulk, lo chiamavano. Di nasco-
sto, però, se no gli staccava la testa. Non controlla la forza, e nemmeno la rabbia. Alla terza 
volta che ha preso per il collo un sospettato, lo hanno sospeso dal servizio. Quando è rien-
trato, lo hanno mandato qua. (Chapter XIII, Kindle Edition) 
Then there is the “agente scelto” Marco Aragona, who comes from the central police sta-
tion, “un raccomandato, nipote del prefetto di una città della Basilicata. Guidava come un pazzo, era 
stato ricusato dalla scorta di due magistrati. Alla questura centrale non era parso vero di potersene 
liberare.” Aragon, despite the bad reputation, the contemptuous ways in which he mimics the cops 
of the American television series, and the reckless driving style, in the end, proves to be an excellent 
assistant to Lojacono. The picture is completed by two veterans of Pizzofalcone, two police officers 
with mainly administrative duties who survived the police station’s drug trafficking scandal. The el-
derly Giorgio Pisanelli and the forty-year-old Ottavia Calabrese, each with serious family problems. 
In short, a heterogeneous group of people, each with their own idiosyncrasies, numerous defects, 
and some strengths, united by the fact that they have nothing to lose. In this first episode, the have 
to solve the complicated case of the murder of the rich benefactress Cecilia Festa, wife of a famous 
notary. However, more than the development of the case, we are interested in underlining how it is 
the choral dimension of the investigation that represents the most interesting element of this novel 
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and the series in general. In many respects, I Bastardi is a much more classic crime novel than 
ACAB., starting with its structure in which the element of the detection is undoubtedly fundamen-
tal. Furthermore, like many crime novels, I Bastardi is part of a serial project, inaugurating a series in 
which the single case is solved within a narrative framework that foresees numerous other subplots 
that are developed in the subsequent novels. 
However, what makes this series noteworthy is the fact that the real protagonist is the police 
ecosystem. Unlike other popular contemporary crime novels like Andrea Camilleri’s series starring 
Commissioner Salvo Montalbano, but also Antonio Manzini’s rogue deputy commissioner Schia-
vone, or the instinctive Capitoline deputy commissioner Colomba Castelli in Sandrone Dazieri’s 
novels, the protagonist is the police station’s microcosm. Of course, the figure of the charismatic In-
spector Lojacono is to some extent in the foreground, but he is flanked by a series of not secondary 
characters, each with their specific traits and interesting evolutionary lines. Several times De Gio-
vanni lingers in the description of the police station’s physical spaces, as well as the descriptions of 
the administrative procedures that regulate the investigations and the staging of the hierarchical rela-
tions inside the police station. In brief, what stands out in these stories is the importance assigned to 
the context of the investigation. The desolate and poorly furnished offices where the “bastards” 
work, “l’accesso alla sede del commissariato di Pizzofalcone era nel cortile di un palazzo antico, con 
la facciata dall’intonaco scrostato e piú volte rappezzato. L’impressione che ne ebbe Lojacono era di 
decadenza e incuria, peraltro frequente nei quartieri piú vecchi della città.” 
Decadence and abandonment emerge also in the passage below, which refers to the moment 
Lojacono enters the Pizzofalcone police station for the first time. At the entrance, he is greeted by 
an indolent and unkempt sentinel, the first disturbing sign of the abandonment and lack of care that 
characterizes the police station and, by extension, the function it represents. 
Salí una breve rampa di scale che dava su una saletta illuminata da un neon: lí la luce non ar-
rivava nemmeno a mezzogiorno. Dietro il banco c’era un agente stravaccato su una 
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poltroncina girevole, impegnato nella lettura di un giornale sportivo. Si sentiva odore di caffè 
che veniva da un distributore, davanti al quale due guardie discutevano ridacchiando. 
L’uomo non sollevò nemmeno lo sguardo. Lojacono si avvicinò in silenzio e aspettò, fis-
sando il poliziotto in divisa. Dopo un intervallo, l’agente alzò gli occhi dal giornale e assunse 
un’espressione interrogativa:  
– Dite.  
– Sono l’ispettore Lojacono. Credo che il commissario mi stia aspettando. L’uomo non 
mollò il giornale e non cambiò posizione.  
– Primo piano, stanza in fondo. (Chapter IV, Kindle Edition) 
An image confirmed a few lines later when Lojacono first meets with Commissioner Palma: 
Un breve corridoio conduceva alle scale. Di sfuggita Lojacono vide disordine, sciatteria e ab-
bandono. Sentí montare un senso di angoscia, e si chiese se mai avrebbe ritrovato l’entusia-
smo di un tempo per quel mestiere. La stanza del commissario era subito alla fine della scala. 
Dietro la scrivania c’era Palma, intento a riporre fogli in un faldone. Lojacono se ne ricordò 
appena lo vide, un uomo di circa quarant’anni dall’aria stropicciata, le maniche della camicia 
rivoltate, un’ombra di barba sulla faccia. (Chapter IV, Kindle Edition) 
In this sense, I Bastardi approaches the sensitivity of Camilleri and through him of Sciascia, 
whose novels extensively denounced the inefficiencies of the corruptness of police forces, mixing it 
with an ironic and pungent narration. On the other hand, a series that sees the police station as the 
main element is undoubtedly influenced by television series, particularly American TV shows such as 
NCIS, Criminal Minds, Blue Bloods, and Law & Order, to name but a few. Although it is difficult to 
trace the origins of this phenomenon, we must recognize how much contemporary crime fiction, 
whether it be television, film, or literary, starts from here. We are getting accustomed to a setting 
where we do not find a single brilliant detective grappling with an unsolvable case. Instead, we have 
an investigation that results from teamwork, or the connection of complementary skills, carried out 
by highly fallible and imperfect agents. 
As the next passage exemplifies, in the Pizzofalcone police station, investigations are 
planned. The group of police officers meets regularly to get updates on the situation, and the tasks 
are divided among all the members of the team: 
Palma, pratico, cercò di stabilire una linea d’azione:  
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– Quindi, prima andate a sentire il portiere e i dintorni del palazzo del notaio, cercando di 
capire se la cameriera c’entra o no, poi fatevi una passeggiata al circolo nautico. Nel frat-
tempo, sollecitiamo i risultati dell’autopsia e della scientifica e scandagliamo il computer del 
novello vedovo, alla ricerca di qualche traccia. 
Lojacono annuí:  
– Resta la parte piú difficile dell’indagine: capire dov’era il notaio quando è morta la moglie. 
E anche la nostra giovane commercialista, che a quanto racconta la nuova amica di Aragona 
ha fatto una bella piazzata al notaio, la settimana scorsa. Sarebbe utile sapere cosa si sono 
detti e che hanno deciso di fare nel week-end.  
Ottavia si inserí nella discussione:  
– Io ho un amico che lavora al laboratorio informatico; posso chiamarlo e chiedergli di ana-
lizzare in fretta il computer del notaio, e se salta fuori qualcosa di farmelo sapere in ante-
prima.  
Palma ne fu entusiasta:  
– Brava, Ottavia. A una come te, il tuo amico non potrà certo dire di no.  
La donna arrossí, ma per fortuna nessuno se ne accorse.  
Il commissario continuò:  
– Da parte mia, parlerò con la Piras per tenerla aggiornata sulle indagini, anche se mi ha 
detto che di Lojacono si fida ciecamente. E qualsiasi cosa vi serva, chiamateci subito. Saremo 
anche Bastardi, ma facciamo vedere a tutti che sappiamo lavorare. (Chapter XXVIII, Kindle 
Edition) 
Rarely a breakthrough in the investigation results from a stroke of genius by an individual. 
Although Lojacono resents organizational meetings, considering them a waste of time, it is precisely 
the discussion that ultimately leads to the case’s solution:  
Senti, il commissario ha detto che domani mattina ci vediamo qui, facciamo una riunione 
operativa. Pisanelli sta chiedendo in giro sulla vittima, e dovrebbe arrivare un primo rapporto 
della scientifica. A casa del notaio è pieno di giornalisti, la notizia si è già diffusa. L’ispettore 
riteneva quelle riunioni una perdita di tempo, e comunque gli piaceva lavorare da solo: la pre-
senza di Aragona gli dava fastidio, anche se doveva ammettere che l’agente scelto aveva 
avuto una sua funzione [...]. (Chapter XXVIII, Kindle Edition) 
Through these meetings, Lojacono has the opportunity to get to know his collaborators, to 
evaluate their skills and reliability. The inclusion of this type of situation serves the author to in-
crease the degree of realism of his work, making it more engaging and precise and at the same time 
approaching the expectations of a reader of contemporary crime fiction. We have already talked 
about it extensively in this chapter and the previous one. Today the audience of crime fiction, in 
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general, is an “educated” and expert crowd. From television to newspapers to essays and novels, 
crime and crime-fighting methods are prevalent and, most importantly, very accurate. 
Crime fiction does not just entertain, and certainly, it is no longer a reassuring form of com-
munication or art. The good guys are never entirely good, and the bad guys are ordinary people. 
Crime fiction works because it resonates in a global context. Crime narrative intersects different dis-
courses on crime and involves a multitude of people coming from different fields. Crime fiction can 
take many forms and attract numerous writers who see a new way of communicating, expressing 
themselves, or influencing public debates.  
After dwelling on how the police, its techniques, and its structures have entered permanently 
in the ganglia of crime narrative and how they establish a dialogue with reality and with the actual 
dynamics that define and contrast crime, we will deal with those voices that come directly from the 
center of the judicial institutions. As we will see, many judges, lawyers, police officers, politicians, 
and journalists have embarked on a career as a writer, sometimes turning it into their primary occu-
pation. Understanding why they did it and what communicative intent they might have will be fun-
damental in further analyzing the correspondences between crime literature and the current evolu-










CHAPTER THREE: JURISTS AND WRITERS 
 
The previous two chapters documented crime fiction’s success. They analyzed its evolution 
towards more realistic forms that assign great importance to subjects once considered secondary, 
such as the police/criminal relationship, the police’s structures, the technical elements of police in-
vestigations, the penal system’s functioning, and its procedures. By privileging the fictional works 
written by real-life judges, magistrates, and police officers, the following chapter examines a series of 
peculiarities characterizing contemporary Italian crime fiction and the Italian society at large.  These 
almost unique characteristics distinguish our editorial and cultural-political system and are deeply re-
lated to the processes of intense popularization of crime literature and with a renewed centrality of 
the penal and judicial systems. 
Before jumping into action, though, a short premise is necessary. This chapter addresses a 
topic of great significance, namely the mass entry of a large number of justice professionals into the 
field of literary production. Indeed, if the individual decision to become a writer does not cause any 
theoretical problem other than a specific psychological and biographical interest, when the same de-
cision is taken on a collective level, it raises a series of questions that we cannot evade. Hence, while 
the first chapter outlined an editorial history of crime fiction, this chapter will attempt to dig deeper 
into the recent developments of that history, addressing three very current issues. Precisely, who the 
producers of contemporary Italian crime fiction are, how their composition has changed over time, 
and the structural explanations behind this change. These aspects will be evaluated by putting aside 
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the individual and particular reasons that may have prompted an author or a publishing house to 
deal with crime fiction. After all, it is a general tendency that shifts the balance of authority in the 
field of media and the juridical field, and as such, it should be treated. 
Therefore, this chapter will follow some of these producers’ trajectories not to reconstruct 
their particular path but to position them in a general dynamic that has seen many subjects coming 
from the field of justice and law enforcement becoming acclaimed crime fiction writers. These writ-
ers brought a series of new elements into Italian crime fiction production, further accentuating the 
realistic style highlighted in the previous two chapters. Thanks to their field knowledge, former 
judges, lawyers, police officers, private security operators, legal experts, and specialized journalists 
could reproduce precisely all phases of the investigations, enriching them with comprehensive famil-
iarity with real cases, thus defining new crime fiction standards. 
Furthermore, these authors have often contributed to the development of a hybrid form of 
crime fiction, in which the description of real cases merges into a fictional narration. Similarly, many 
of them have intervened with entirely non-fictional works dedicated to particular cases or to the 
commentary of political and judicial issues, obtaining equal popular success and media coverage. It is 
the case of famous jurists such as Gustavo Zagrebelsky and Gherardo Colombo or the renowned 
magistrates Antonio Spataro and Nicola Gratteri. However, the list is long and includes many jurist-
writers such as Gianrico Carofiglio, Giancarlo De Cataldo, and others. 
In addition to the effects of their knowledge on contemporary crime fiction’s style and con-
tent, it will be interesting to study how these authors have used crime fiction as a tool for public 
recognition. A traditionally accepted principle states that magistrates (but sometimes it extends to 
judges and other figures whose impartiality is assumed) should speak only through their official acts, 
sentences, rulings, and verdicts. Well then, what leads these authors to enter the public arena, break-
ing the silence of their profession? What does the literature represent for them? Why so many real-
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life jurists approach such a popular genre, especially considering that this genre is so inherently criti-
cal of the legal and penal system? This study hypothesizes that crime fiction also serves these au-
thors to reposition themselves and take part in the conflicts between fields of knowledge and fields 
of power that have characterized the last thirty to forty years of Italian history. In addition to pro-
ducing undoubtedly more realistic stories, these authors provide their audiences with precise images 
of the justice machinery’s malfunctions. They convey images of the internal conflicts between the 
judiciary and the political system and their problematic relations with the media system. Crime fic-
tion seems to give them the chance to enter directly in contact with their audience, bypassing public 
discourses, which they perceive as hostile, fallacious, and often openly false. 
 
From the Rear to the Trenches: The Magistrates’ Overexposure 
 
Real-life jurists’ affirmation as writers and columnists is connected with an intense media 
overexposure process that interested members of the judiciary and the police from the early 1990s. 
Many reasons led to this situation, but the common trait is undoubtedly the growing interventionism 
of judiciary power in civil and political affairs.  
Rarely have the state’s powers found themselves in such a state of turmoil as in the last thirty 
to forty years. Particularly, during the last decade of the twentieth century, we witnessed a real insti-
tutional clash between the judiciary and the political power, resulting in the largest corruption scan-
dal in the history of the Italian Republic. This case went down in history with the name of “Tangen-
topoli” (“Bribesville”) and resulted in a nationwide judicial investigation called “Mani Pulite” (“Clean 
Hands”). This colossal investigation brought to light a widespread malfeasance system affecting mul-
tiple spheres, from politics to the public economy, involving many subjects at various levels. A long 
series of trials confirmed the involvement of many if not all political parties, several government 
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agencies, a vast portion of the public administration, and almost all major Italian public and private 
companies. The investigation resulted in thousands of suspects and hundreds of arrests. By the end 
of the trials, 338 deputies and 100 senators were in different ways implicated in the investigations, 
together with nearly 2000 local and regional administrators, 1373 public officers, and 873 private en-
trepreneurs and civil servants. 
As Alessandro Pizzorno (Pizzorno) noted, though, the debate on the essence and the limits 
of the judiciary power and its relationship with the political power, while ignited at the time of the 
Mani Pulite trials, had been smoldering under the ashes since the 1970s. Even before the public 
opinion realized it, the political class began to see the judiciary, or specific sectors of it, as a possible 
political actor, a potential ally in some cases, a dangerous enemy in others. 
In fact, for some time now, we have been reading in the newspapers harsh definitions of “in-
terventionist” judges and magistrates or “assault praetors” working for a “politicized” Magistratura. 
It is a common language that has steadfastly entered the journalistic lexicon and the political debate, 
hiding a real institutional conflict between the state’s powers that explodes with every new scandal 
or election. 
As evidenced by Silvano Belligni (Belligni), the last decades have been characterized by a 
continuous expansion of society’s regulated areas and the public issues subject to legal regulation, 
where the magistrate’s intervention has been increasingly creative and discretionary. On the other 
hand, shown in the previous chapter, the global securitarian thrust has fully invested democracies, 
causing discontent among the population and widespread demand for security and justice. In this 
scenario, with the inability of political power to provide adequate answers, the judge’s figure has 
shifted from law’s agent to interpreter of citizens’ rights and intermediary between society and state. 
Slowly but surely, judges entered objectively and also subjectively in conflict with political represent-
atives. 
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Indeed, Tangentopoli has shaken the Italian political environment and its leadership to such 
an extent that it has profoundly altered its dynamics and perimeters. While lawyers have always been 
a relatively well-represented category in the Italian parliament,38 the same cannot be said of magis-
trates. Before Tangentopoli it was rather unusual to see magistrates leave their role in the judiciary 
and run for the parliament or other political roles. Tangentopoli has revealed how profoundly cor-
rupt the political system was, obliterating the main governing parties’ entire leadership and leaving 
the impression of an irremediably compromised situation. In return, this scandal has provided a 
fresh image of young and stubborn magistrates, capable of putting political power in check and re-
vealing its ghosts. The pool of magistrates who conducted the investigations was also able to give 
life to a movement characterized by a  legalist spirit. The leading advocate for this new legalist cru-
sade was prosecutor Antonio Di Pietro, a man capable of attracting great media visibility with his 
characteristic incisiveness and directness. 
Belligni compared the Italian political system’s crisis to a bankruptcy, capable of redefining 
the power structures and the political and civil priorities of the nation. 
Di fronte a quella che si configura come una bancarotta della classe politica che non ha ri-
scontri in altri paesi democratici, i magistrati appaiono tra i principali beneficiari del trasferi-
mento di potere che la loro stessa azione ha concorso a determinare, al punto che ‘rivolu-
zione giudiziaria’ e ‘potere dei giudici’ diventano espressioni correnti del dibattito politico. 
(Belligni 3) 
Without a doubt, Mani Pulite marked the beginning of the growing interventionism of mag-
istrates and judges in Italian political life. Leading the way was Antonio Di Pietro, who was ap-
pointed Minister of Public Works in the first government of Prime Minister Romano Prodi in 1996. 
 
38 Even today, if we look at the latest demographic data available on the Camera dei Deputati website 
(https://www.camera.it/leg17/564?tiposezione=C&sezione=1&tabella=C_1_4) referring to the 17th legislature that 
started on 15 March 2013 and ended on 22 March 2018, we observe that “lawyer” is the second most represented pro-
fession with 71 deputies, topped only by the “employee” cathegory with 72 deputies. However legal professions become 
the first cathegory if we include three deputies who are listed as “magistrates,” not to mention the number of deputies 
who hold teaching positions in law schools and similar. 
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Di Pietro was one of the first magistrates who were able to capitalize on their new mediatic status 
transforming it into political consensus. Di Pietro’s is not an isolated case and, as Belligni writes, the 
political management of the investigations is one of the characteristics of this phase: 
I magistrati del pool dimostrano all’inizio una notevole capacità di gestione politica delle in-
chieste, esponendosi frequentemente sulla scena pubblica allo scopo dichiarato di dare legit-
timità democratica alla loro azione, ma con effetti più o meno latenti di autopromozione me-
diatica, di incremento della propria visibilità individuale e del proprio profilo di gruppo. 
The list of magistrates, judges, and lawyers who have become politicians is very long, and it 
would be impossible to include them all here. The most famous of them are Giuseppe Ayala, Felice 
Casson, Gerardo D’Ambrosio, Luigi De Magistris, Anna Finocchiaro, Pietro Grasso, Antonio In-
groia, Nitto Palma, Giuliano Pisapia. The name of Gianrico Carofiglio was deliberately taken off the 
list. In addition to having been a magistrate in Bari, in 2008, Carofiglio was elected senator for the 
Democratic Party. Subsequently, he has abandoned both careers to become a crime fiction writer 
and essayist. Carofiglio is a central figure on which it will be appropriate to dwell more carefully in 
the following pages. 
The complete reconstruction of the history of the conflict between juridical and political 
power, which pertains to political philosophy and the history of democratic institutions, is beyond 
the scope of this study. However, it is worth noting how Tangentopoli and the many other political-
judicial scandals that followed it, from the numerous trials and allegations involving the former 
premier Silvio Berlusconi up to the countless local corruption cases, determined a mediatic centrality 
of the judiciary institution and its agents. 
Additionally, it must not be forgotten that between the second half of the 1980s and the first 
half of the 1990s, the Magistratura was the absolute protagonist of an unprecedented fight against 
organized crime. One of the most impressive trials against the Sicilian Mafia referred to as the “maxi 
trial,” took place in Palermo between 1986 and 1992. A unique pool of magistrates, consisting of 
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Antonino Caponnetto, Giovanni Falcone, Paolo Borsellino, Leonardo Guarnotta, Giuseppe Di 
Lello, and the deputy prosecutor Giuseppe Ayala, was created to prepare this case. The trial ended 
with numerous convictions, but the consequences are sadly known. Between 1992 and 1993, the ma-
fia’s brutal retaliation hit numerous targets with an unprecedented terrorist strategy. Members of the 
Italian police forces, the Italian Magistratura (Falcone and Borsellino), and politicians (Salvo Lima) 
were viciously murdered. The mafia also attacked the Italian cultural heritage and other personalities 
not directly involved in contrasting the organization. Their goal was to strike, weaken and blackmail 
the state, influencing the government and civil society to create the conditions for negotiation be-
tween the Italian State and Cosa Nostra to mitigate the state’s fight against organized crime.  
Although this is a somewhat controversial period in Italian history, which an ongoing trial is 
only partially contributing to clarify, the Italian state’s investigative and military response was signifi-
cant. It led to numerous arrests, first of all, that of the bloodthirsty Corleonese boss Salvatore Riina 
in 1993. Falcone, Borsellino, and the numerous other officers, magistrates, journalists, and activists 
killed by the mafia, have been consecrated by public opinion, becoming models of legality and civil 
courage. Even though their work has been repeatedly ignored or, worse, ostracized while they were 
alive, even within the Magistratura (Bianconi), these magistrates have become exemplary figures after 
their death.  
Once again, the judiciary institution provided examples of moral integrity, incorruptibility, 
perseverance in the face of a political power perceived instead as often corrupt, negligent or inept. 
According to Belligni, between 1992 and 1993 there was a peak of consent of public opinion 
towards the judiciary institution: 
Tra il 1992 e il 1993, la sfera del pubblico (ossia l’arena elitaria in cui interagisce discorsiva-
mente il cerchio interno degli operatori dell’informazione e degli esperti di politica e di di-
ritto, delle voci più autorevoli della cultura accademica, dei cittadini più informati e interes-
sati, delle leadership delle associazioni e dei movimenti; insomma lo spazio dove si alimenta 
il dibattito e si costruisce il “consenso pubblico” egemonico) appare quasi uniformemente 
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schierata su posizioni di sostegno della  magistratura e di radicale opposizione all’establish-
ment delle Prima Repubblica. 
 
Politics Strikes Back 
Shortly after Tangentopoli and a short readjustment phase, the political establishment, now 
at the minimum of consensus, organized its counter-offensive. In 1994, the electoral victory of 
Forza Italia in coalition with the right-wing parties of Il Polo delle Libertà e del Buon Governo re-
sulted in the rapid realignment of a significant share of consensus. Thanks to an impressive deploy-
ment of media and resources, Silvio Berlusconi and his acolytes could propagate a sense of distrust 
and hostility towards the magistrates and their investigations. In a few months, the judiciary’s he-
gemony gave way to growing criticism towards the magistrates and widespread concern for the 
“overwhelming power of judges.” In short, the ground had been prepared for the closing of the 
Mani Pulite parenthesis and the return of a partially renewed political leadership. This political rea-
lignment broadly followed the traditional right-left opposition, therefore abandoning the transversal-
ity that had characterized the widespread consensus for the judicial initiatives. The two political sides 
immediately resorted to using ethical and judicial issues as a lock pick to discredit each other. The 
most discussed figure was precisely that of the Forza Italia leader, Silvio Berlusconi, who was ac-
cused of a substantial conflict of interest and whose legal predicaments were brought to the world’s 
attention. Berlusconi’s reaction translated into a massive mobilization against prosecutors, accused 
of carrying out a political conspiracy and judicial persecution against him. 
Soon, the so-called “questione morale” (“moral question”)39 rapidly lost its place among the 
citizens’ concerns, overtaken by more pressing issues such as unemployment, crime, drugs, and the 
 
39 On November 27, 1980, Enrico Berlinguer, then secretary of the Italian Communist Party, called an extraordinary 
meeting of the party leadership in Salerno in which he officially declared the end of the historic compromise with the 
Christian Democrats. On that occasion he referred to a category that later became known as the “moral question”, 
which he considered “the most important national question.” 
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economic crisis. In the same period, while the magistrates’ social consensus began to decrease, sur-
veys highlighted a slight rise in the appreciation for the new governing élites (Belligni 8). 
As Belligni points out, though, the change in the citizens’ disposition towards the judicial in-
stitution has many explanations: 
Non è chiaro infatti quanto ciò sia dovuto a un fisiologico logoramento delle aspettative di 
giustizia, quanto sia da addebitarsi a velleità di protagonismo e a sospetti di accanimento o di 
parzialità a carico dei magistrati stessi, quanto all’abbandono sconcertante della magistratura 
da parte di Di Pietro, con il quale l’azione giudiziaria si era fortemente identificata. (Belligni 
8) 
The clash between politics and the judiciary intensifies when a front against the “communist 
conspiracy” and the “judicial coup” hatched by the “Red gowns” comes to life. Fueled by the media 
and press owned by Silvio Berlusconi, this liberal-conservative movement focused on defense, often 
frankly specious, of civil liberties. Its supporters, among whom appeared numerous subjects who 
had been under investigation in the previous years, pushed to liquidate the era of Tangentopoli and 
put an end to magistrates’ interventionism.  
The issue of corruption as an endemic condition within Italian governance slowly disap-
pears. Simultaneously, the political debate converged on the so-called “justice emergency,” or the 
idea that  the juridical power was “out of control.” In short, the trial against the political class sud-
denly became a trial against the judiciary institution. 
The following quote is taken from an essay on the Italian justice system written by the judge 
and crime fiction writer Giancarlo De Cataldo. It shows how a prominent magistrate perceives the 
 
In reality, Berlinguer was not the first to speak of the “moral question”. This was in fact the title of an essay by Giuseppe 
Mazzini from 1886. Hints to a “moral question” are also found in reference to the court case that arose around the death 
of Wilma Montesi, a 21-year-old girl who was found dead on the beach of Torvajanica, near Rome, in 1953. The first to 
speak of a “moral question” was Pietro Ingrao, writing in the newspaper L’Unità that the case - in which the son of a 
well-known Christian Democrat, Attilio Piccioni was involved - testified to the existence of “a serious moral question 
“because of a” murky sector of dubious business, drug trafficking, corruption, which penetrates the official political 
world. “ 
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confrontation with the political establishment not merely as a conflict between state powers but as a 
real act of aggression against magistrates and their public function. 
Da trent’anni si legge, un po’ dappertutto, dello scontro fra politica e magistratura. Dal mio 
punto di vista, apertamente parziale, più che di scontro sarei portato a esprimermi in termini 
di aggressione della politica. Ma scontro è forse parola più commestibile per chi ha idee di-
verse dalle mie, e dunque rassegniamoci: scontro sia. (De Cataldo, In Giustizia Kindle 
Edition) 
However, this is not a unanimous position within the Magistratura. For example, the former 
judge Piero Tony who, throughout his career, has dealt with juvenile justice but also with some of 
the most relevant Italian judicial cases, from the Red Brigades to the monster of Florence, expressed 
very critical positions towards his own category. Tony’s recent memoir, significantly entitled Io non 
posso tacere (“I cannot remain silent”), for example, recognizes some distortions and malpractice that, 
he says, have characterized the work of many magistrates over the last few years. Tony’s criticism 
has been given much credit, considering that he was an exponent of the progressive wing of the 
Magistratura called “Magistratura Democratica.”40 
Voglio dire che a un certo punto della nostra storia è successo che una parte della magistra-
tura, quasi fosse qualcosa di piu di un corpo istituzionale, ha cominciato, in modo trasver-
sale, a muoversi come un partito vero e proprio. Si è sentita in dovere di difendere - di far 
finta di difendere - non piu solo la legalità, ma anche la moralità. Ha iniziato a perseguire non 
più solo i reati, ma anche i fenomeni. Ha consentito che si portassero in prima serata le inda-
gini preliminari. Ha cominciato a sentire il bisogno di dire la sua sui politici e di esprimere le 
proprie opinioni sulle riforme del governo guidato da Tizio al congresso del partito guidato 
da Caio, da sempre storico avversario di Tizio. È in questa fase che è scoppiata l’”ammuina”, 
e ora tutto rischia di andare a farsi benedire. Anche nei processi. Con le intercettazioni che la 
fanno da padrone nelle indagini. Con enunciazioni vistosamente sgangherate che prendono il 
posto delle prove. Una sorta di circo che prende il posto del processo. La moralità che 
 
40 Magistratura Democratica is a political association belonging to the Associazione Nazionale Magistrati (National Asso-
ciation of Magistrates). Founded in 1964, MD represents progressive magistrates and supports the judiciary’s autonomy 
and independence. MD is a Europhile organization and is supportive of a strongly interpretative legal system. Over the 
years, MD has seen its weight gradually grow within the ANM. Several members of MD have been elected for pro-Euro-
pean and left-wing political parties. In the 2000s, Silvio Berlusconi, Cesare Previti, and other center-right coalition mem-
bers vigorously attacked MD, claiming to be victims of alleged judicial persecution. MD was pointed as a power group 
linked to the left that would make political use of its adherents’ institutional position to discredit their opponents. About 
900 of the 8,886 active Italian judges, about one in ten judges, belong to the MD. 
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prende il posto della legalità. La gogna che prende il posto della garanzia. E la politica che, 
affatto coerentemente, alza le mani e dice: prego, accomodatevi. 
In summary, the relationship between justice and politics within the Italian scenario remains 
a delicate and still unsolved issue. The political debate continues to be characterized by bitter con-
frontations between the two main political fronts, often articulated around issues related to justice. 
However, justice has also been one of the central themes of the rising anti-political movements, such 
as the Movimento 5 Stelle, whose alignment in the legalist cause has always been evident.   
The vast popular support for Movimento 5 Stelle, at least initially, was connected to a re-
newed distrust of the Italian political class on the part of a significant portion of the Italian popula-
tion. Conversely, the two political sides, albeit with different tones and positions, repeatedly opposed 
a new legalistic ethos, often defined as “manettarismo,”41 denouncing judicial persecution episodes, 
fabricated trials, or the so-called “giustizia a orologeria.”42 
One of the most debated issues is the reform of the civil and criminal judicial system, on 
which, however, an agreement seems far from being reached. In the meantime, politicians and mag-
istrates are divided on factual and procedural matters such as “guarantorism,” or the safeguard of 
the presumption of innocence, parliamentary immunity, judge’s liability, and the legitimate impedi-
ment to participating in trials. What is certain is that the tension between politics and justice is far 




41 Manettaro, is a neologism of the Italian language deriving from the word “manette” (“handcuffs”). It is found above all 
in newspapers and the political jargon and refers to an excessively uncompromising and senseless accusatory disposition 
on the part of judges, prosecutors, and politicians who are allegedly eager to prosecute crimes for which there are no 
legal bases. 
 
42 The expression “giustizia a orologeria” is an expression of political and journalistic jargon dating back to the early 
1990s and refers to an alleged practice of some magistrates who would deliberately pre-order the moment of the issu-
ance of restrictive measures against prominent public figures in order to cause severe damage to their image or jeopard-
ize their participation in elections. 
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Media and Justice: Which Authority for the Magistrates? 
In sum, it is possible to assume that the centrality of the Magistratura has many matrices and 
different consequences. Concurrently, though, it is necessary to note that the magistrates do not al-
ways seek media visibility. Indeed, one of the conditions for the functioning of a judicial system is 
the secrecy of preliminary investigations, the so-called “segreto istruttorio.” A leak of information in 
the initial phase of an investigation can heavily impact its outcome. For this reason, typically, magis-
trates have every interest in maintaining control over the information regarding their investigative 
work and their procedural strategies.  
Today, though, criminal trials generate obsessive media attention, which results in the trans-
formation of trials into a hybrid form of infotainment called “processi mediatici” (or “trials by me-
dia”). In a nutshell, the mass media take on the role of setting up extra-procedural, if not quite para-
procedural, paths of exaltation and exasperation of news reports to target possible culprits. All sorts 
of judges, prosecutors, lawyers, witnesses, legal experts, opinion leaders, whether directly involved in 
the case or not, are called to participate in these media reconstructions. Blamed subjects are placed 
at the center of mock trials and pointed to public disapproval, targeting both their involvement in 
the specific case and their personality or character traits. Every kind of allegation is legitimate in this 
trial beyond the trial, which, depending on the harshness of the tones, can take the form of an actual 
“linciaggio mediatico” (“media lynching”) or “gogna mediatica” (“media pillory”).  
There have been many processi mediatici in recent Italian history. The first being precisely the 
one against Pietro Valpreda, the anarchist accused and acquitted for the Piazza Fontana massacre 
and subject in 1969 to a cruel media lynching. However, it was from the 1990s that the phenomenon 
exploded. The most recent cases are probably the 2007 murder of the English student Meredith 
Kercher, but also a terrible act of violence that took place in Erba, a small town in northern Italy, in 
2006 described by the news as the “Erba massacre.” Other famous cases are the 1997 killing of the 
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student Marta Russo, which took place inside the Roman university La Sapienza. Russo’s case was at 
the center of a complex judicial investigation. It was the subject of significant media coverage due to 
the place where the assassination was perpetrated and the investigations’ difficulties, which failed to 
identify a motive. Another sadly known case is that of the so-called Cogne murder, a case of infanti-
cide that took place in 2002 in the small village of Cogne in the Aosta Valley. A three-year-old boy, 
Samuele Lorenzi, was killed by his mother, Anna Franzoni. She was found guilty in 2008 after a 
lengthy trial and obsessive media coverage. 
As Massimo Carlotto pointed out, in all these cases, the media make a precise selection of 
the kind of crime and criminal around which to instruct the trial. Carlotto underlines how rarely the 
media reconstructions attempt to understand crime, questioning the type of society that generated it. 
In many respects, Italy is a criminogenic country because of its history, geographical position, social 
structure, and numerous criminal organizations operating within its borders. Nevertheless, trials by 
media carefully pick cases characterized solely by mystery and horror with the primary intent of en-
thralling public opinion. According to Carlotto, this type of crimes are meaningless, insofar as the 
context in which they are committed is not recognized:  
Dalla misteriosa morte della contessa Agusta in poi è stato messo in piedi un circo mediatico 
pronto a girare l’Italia alla ricerca di questo tipo di delitti, totalmente privi di ‘senso’ per la 
comprensione dei fenomeni criminali in questo Paese. 
Understandably, the fact that criminal trials are ‘transferred’ out of the courtroom is highly 
problematic for the judicial institution. On the one hand, as we have seen, the circulation of truthful 
and confidential information can harm the investigation and the subsequent trial. Not to mention 
that the uncontrolled or inaccurate leak of information, particularly when it comes to investigative 
hypotheses, can have disruptive effects on third parties.  Innocent subjects whose name has entered 
the files of a prosecutor might find themselves publicly involved in trials by media that have no link 
with real allegations, thereby harming their reputation and privacy. In fact, media trials usually do 
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not contemplate presumption of innocence, the legal principle according to which a person is inno-
cent until proven guilty. 
On the other hand, misrepresenting the trial’s facts and its logical and ritual passages can 
lead to the delegitimization of judges and magistrates. As part of a compelling and persuasive narra-
tive, the media’s alternative versions significantly affect public opinion. The structure of television 
shows and journalistic reports is almost always based on the questioning of official reconstructions. 
In short, everything is done to propose alternative paths and look for flaws in the official trials. 
Therefore, the judiciary must take countermeasures to ensure that the trial’s public account does not 
end up misrepresenting its actual work. When the “represented” justice leads to a loss of trust in the 
“administered” justice, the society itself is at risk. In fact, every organized community needs to be-
lieve in its own justice system. 
 
I giudici parlano attraverso le sentenze (The Verdict Should Speak for The Judge) 
While the judiciary is the sole institution entrusted with the task of judging, for which it 
holds a monopoly in modern democratic states, it often seems unable to communicate the rationale 
of its decisions to the outside world. Incomunicability is an almost essential condition of the law in 
modern regimes. We referred to this condition in the previous chapter when we cited Kafka’s work. 
In particular, The Trial and the short stories Before the Law, and A Message from the Emperor. Kafka’s re-
flections have ignited a literary trend that through the work of notable authors such as Friedrich 
Dürrenmatt and Leonardo Sciascia reaches up to the present day. More broadly, modern art has 
demonstrated how the impossibility of communication between the power, the truth, the law, and 
the individual ―the unexpressed and inexpressible desire for communication, constitutes a pro-
foundly modern drama. Incommunicability, as Kafka described it, is a dramatic condition because it 
is unresolved. It seems impossible to find a solution for this condition. While literature and art were 
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able to envision the enigmatic and existential aspects of the individual-power relationship, indeed a 
sense of bewilderment and subjugation is common in anyone who has to deal with the law, its pro-
cedures, and its practices. 
Essentially, the law is inaccessible, structured around codes, formulas, and rituals whose pur-
pose is only in part to seek the truth but rather to represent the search for the truth, to provide the 
best possible approximation.  
On the other hand, though, a principle of Roman law that persists to this day states the law 
does not admit ignorance, “ignorantia legis non excusat”. Citizens must be aware of the laws, and 
not knowing them does not make them any less guilty. It is essentially the condition in which K., the 
respectable citizen protagonist of Kafka’s The Trial, finds himself in. Arrested by an unspecified 
agency for committing an unspecified crime, K is catapulted into a bureaucratic nightmare. K’s case 
epitomizes the unequal confrontation with the judicial system’s rituals, conventions, procedures, and 
absurdities. All citizens must know and respect the law; however, not all citizens have the means and 
tools to know and understand it or the ability to navigate the complex bureaucratic and customary 
system that substantiates their application. Aware of this gap, the legal systems of democratic re-
gimes envisage countermeasures. In the Italian judicial system, for example, where the constitution 
protects the right to a defense, the presence of an intermediary, the attorney, is mandatory. Although 
this does not entirely cancel the gap in access to justice and certainly does not eliminate all ethical, 
social, ethnic, and sexual discriminations that continue to orient civil and penal trials,43 it is undoubt-
edly an essential element for the democratization of justice. 
 
43 Unfortunately, cultural constructs, stereotypes, prejudices, ethical and political beliefs still guide the trials and public 
debates surrounding them. In many respects, the times in which the six directors and activists Loredana Rotondo, Rony 
Daopulo, Paola De Martis, Annabella Miscuglio, Maria Grazia Belmonti, Anna Carini released the docufilm Processo per 
stupro (1979) do not seem very distant. In particular, Processo per stupro was very effective in showing how trials for sex vio-
lence often end up transofrming the victim into the indicted. This hugely popular docufilm made visible how lawyers 
defending the rapitsts took violent and intimidating attitudes towards women, inquiring into the details of the violence 
and their private lives. Too often lawyers aimed to discredit the women’s credibility by implying that a woman “of good 
morals” could not be raped. Their line of defense led to believe that if there had been any violence, this must obviously 
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Paradoxically, precisely these hardly intelligible procedures and rituals are what guarantees 
the judiciary machine’s proper functioning. They are what makes the law credible. Indeed, trust in 
the law ultimately means trust in the state but only insofar as it presents itself as a set of procedures, 
not exclusively as a subject capable of political will. Procedures are reliable because they are replica-
ble and universal, and they make jurisprudence. Procedures have a historical dimension that is cru-
cial in common law systems but whose importance is also decisive in civil law systems. In sum, 
should trust in the judicial body or the state in which justice is administered be lost, the impartiality 
of the procedures would still guarantee the trial’s fairness.  
Now, it is the task of judges, prosecutors, and lawyers to ensure the proper functioning of 
these procedures, but they also have the responsibility of making them more intelligible. They must 
be able to communicate. In this sense, while modern democracies have made numerous efforts to 
make the law’s “secrets” more accessible, this goal would hardly be achievable without mass media 
intervention.  
For this reason, the governing body of the Magistratura, the Consiglio Superiore della Magis-
tratura (CSM or High Council of the Judiciary) and the training school for magistrates (Scuola Supe-
riore della Magistratura) started to include a certain number of credits in communication and media 
studies in their training courses and continuing education courses. At the same time, prosecutors 
regularly hold press conferences and participate in news broadcastings or other TV shows. 
In light of what we have seen so far, it seems that the rule according to which magistrates 
should not speak publicly except through their sentences and their official deeds seems at least 
anachronistic if not openly anti-democratic. The trial’s absolute secrecy was one of the fundamental 
 
have been caused by an unseemly attitude on the part of the woman. At the same time they argued that if there was no 
evidence of physical violence or rebellion, the victim must have consented. A controversial sentence of the Court of 
Cassation of 1998 which argued that a woman who wore jeans could not be unconsenting and therefore the act of vio-
lence could not be considered as rape, unfortunately seems to renew the perplexities for the protocols and the disposi-
tions of the judicial bodies towards the socially weaker or discriminated groups. 
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features of the purely inquisitorial system, in which the accusation could remain secret even to the 
accused themselves. Today this condition would be inconceivable, and the citizens’ right to be in-
formed is a principle that magistrates and other civil servants must respect. 
 
The juridical field and the right to determine the law 
The concept of “juridical field,” elaborated by Pierre Bourdieu, may prove useful in high-
lighting some aspects of the institutional clash between state powers and media power. In particular, 
the theory of the juridical field will prove useful in clarifying what may be at stake in this triangular 
conflict while, at the same time, tracing the boundaries of its battleground. References to a juridical 
field theory first appeared in a 1986 essay entitled La Force du Droit. Eléments pour une sociologie du champ 
juridique, translated as The Force of Law: Toward a Sociology of the Juridical Field. In this essay, Bourdieu 
applied the sociological concept of field, on which the French sociologist began working from the 
second half of the 1960s to the juridical domain. Through his particular interpretation of social 
structuralism, Bourdieu’s goal was to study juridical power’s foundations. For this reason, Bourdieu’s 
study contains some reflections that may also prove useful for understanding what is changing the 
equilibrium within the Italian juridical field and how the effects of this imbalance affect the literary 
production examined here. 
A brief reference to the Bourdieusian concept of field has already been made in the first 
chapter when dealing with literary translations. Having already mentioned Bourdieu’s rather specific 
lexicon, it will suffice to say, regarding the juridical field, that Bourdieu considers it as a relatively au-
tonomous social universe governed by internal rules resulting from the negotiations between internal 
actors and institutions. Therefore, the juridical field is the social context in which the legal authority 
is produced and performed. In other words, the juridical field is the battleground where multiple so-
cial actors possessing specific competencies fight over “the right to determine the law:” 
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The juridical field is the site of a competition for monopoly of the right to determine the 
law. Within this field there occurs a confrontation among actors possessing a technical com-
petence which is inevitably social and which consists essentially in the socially recognized ca-
pacity to interpret a corpus of texts sanctifying a correct or legitimized vision of the social 
world. (Bourdieu, The Force of Law: Toward a Sociology of the Juridical Field 817) 
Its historical dimension partially determines the authority of a juridical field. The social ac-
tors who operate in the field participate in preserving and controlling its historical authority. As the 
few lines below show, Bourdieu stresses the fact that there is competition for access to legal re-
sources inherited from the past and that access to these resources also determines the division be-
tween professionals and the public. The improvement and rationalization of the tools for accessing 
legal resources, i.e., creating regulations, procedures, public institutions, and intermediaries, increases 
the division between proper legal decisions and decisions based on simple common sense. Moreo-
ver, this division’s secondary effect is the depersonalization of the decisions, objectifying them, and 
hiding the power relations that substantiate them: 
Competition for control of access to the legal resources inherited from the past contributes 
to establishing a social division between laypeople and professionals by fostering a continual 
process of rationalization. Such a process is ideal for constantly increasing the separation be-
tween judgments based upon the law and naive intuitions of fairness. The result of this sepa-
ration is that the system of juridical norms seems (both to those who impose them and even 
to those upon whom they are imposed) totally independent of the power relations which 
such a system sustains and legitimizes. (Bourdieu, The Force of Law: Toward a Sociology of 
the Juridical Field 817) 
In his reasoning, Bourdieu highlights how justice resembles other institutions like the 
Church and the School, which are organized according to a strict hierarchy.  All levels of the juridical 
field, all norms, and thereby every decision and interpretation lying behind them, are hierarchically 
structured. In this, the legal field forms a structured and cohesive whole that Bourdieu compares to 
an “apparatus”: 
Thus, the juridical field tends to operate like an “apparatus” to the extent that the cohesion 
of the freely orchestrated habitus of legal interpreters is strengthened by the discipline of a 
hierarchized body of professionals who employ a set of established procedures for the reso-
lution of any conflicts between those whose profession is to resolve conflicts. Legal scholars 
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thus have an easy time convincing themselves that the law provides its own foundation, that 
it is based on a fundamental norm, a “norm of norms.” (Bourdieu, The Force of Law: 
Toward a Sociology of the Juridical Field 818) 
In sum, according to Bourdieu, the apparatus in its historical and contingent dimension rein-
forces in the jurists’ minds the impression that law finds its foundation in itself. Thus, at the origin 
of this principle of authority, there would be a fundamental norm, a norma normarum. As a result, le-
gal reasoning develops a transcendental nature, therefore requiring faith in the structured vision of 
the social order it produces. 
Nevertheless, the law’s transcendent nature is ensured by a set of structures and practices 
whose purpose is to give the illusion of eliminating arbitrariness. 
The law can exercise its specific power only to the extent that it attains recognition, that is, 
to the extent that the element of arbitrariness at the heart of its functioning (which may vary 
from case to case) remains unrecognized. The tacit grant of faith in the juridical order must 
be ceaselessly reproduced. Thus, one of the functions of the specifically juridical labor of 
formalizing and systematizing ethical representations and practices is to contribute to bind-
ing laypeople to the fundamental principle of the jurists’ professional ideology—belief in the 
neutrality and autonomy of the law and of jurists themselves (Bourdieu, The Force of Law: 
Toward a Sociology of the Juridical Field 844). 
After all, says Bourdieu, the rhetoric of autonomy, neutrality, and universality is the very ex-
pression of the juridical field’s functioning. 
However, rules and procedures foresee a wide-ranging system of specific skills. Indeed, only 
a highly diversified system of competencies and jurisdictions can support the principle of fully uni-
versal law. Therefore, the juridical field foresees a mechanism of division of labor where specific 
skills take on a distinctive feature that makes them expendable according to their primary purpose 
and as a tool to negotiate an actor’s position within the field. In short, skills become specific forms 
of social capital defined by Bourdieu as juridical capital. 
The development of a body of rules and procedures with a claim to universality is the prod-
uct of a division of labor resulting from the competition among different forms of compe-
tence, at once hostile and complementary. These different forms of competence operate as 
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so many forms of specific capital associated with different positions within the juridical 
field.” (Bourdieu, The Force of Law: Toward a Sociology of the Juridical Field 821) 
The difference in juridical capital is reflected, for example, in the dialectical relationship be-
tween the figure “theorist” and that of the “practical.” These two figures have an alternative idea of 
what the juridical work is and a different interpretation of the canonical texts. Where some tend to 
value the principle behind a rule, others focus on its jurisprudential value. The interaction between 
these two tendencies takes the form of a permanent symbolic struggle for the definition of the legal 
work.  
However, the antagonism between holders of different juridical capital types does not pre-
clude a certain degree of complementarity between their functions. Moreover, Bourdieu maintains, 
they both derive mutual benefit from this antagonism:  
The hostility between the holders of different types of juridical capital, who are committed 
to very divergent interests and worldviews in their particular work of interpretation, does not 
preclude the complementary exercise of their functions. In fact, such hostility serves as the 
basis for a subtle form of the division of the labor of symbolic domination in which adver-
saries, objectively complicitous with each other, fulfill mutual needs. (Bourdieu, The Force 
of Law: Toward a Sociology of the Juridical Field 823)  
As mentioned, in order for a field to exist, in Bourdieu’s view, it must necessarily have a cer-
tain degree of autonomy from other social fields. In other words, it must be able to establish 
through its internal logic, its values, its practices, its hierarchies. The juridical field, however, is a very 
particular type of field. Precisely because of the essential functions that derive from the functioning 
of the juridical field in terms of normative effects and social reproduction, the juridical field enjoys a 
limited degree of autonomy. As the passage below demonstrates, Bourdieu believes that more than 
other fields, it is affected by the changes in the balances external to it: 
Given the determinant role it plays in social reproduction, the juridical field has a smaller de-
gree of autonomy than other fields, like the artistic or literary or even the scientific fields, 
that also contribute to the maintenance of the symbolic order and, thereby, to that of the so-
cial order itself. External changes are more directly reflected in the juridical field, and internal 
conflicts within the field are more directly decided by external forces. Thus, the hierarchy in 
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the division of juridical labor, visible in the hierarchy of professional specializations, varies 
over time, if only to a limited extent (as the unchanging prestige of civil law bears witness). 
This variation depends notably upon variations in power relations within the social field. It is 
as if the positions of different specialists in the organization of power within the juridical 
field were determined by the place occupied in the political field by the group whose inter-
ests are most closely tied to the corresponding legal realm. (Bourdieu, The Force of Law: 
Toward a Sociology of the Juridical Field 850) 
In light of Bourdieu’s reflections, the conflict between juridical, political, and media power, 
as summarized in the previous pages, takes on a structural perspective that authorizes different inter-
pretations of social actors’ individual choices. Furthermore, a broader viewpoint further indicates 
what may be at stake in this conflict. Suppose we assume that the nomos, the fundamental principles 
of “vision and division,” of the juridical field is the right to determine the law. In that case, it is clear 
how this principle is in perennial contrast with the political power that claims the right/duty to for-
mulate the law and the media power that claims the right to interpret it. 
In this sense, De Cataldo’s feeling of encirclement, depicting the conflict between politics 
and the judiciary as an aggression of the former on the latter, summarizes a shared feeling of many 
of the actors belonging to the juridical field. Their position, authority, and prerogatives are heavily 
questioned, making them feel under attack. They typically respond insisting on the defense of 
judges’ full autonomy and the law’s primacy, only partially concealing their faith in a transcendental 
vision of the law and the practices that reproduce it. 
Simultaneously, the tension between media and the juridical field forces the latter to question 
itself about its communicative, argumentative, and even interpretative practices. The two fields are in 
stark tension on a fundamental principle which is, in the end, the right to interpret the law. The me-
dia do not recognize the juridical field institutions’ exclusive authority regarding access to resources 
to interpret the law. A strong push to popularize access to the law, democratizing this process, 
deeply questions the division between experts and laypeople, which is one of the fundamental re-
quirements for the juridical field’s autonomy. 
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Under this perspective, the transition of so many legal experts into successful crime fiction 
writers and legal news commentators takes on a comprehensive dimension. The somewhat naïve ex-
planation that describes these authors as aficionados of the noir genre or only as bored jurists frus-
trated by a never entirely accepted career is insufficient to explain the phenomenon’s extent. Indeed, 
if these can be considered valid reasons on a singular basis, they do not shed light on a collective 
phenomenon. In their crime novels, these authors talk about real events. They provide an internal 
perspective, explain the interpretative logic of juridical decisions. They take their readers into the 
courtrooms, showing them borderline cases, providing them with an exclusive vision of controver-
sial judicial facts. In crime novels, they seem to have found a vehicle to communicate directly with 
the public, providing them with the keys to interpret reality, make them aware of the judiciary’s per-
spective, and let them participate in their overall vision. 
At the same time, by entering the world of media, thus doing something unusual for public 
officials until recently, these authors carve out space for themselves. Media allow writers to increase 
their authority, increasing their visibility and popularity in the legal field, in the media, and some-
times even in the political field.  
Conversely, inner visions of the judiciary machine often end up undermining the illusion of 
universality and impartiality that the juridical field strives to create. Frequently, the descriptions of 
the practices, measures, and even the structures in which justice is administered are anything but flat-
tering. Judging by the degree of resentment expressed in the novels and interventions on other me-
dia by certain authors, the decision to become a writer and abandon the jurist’s career almost resem-
bles an escape or a revelation. For some of these writers, writing is, first and foremost, a liberating 
act. Precisely because for them, the act of writing still means breaking institutional praxis. By writing, 
they expose themselves and the entire institution they represent, and the field logic that justifies their 
practices. 
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Jurists and cop writers 
From the second half of the 1990s onwards, several former jurists, a broad category consist-
ing of judges, prosecutors, lawyers, police officers, but can include legal experts, journalists, and 
opinion leaders, entered the publishing market and became successful crime fiction writers. To some 
extent, as Elisabetta Mondello has suggested (Mondello), jurist-writers are comparable to the cate-
gory of “irregular” writers, or writers who resort to crime narrative after rather rough journeys that 
have seen them involved in controversial legal cases. Some of them have already been mentioned 
previously in this study, such as Massimo Carlotto and Pietro Valpreda. However, the list of “irregu-
lar” writers can be extended to authors such as Sandrone Dazieri and Cesare Battisti. The former 
achieved literary success with the saga of Sandrone Dazieri, aka Il Gorilla, the protagonist of a series 
of detective novels. Il Gorilla shares the name and part of the biography with its namesake author. 
Like him, he is a former political activist with numerous legal disputes behind him. A schizophrenic 
character, Il Gorilla, who lives to the day with security jobs and private investigations, solves his 
cases thanks to his complex nature. Cesare Battisti’s case, on the other hand, is quite peculiar. A for-
mer member of far-left terrorist group Proletari Armati per il Comunistmo (Armed Proletarians for 
Communism), Battisti escaped prison in 1981 after being sentenced to 12 years for paramilitary ac-
tivity. He was later sentenced in absentia to life imprisonment for four murders, two of which he has 
materially committed. His adventurous hiding took him first to France, then to Mexico, then again 
to France, and finally to Brazil. Battisti has dedicated part of his hiding time to writing crime novels, 
almost all written in French and subsequently translated into Italian. 
The irregularity of the jurist-writers is undoubtedly different. They break into the world of 
literature from a secluded position. They tend to bypass the literary field’s typical mechanisms of af-
firmation, leveraging the appeal that their stories have on the vast audience of genre fiction.  After 
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all, they bring a particular and detailed perspective on criminal facts. They provide an “internal” vi-
sion of the penal system, describing its functioning and denouncing its dysfunctions. 
There are countless jurist-writers, and it would be impossible to name them all here. Further-
more, although many of them enjoy wide popular success, not all of them have had the same luck. 
Many professionals in the judiciary field have published diaries, memoirs, and reflections that in-
clude fictional elements that have not reached the public’s attention and have therefore entered the 
“fourth dimension” of literature, the antechamber of oblivion. In other cases, a promising literary 
debut was not followed by an equally fortunate production. 
Diaries and memoirs, combined with fictional elements, are the favorite formats of cop-writ-
ers. The state police’s official magazine, “Polizia Moderna,” organizes a yearly literary contest dedi-
cated exclusively to police members called “Storytellers in uniform.” In a recent article, Mattia Salvia 
(Salvia) pointed out that the cop-writers’ phenomenon is becoming particularly relevant in Italy. Ap-
parently, in 2013 alone, about one hundred books written by police force members were published, 
partly by publishing houses and partly through self-publishing platforms.44 
This narrative’s success is well represented by A viso coperto (2012), a novel published by 
Einaudi and written by the police officer Riccardo Gazzaniga, which won the prestigious Calvino 
Prize in 2012. In the wake of ACAB, the book by Carlo Bonini discussed in the previous chapter, A 
viso coperto describes the confrontations between police and soccer hooligans. Differently from 
ACAB, though, A viso coperto provides the perspective of a real policeman, someone who knows 
what it means to be in the midst of the fight and knows the ferocity of the hooligans’ riots. On the 
other hand, like ACAB, A viso coperto provides an inside look at public order management. In a way, 
 
44 It exists also a rather small community of cops-poets whose work is testified by an anthology, entitled Anima indivisa 
(2009), which collects 104 texts by 16 authors. 
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it shows that, behind the uniforms, there are ordinary people with their lives and their everyday 
problems: 
Una parte lontana del suo cervello prova a dirgli che fra quei caschi a cui hanno intenzione di 
fare davvero male – almeno per una volta, una volta ma sul serio – ci sono anche persone 
tranquille. Brave persone. Mica sono tutti matti esaltati, come pensano gli ultrà che non 
sanno un cazzo della polizia. Certo, ci sono sbirri che si eccitano negli scontri, ma altri che 
vogliono solo accumulare ore di straordinario, altri ancora che allo stadio ci vengono malvo-
lentieri e vorrebbero essere in un milione di altri posti piuttosto che lì. Tipo pensare a moglie 
e figli, come dovrebbe fare lui. (Gazzaniga) 
The attempt to “humanize” police agents, highlighting their individual qualities, recurs, for 
example, in another highly successful novel entitled Genova sembrava d’oro e d’argento (2009) by the po-
lice officer-writer Giacomo Gensini. Once again, it recounts the events of the 2001 G8 summit in 
Genoa from the point of view of a “celerino,” a member of the infamous seventh brigade. The nor-
mality of police officers is also found in Maurizio Matrone’s work, author of numerous crime series 
and writer of the novel Erba alta (2003), a novel that deals with the events of the so-called “Uno 
Bianca” gang.  Published by Frassinelli, this book is fascinating because Matrone worked at the Bo-
logna police headquarters, where the investigation for the gang’s arrest took place. It is also worth 
remembering that most of the armed gang members, guilty of heinous crimes that put Bologna’s en-
tire city in check for several months, were members of the State Police. Another cop writer who has 
reached decent success is Michele Giuttari. After working in Reggio Calabria and Cosenza’s mobile 
teams, he served at the DIA (“Anti-Mafia Investigation Directorate”) in Naples and Florence. In 
1993 he investigated the mafia attacks that occurred in Florence, while from 1995 to 2003, he was 
head of the Florentine mobile squad, playing a decisive role in the investigation into the case of the 
so-called “Monster of Florence,” the name commonly used by the media for a serial killer who killed 
16 people between 1968 and 1985. From 2003 until shortly before retirement, he was the head of an 
investigative pool called GIDeS (Gruppo Investigativo Delitti Seriali). Giuttari has published several 
fictional, non-fictional, and autobiographical books. Among them, it is worth mentioning Compagni 
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di sangue (1999), written with Carlo Lucarelli, in which they reconstruct the various leads followed by 
the police in the Monster of Florence investigation, resorting to elements of narrative fiction. It is 
also interesting to recall an essay from 2009 entitled L’investigazione, which explores the investiga-
tion’s theme in its theoretical and practical aspects. L’investigazione is a book intended for a broad au-
dience of experts and enthusiasts. It offers descriptions of the police’s investigative methods and in-
structions on how to relate to prosecutors, starting from Giuttari’s real case scenarios. Then there 
are the more classic crime novels, some of which are widely translated, such as Scarabeo (2004), La 
loggia degli innocenti (2005), Il basilisco (2007), Le rose nere di Firenze (2010), I sogni cattivi di Firenze (2012), 
and Il cuore oscuro di Firenze (2013) all of which develop around the figure of the Commissioner 
Michele Ferrara, head of the Florentine mobile squad. 
Since the Italian police forces consist of numerous institutions, it is worth remembering one 
famous carabiniere-writer, Roberto Riccardi. General and director of the Carabinieri Command for 
the Protection of Cultural Heritage, as a writer, Riccardi alternates autobiographical crime novels 
with volumes about current events and historical themes, including the Shoah.  
As Salvia has pointed out, one of the common traits of many of the novels written by police 
officers, which also applies to many jurists’ novels, is the overemphasis on autobiographical ele-
ments. As a matter of fact, the vast majority of these novels are not fictional works but unclearly 
amended real-life stories. In this regard, Salvia openly criticizes these literary forms, highlighting how 
these authors resort to literature first and foremost to express their personal feelings, or in the at-
tempt to self-absolve themselves by distancing from controversial situations. It is rare to find some-
one who attempts to use literary devices to describe what it actually means to be a police officer, to 
take responsibility. 
In this sense, a significant exception is represented by Deborah Brizzi, an expert in gender 
violence and sexual harassment, who, after having worked for a long time in the Milanese mobile 
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unit, now serves as an inspector in Milan’s anti-stalking division. Brizzi breaks the schemes and the 
clichés of cop novels, abandoning the strictly biographical aspects by writing entirely fictional nov-
els. The elements of reality emerge in an unrefined and explicit way. In a novel like La stanza chiusa 
(2018), Brizzi brings out a policewoman’s difficulties to assert herself in a still profoundly male-ori-
ented context while also tackling issues like gender violence and private justice.  
Unlike cop writers, jurist writers rely on a more established tradition and some prominent 
figures. Gianrico Carofiglio and Giancarlo De Cataldo have already been mentioned previously, and 
their work will receive further attention in the conclusion of this chapter. A fascinating figure of ju-
rist writer figure is Domenico Cacòpardo, a former magistrate in Parma and Venezia and a former 
state councilor holding various high-level positions in several Italian ministries. Cacòpardo’s debut 
novel was Il caso Chillè (1999), a crime story set in Messina starring Carabinieri marshal Capellaro and 
corporal Pessina. In this novel, the Sicilian city’s intrigues and conflicts are linked to a case of double 
murder. However, Cacòpardo’s most popular character is certainly the deputy prosecutor Italo Agrò, 
the protagonist of his detective stories L’endiadi del dottor Agrò (2001), Cadenze d’inganno (2002), La 
mano del Pomarancio (2003), L’accademia di vicolo Baciadonne (2006), Agrò e la deliziosa vedova Carpino 
(2010), Agrò e la scomparsa di Omber (2011). For some years, Cacòpardo also conducted a radio broad-
cast on Radio 24, entitled “Il taccuino del dottor Agrò.” 
The list of jurist-writers also includes other less celebrated authors such as Riccardo Targetti. 
Targetti works as an adjunct prosecutor at the Milan courthouse, where he deals with financial 
crimes, robberies, extortion, and patrimonial crimes. He has written three crime novels, La città dei 
segreti (2005), La settimana di turno (2007), L’ultima via di uscita (2015). Alessandro Cannevale is an Um-
brian magistrate author of two crime novels, Backstage (2006) and La foglia grigia (2009). The first was 
written with the writer Massimo Carloni and his fellow magistrate, now attorney general in Ancona, 
Sergio Sottani. 
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Gianni Simoni is a former magistrate, a career he started in 1967. As a prosecutor in Brescia, 
he has carried out essential investigations dealing with organized crime, terrorism, and connections 
between politics and the crime world. Simoni supported the accusation for the murder of Giorgio 
Ambrosoli and investigated the death of Michele Sindona. Among other things, Simoni played a de-
cisive role in investigating the Piazza della Loggia massacre of 1974. After an early retirement from 
the Magistratura, Simoni published Il caffè di Sindona (2009), written with the former magistrate Giuli-
ano Turone. This book reconstructs the life and the death of the Italian banker who was fatally poi-
soned in prison while serving a life sentence for the murder of lawyer Giorgio Ambrosoli. Later he 
started to write detective novels, publishing about twenty books that constitute two series. The first 
series is set in Brescia, and its protagonists are Commissioner Miceli and the former judge Petri. In 
contrast, the second series, set in Milan, stars the African-Italian investigator Andrea Lucchesi. 
The Modenese magistrate Enrico Stefani is also a novelist. Stefani got the inspiration for his 
crime novel, Mai per caso (2014), from a real event, which served as an instrument to talks about the 
dynamics of the investigations and the relationship between magistrates, lawyers, and journalists. 
Then there is Francesco Caringella, who is a magistrate and state councilor. After serving as a Navy 
officer and then Police Commissioner, he began his career as a magistrate. In addition to the judicial 
activity, Caringella boasts a rich scientific production. He is the scientific director of Dike Giuridica 
publishing house and deals with judges’ training. In 2012 Caringella published his first crime novel, Il 
colore del vetro, followed in 2014 by Io non sono un assassino, both belonging to the legal thriller genre. 
In conclusion, the list of jurists and cop writers is very long and likely to increase in the near 
future. Additionally, it must be taken into account that this short panoramic exploration of jurists’ 
and cop writers’ production was necessarily limited to a selected group of people. In the future, it 
would be interesting to include, for example, the vast production of lawyers writers together with 
the production of other relevant figures whose profession makes them part of the juridical field. 
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After all, some of these figures, in particular those of journalists and experts in the judicial sector, 
have already been introduced in the previous two chapters.  
As Mondello pointed out, the Italian publishing system seems to have understood the poten-
tial of this sub-genre or, as she defines it, “an area with a high level of recognition” (Mondello 182) . 
These authors seem to have found a common thread within Italian crime fiction production that 
leads them to share operative modes, common expressions, a common language, similar perspec-
tives, and themes. With good reasons, Mondello is resolute in believing that the magistrates writers, 
but as it has been shown, the discourse can be extended to many operators in the juridical field, rep-
resent a real movement in the Italian publishing system. Certainly, these are not isolated cases but an 
explosive trend whose origins and success must be observed within and beyond the typical mecha-
nisms of the publishing market. 
 
A Push to Rewrite History: The Case of The Magliana Gang 
In a 2003 article, Sergia Adamo, starting from Giorgio Agamben’s reflection on the relation-
ship between justice and oblivion, addressed the connections between literature and historical 
memory. In particular, Adamo draws an interpretative line that ties Alessandro Manzoni with Leo-
nardo Sciascia and Pier Paolo Pasolini, and reaches Marco Paolini, Carlo Lucarelli, and Daniele Del 
Giudice. This literary tradition is profoundly aware of literature’s role as an instrument of reappro-
priation of what is forgotten, what the dominant narrative leaves behind, what the commonly ac-
cepted truth hides. As the passage below shows, Adamo highlights how contemporary Italian litera-
ture reflects on these issues: 
Il problema dell’oblio e della giustizia viene sempre più frequentemente posto in relazione 
con la possibilità di raccontare e ri-raccontare storie dimenticate, con la problematica aspira-
zione a recuperare alla storia collettiva quello che si è perso tra i misteri delle ricostruzioni 
ufficiali. Proliferano così narrazioni e ri-narrazioni del passato che riprendono atti, docu-
menti, testimonianze, li rileggono, li riscoprono e mettono in moto continuamente la 
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necessità di “fare giustizia” di una storia che sembra fatta di misteri e omissioni, di deliberati 
oblii e problematiche dimenticanze. (Adamo 162) 
Adamo studies authors like Marco Paolini and Carlo Lucarelli to illustrate how contemporary 
Italian literature relates to Italian history’s controversial facts. Their works question history and its 
official versions using different forms of communication and exploiting different media. It is the 
case, for example, of Paolini’s television experiment Il racconto del Vajont (1997). Before being aired 
on television, Il racconto del Vajont had already been performed throughout the Italian peninsula in the 
form of a theatrical monologue. This multifaceted narrative product generated an echo capable of 
drawing great public attention and revive the debate around human responsibilities in the infamous 
case of the Vajont dam disaster of 1963. According to Adamo, Carlo Lucarelli’s Blu notte - Misteri ital-
iani (1998-2012), one of the most successful Italian crime tv shows, must also be placed in that per-
spective. Like Paolini’s experiment, Lucarelli’s Misteri question historical facts on which they were 
able to draw widespread attention.  
While referring to this incisive literary vein that thematizes justice and conceives literature as 
an instrument of criticism of dominant narratives, Adamo does not explicitly refer to genre literature 
and how this form of popular literature deals directly with official narratives. As Barbara Pezzotti 
has shown (Pezzotti), from its origins, crime fiction has also been a tool of social criticism, often at-
tacking the penal and judicial system and reinterpreting historical truths. Precisely for this reason, as 
shown in the first chapter, the Fascist regime strenuously opposed this literary genre considered dan-
gerous and subversive.  
In sum, that gender fiction expresses strongly critical content is a commonly accepted fact. 
Now, the problem becomes enormously more complicated, even from the deontological point of 
view, if those who have decisively participated in determining the outcomes of some of these histor-
ical processes are the same ones who question them. Indeed, it is impossible to overlook the 
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potentially problematic nature of a work written by a prosecutor who played a decisive role in pre-
paring a case of national importance. Not to mention that many of the jurist writers have not limited 
themselves to writing fictional novels, but they have also published essays and ethical-philosophical 
reflections. Indeed, even within an often self-absolving framework, these essays typically contain 
heavy criticism of the judicial system, denouncing its inefficiencies, constraints, and inaccuracies. 
Take the previously presented case of Simoni, who writes a book about the Sindona case, a 
case of decisive importance in recent Italian history, for which he was personally responsible as a 
prosecutor, or think, for example, of the Roman judge Giancarlo De Cataldo. In his world-famous 
novel Romanzo Criminale (2002), De Cataldo fictionalized the story of the most powerful criminal or-
ganization ever existed in Rome, known as Banda della Magliana (Magliana gang). Formed in the 
second half of the 1970s as a small group of neighborhood criminals, the Magliana gang was the first 
Roman criminal organization to unify the jagged reality of the Roman underworld. Until then, the 
criminals operated in small groups called “batterie” or “paranze,” each dedicated to specific crimes. 
The criminal activities of the Magliana gang ranged from kidnappings to gambling and betting con-
trol, from robberies to drug trafficking. Over time, the gang extended its network of contacts to the 
main Italian criminal organizations, from the Sicilian Cosa Nostra to the Neapolitan Camorra and 
the Italian Freemasonry. Not to mention its ties with elements of the subversive political right and 
the finance. 
The organization’s history also consists of never fully clarified links with politics and state 
institutional apparatuses. As a consequence, the name of the Magliana gang is often associated with 
some of the most controversial events in recent Italian history, such as the murder of the journalist 
Mino Pecorelli, the Moro case, the red herrings in the investigation of the 1980 Bologna massacre, 
the Gladio organization, and the murder of the banker Roberto Calvi. Not to mention the gang’s 
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alleged role in the disappearance of the two young girls Emanuela Orlandi and Mirella Gregori, and 
the 1981 assassination attempt on Pope John Paul II. 
As De Cataldo himself recalls, in 1995, he had been one of the judges who presided over the 
first trial against the powerful organization. 
“Caro De Cataldo, sta per iniziare in Assise il processo alla Banda della Magliana. Se se la 
sente potrebbe farlo lei.” 
È il 20 settembre 1995. Ho trentanove anni. Accetto senza esitare. Quindici giorni dopo, 
nella storica Palestra della Scherma di Luigi Moretti, si apre il processo alla più potente e fa-
migerata organizzazione criminale romana. (De Cataldo, In Giustizia Kindle Edition) 
Seven years later, De Cataldo, who had already made his debut as a crime fiction writer with 
the novels Nero come il cuore (1989), Onora il padre (2000) and Teneri assassini (2000), transforms the 
story of the Magliana gang into an epic crime novel, compellingly written, and extremely well docu-
mented. Soon, Romanzo Criminale became one of the most relevant media phenomena of recent 
years, with over 350 thousand copies sold and more than 22 different editions. In a couple of years, 
the novel was adapted into a film of the same title (2005) directed by Michele Placido, which grossed 
over 6 million euros and was distributed in over 20 countries. Subsequently, Romanzo Criminale was 
adapted into a very successful television series (2008-2010) produced by Sky Italia, conceived and 
directed by Stefano Sollima. 
De Cataldo’s fame grew with the success of his novel. In a few years, the magistrate who was 
able to mythicize one of the most heinous criminal gangs in Italian history became a recognized 
public figure, a screenwriter for cinema, television, and theater, a tv show presenter, a columnist for 
newspapers and magazines, and one of the most prominent representatives of the Italian noir genre.  
However, it is essential to clarify that De Cataldo’s novel does not intend to celebrate the 
Roman gang’s bloodthirsty members. If anything, Romanzo Criminale (the novel) attempts to 
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humanize them, contextualizing their crimes while drawing on the fascinating aspects of their lives, 
showing how their greed and thirst for power led them to damnation, ultimately determining their 
fate. 
Still, what is the reason that brought a magistrate who dealt directly with the case to present 
an alternative version of the facts, albeit amended, fictional, and heroic? As a judge, De Cataldo 
must have had the opportunity to have his say in the trial against these criminals. As a judge, he 
must have had access to confidential papers. He must also have chatted in and off the record with 
various figures involved in the case. Why did he decide to return to this topic, then? 
There might be endless reasons orienting De Cataldo’s personal choice to start writing about 
this case. He could have sensed that he had a story with great potential in his hands. He might have 
felt the writer’s vocation. He might have had a legitimate desire for affirmation. Whatever they may 
be, these explanations are not in themselves sufficient to explain the phenomenon. 
What makes Romanzo Criminale compelling is not only the reckless life of its protagonists or 
the action that characterizes the book. The protagonists’ flamboyant richness, their cynicism, the 
color of their language, and their ostentatiousness in being anti-heroes even in light of a long tradi-
tion of gangster movies make these characters undoubtedly fascinating. However, novels like De 
Cataldo’s attract readers because they investigate what is forgotten by distraction or willful miscon-
duct, what is kept hidden. Moreover, they do so from the position of someone who knows the facts. 
In a way, the sensation is that De Cataldo, like many of his colleagues, decides to write about facts 
on which he should have more knowledge to respond to the audience’s expectations. 
There is a void of truth in recent Italian history. Scandals, corruption, terrorism, organized 
crime have characterized forty years. The public is aware of this and is waiting for nothing but some-
one ready to rewrite that story, someone who can find answers to the questions that remain unan-
swered. Consequently, more than looking for comparisons with the work John Grisham or Scott 
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Turow, it should be noticed that De Cataldo and several other jurist writers take Pasolini and his 
commitment declaration as a model: 
Io sono un intellettuale, uno scrittore che cerca di seguire tutto ciò che succede, di conoscere 
tutto ciò che se ne scrive, di immaginare tutto ciò che non si sa o che si tace; che coordina 
fatti anche lontani, che mette insieme i pezzi disorganizzati e frammentari di un intero coe-
rente quadro politico, che ristabilisce la logica là dove sembrano regnare l’arbitrarietà, la fol-
lia, il mistero. Tutto ciò fa parte del mio mestiere e dell’istinto del mio mestiere. (Pasolini) 
However, unlike Pasolini, who “knew” the truth despite not having the evidence of it, they 
are supposed to have this evidence. In his famous piece, Pasolini harshly attacked politicians and 
journalists who, despite having clues, if not actual evidence, did not mention the names of the per-
petrators of the massacres that shocked Italy during the second half of the 1970s. Given the unrelia-
bility of politicians and journalists, Pasolini argued that the uncompromised intellectuals were the 
ones who had to name the names. A few lines below, Pasolini outlined a theory destined to cause 
discussion and certainly a bit trenchant but which is worth summing up briefly. 
In a nutshell, Pasolini argued that since intellectuals from their peripheral position do not 
have access to the facts and cannot fulfill their highest civil responsibility, which consists of naming 
names, a counter-power is essential.  
La presenza di un grande partito all’opposizione come il Partito comunista italiano è la sal-
vezza dell’Italia e delle sue povere istituzioni democratiche. Il Partito comunista italiano è un 
paese pulito in un paese sporco, un paese onesto in un paese disonesto, un paese intelligente 
in un paese idiota, un paese colto in un paese ignorante, un paese umanistico in un paese 
consumistico. In questi ultimi anni tra il Partito comunista italiano, inteso in senso autentica-
mente unitario - in un compatto “insieme” di dirigenti, base e votanti - e il resto dell’Italia, si 
è aperto un baratro: per cui il Partito comunista italiano è divenuto appunto un “paese sepa-
rato”, un’isola. (Pasolini) 
The collapse of the Berlin Wall, the dissolution of the Soviet Union, and last but not least 
Tangentopoli swept away what remained of traditional political schemes. Although the Communist 
Party was among the least affected parties, it cannot be said that it came out of this process un-
harmed. In his article, Pasolini does not openly mention the trials and the Magistratura. Perhaps it 
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was too soon, and the great and endless trials that followed these national tragedies and remain to 
this day without answers had yet to begin. On the other hand, the Magistratura was still considered 
fully as an arm of the state, fully compliant with the power’s directives, and certainly not an ally of 
the counter-culture and the 1968 movement. However, the idea of a two-sided country, the percep-
tion of an honest and a dishonest Italy, resonates with the 1990s legalist rhetoric. As if the judiciary, 
setting aside its traditional functions and filled the void left by the Communist Party as a representa-
tive of that political counter-power. Ultimately, this is precisely the accusation that Berlusconi and 
his supporters have always addressed to the judiciary.  
The few lines below, though, show how Pasolini blamed the Communist Party, which in his 
opinion had remained inexplicably silent on the massacres despite its great power: 
Ora, perché neanche gli uomini politici dell’opposizione, se hanno - come probabilmente 
hanno - prove o almeno indizi, non fanno i nomi dei responsabili reali, cioè politici, dei co-
mici golpes e delle spaventose stragi di questi anni? È semplice: essi non li fanno nella misura 
in cui distinguono - a differenza di quanto farebbe un intellettuale - verità politica da pratica 
politica. (Pasolini) 
Now, De Cataldo and the other jurist writers know this story by heart. They might know 
parts and bits of the truth, but equally, they are not free to say it out loud. On the one hand, 
knowledge is an instrument of power. Retaining knowledge favors positioning inside and outside in-
stitutions. On the other hand, knowledge is destabilizing, and an institution must, first of all, pre-
serve itself. 
Like it or not, the judiciary has become a political organ, and the clash with political power 
and media power has put its credibility on the line. By becoming writers, these jurists had to step out 
of the hierarchies, making their way through the thousands contrasting versions, trying not to be 
covered by the media’s white noise, trying to regain credibility within a relentless struggle between 
state powers and media power. 
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To dispel any doubts, Romanzo Criminale does not tell the whole truth about the Magliana 
gang and its links with occult power, organized crime, and corrupt secret services. If anything, this 
book illustrates why, under current conditions, it is impossible to attain the truth. In this sense, the 
most significant character is the police officer Nicola Scialoja, the first to understand that the petty 
criminals known as Libanese, Dandi, and Freddo were forming a gang with aspirations to control 
the whole Roman scene. 
Scialoja’s colleagues and superiors do not believe in his hypothesis, forcing him always to act 
alone. On some occasions, the investigation seems to lead to a solution. However, every time the 
Magliana gang members get arrested, they manage to get out of jail thanks to increasingly close ties 
with the secret services, the mafia, and the Camorra. At some point, Scialoja is forcefully transferred 
to Modena under the threat of the secret services. Nonetheless, after the terrorist attack on the Bo-
logna train station in 1980, Scialoja manages to reenter the scene, convincing his superior to call him 
back to Rome and restart the investigation. 
The death of the Libanese marks the beginning of a war among the gang members. A series 
of actions and vendettas allow Scialoja to get closer and closer to the components’ accusation. Even 
though he can find eyewitnesses of the gang’s murders, everyone eventually retracts or gets killed, 
preventing the cases’ solution. Gradually, the gang begins to wear out and lose power and influ-
ence—suspicion and resentment reign among its members. After many years, the investigation 
seems to reach a turning point when a gang member “Sorcio,” fearing for his life, decides to collabo-
rate with justice, favoring the continuation of the trial against the gang. 
Nonetheless, the trial results in a series of lenient sentences. Moreover, the gang’s founders 
Dandi, Freddo, and others, are left untouched. Full of anger and frustration, Scialoja decides to act 
personally and kill Dandi. Before he is able to fulfill his plan, though, Dandi’s henchmen block him 
and break both his legs. After the accident, Scialoia is transferred and assigned to office duties. 
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Eventually, the gang members end up killing each other, including Freddo, who gets killed before 
issuing a painful confession.  
At the epilogue of the book, despite all of his failures Scialoja, is summoned by the secret 
services, personified in the book by the figure of “il Vecchio.” Il Vecchio is a powerful functionary, 
enrolled in the P2 Masonic lodge, who manages the relations between deviated secret services and 
organized crime. This character is probably inspired by the figure of Federico Umberto D’Amato. 
Aware of the need for a change in the secret services’ orientation, Il Vecchio designates Scialoja as 
his successor. Indeed, the offer is the result of the collapse of the Berlin wall and the consequent 
changes to the world order.  
Shortly after, Il Vecchio dies, bequeathing his precious secret notebooks containing confi-
dential information, details, evidence of all the most controversial events to Scialoja along with one 
last recommendation: “Good game!” 
Il gioco era infinitamente più esaltante di ogni altra avventura. Gli era bastato spargere qual-
che allusione, una distratta battuta, un ammiccamento opportuno... e chi doveva capire aveva 
capito. Lui aveva i diari del Vecchio! Era il depositario della storia segreta della Repubblica! 
Poteva far saltare ministri, arrostire sulla graticola insospettabili uomini d’affari, provocare 
scandali inauditi. Poteva praticamente tutto. Aveva il potere. Era il potere. Si era diffuso il 
panico. Scialoja aveva insinuato rassicurazioni. Si sarebbe fatta pulizia, certo, ma con juicio. 
C’erano casi che non potevano essere risolti. Altri che avrebbero tollerato solo una verità 
parziale. La continuità degli intenti non era in discussione, la lealtà istituzionale nemmeno. 
Gli avevano creduto, o avevano finto di credergli. Non avevano alternative. Lui aveva il po-
tere. Lui era il potere. (De Cataldo, Romanzo Criminale Kindle Edition) 
This is how De Cataldo concludes his Romanzo Criminale, a novel about the transformations 
of power, the impossibility of controlling it but also about the responsibility of narrating it. 
In light of what has emerged so far, it is worth reapproaching the initial question without ex-
pecting to have definitive answers. Essentially, this dissertation opened with the substantial question-
ing of the reasons behind this genre’s disproportionate success. Beyond a purely sociological ap-
proach, which tends to read crime fiction as a simple product of its social context, and the strictly 
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stylistic explanations, which tend to derive crime fiction’s from its powerful narrative devices, this 
dissertation has tried to show how crime fiction essentially responds to a desire for truth expressed 
by those who read it and those who write it. Rather than being exclusively oriented by the society 
that produces it, crime fiction is placed at a crossroads of instances that make it particularly interest-
ing to observe that same society. As amply shown in the first chapter, this genre was and remains 
strongly influenced by market dynamics. Therefore the forms of commitment it expresses must be 
taken with the benefit of the doubt. Nonetheless, the fact that crime fiction’s focus has shifted from 
the crime to the truth beyond it seems a reality. Whether this truth is revealed or even just ap-

















At the end of this broad review of Italian crime fiction’s recent history, it is possible to draw 
some provisional conclusions. These are indeed provisional because the field of investigation is vast 
and multifaceted. As seen, crime fiction is a very lively and constantly evolving cultural ecosystem, 
making it impossible to think of conclusive assumptions. Even so, this research intended to contrib-
ute to the study of crime fiction products while relating them to a series of global and transnational 
social phenomena—specifically, the renewed centrality of the penal and judicial system.  
As it has emerged multiple times in this study, crime fiction is a fertile ground that intersects 
different modes of production, distribution, and marketing. In all these respects, it enjoys extraordi-
nary success, making it one of the most popular, most commercialized, and most available literary 
genres. 
Initially, this study assessed Italian crime fiction’s fortune, relating it to what might be con-
sidered “external” aspects. A set of essential data concerning the diffusion of crime narrative works 
have been gathered, analyzed, and cross-referenced. As expected, it has been observed that crime 
fiction is increasingly more attractive to readers and producers. After looking at some book distribu-
tion platforms and assessing the affirmation of large bookstore chains, supermarkets, and online 
stores as the primary sales channels for these kinds of books, it has been noticed that crime fiction is 
today one of the most accessible literary genres. Essentially, it emerged that book distribution mech-
anisms tend to select and reward specific categories of books, which obtain excellent visibility and 
marketability. 
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Additionally, it appears that crime fiction achieves transversal success in the highly polarized 
Italian publishing market. Indeed, virtually all major producers, which are in most cases owned by 
large media conglomerates, and the overwhelming majority of small and independent publishers 
look at crime fiction as an instrument for positioning their business in the book market. In this 
sense, it has been shown how the translation market performs an essential differentiating function, 
contributing to the definition of a publisher’s identity. In other words, it became apparent that trans-
lations impact the circulation of symbolic capital, a form of wealth measurable above all in terms of 
image, public recognition, and acquired authority. Referring to the theory of the “translation field” 
developed by Pierre Bourdieu and Gisèle Sapiro, it has been shown how translating does not just 
mean betting on a foreign author’s publishing success. Translating also means finding a sort of elec-
tive affinity with authors or with their publishing house. When publishers decide to buy a literary 
work’s foreign rights, they are also buying a piece of the original publisher’s catalog and a part of 
their authority and recognition. The cases of two famous Italian editorial series, such as Mondadori’s 
“Gialli” and the “World Noir Series” by Edizioni e/o - Europa Editions, clearly show how crime 
fiction impacts the market of translation, a market in which commercial success is not the only pa-
rameter. 
These two cases show how translations, contributing to transfer shares of authority and 
recognition from authors to publishing houses and vice versa, participate in creating a tradition. Af-
ter all, translations helped Mondadori establishing itself as the publishing house par excellence of 
Italian crime fiction. Similarly, translations into and from Italian facilitated Edizioni e/o - Europa 
Editions, guaranteeing them a prominent position in the contemporary crime fiction scene. 
Alongside the “external” factors favoring crime fiction’s circulation, this study analyzed 
some “internal” factors, such as its versatility and receptiveness of external stimuli. For a long time, 
the Italian academic debate on the crime genre has been divided on the correct taxonomy of its sub-
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genres. A myriad of more or less substantial categories was created, ranging from the traditional “Gi-
allo,” to the so-called enigma novel, the detection novel, the noir novel, the criminal novel, or the 
thriller in all its modern evolutions, including legal, medical, and procedural thriller. Although they 
may make sense on a purely stylistic level, these are all distinctions that add little to explaining a 
more significant phenomenon, such as the explosion of literary and cross-media forms in which 
crime is the fundamental focus. This research has shown how the Sisyphean attempt to harness a 
fluid genre such as crime fiction is bound to run aground in the face of the observation that it is an 
inherently hybrid genre, which crisscrosses elements of fiction and non-fiction, novel and journal-
istic investigation, historical account, and purely fictional stories. 
Indeed, hybridism characterized crime fiction from the very beginning. True crime stories, 
sociological studies, journalistic reports have always oriented this literary genre. For example, the 
first crime novel writers used to go to the courtrooms to get inspiration for their stories. They habit-
ually read the accounts of famous trials and found interest in customs and society, especially observ-
ing the most popular neighborhoods’ social dynamics. In turn, the first crime novels served as inspi-
ration for the first cinematic experiments, establishing a dialogue between crime literature and crime 
cinema that still thrives today. Many early films were adaptations of crime novels, just like many of 
today’s successful crime books are regularly adapted into equally fortunate films. Simultaneously, the 
original crime fiction was able to appropriate the serial novel’s methods and style. The Italian crime 
novel is as indebted to the tradition of English gothic and horror fiction as it is to serial novels in 
Alexandre Dumas or Eugène Sue’s style. From these kinds of novels, Italian crime fiction has inher-
ited not only structural and stylistic elements, such as the adventure, the tormented love stories, sus-
pense, and twists but also its entire mode of production and distribution which is still evident today. 
In short, it is a long path that ended in the creation of a genuinely hybrid and transmedial ex-
pressive form like today’s crime fiction. Essentially, crime narrative seems to be one of the privileged 
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outcomes of modern multiplatform storytelling, the comprehensive narrative form that develops 
around different media types, refining and integrating the so-called user experience (Jenkins). Exem-
plary cases such as Roberto Saviano’s Gomorra or Giancarlo De Cataldo’s Romanzo Criminale testify to 
this trend. In brief, these works were conceived as novels, subsequently adapted into films for the 
cinema and then into television series, reaching tremendous popular success and becoming cult phe-
nomena favoring the proliferation of spin-offs, and all sorts of gadgets, merchandising, etc. Then 
again, this is perhaps only a relatively new phenomenon considering that, since its inception, cinema 
has exerted an enormous influence on the way novelists conceive their stories. In this case, we speak 
of cinematic fiction, “a cross-category of fictional narrative texts in which the medium of film is im-
plicitly imitated to varying degrees.” (Bellardi) Not to mention how much literary stories, structures, 
and genres have influenced cinema. However, the degree of interaction between media and plat-
forms that is taking place today is unprecedented. Today more than ever, we see a full range of cul-
tural products explicitly conceived to be cross-media productions. 
Whether one aspect or another is privileged, crime fiction is almost always the story of a 
crime and of the authorities’ subsequent attempts to make justice and restore the order. Neverthe-
less, within this somewhat simplistic framework, numerous significant details acquire specific value 
in showing how media reinterpret and represent the relationship between society and crime. 
Hence, studying how police forces are represented has been fundamental to better detail this 
complex relationship. A series of noteworthy correspondences emerged between how the police are 
portrayed within the crime narrative and the police’s role in contemporary society. Today more than 
ever, the police are the protagonists of crime novels and fiction. Also, thanks to the enormous diffu-
sion of crime fiction, its numerous readers have acquired a good familiarity with a series of policing 
tools and devices. The primitive images of the logical and witty amateur detective or the shrewd and 
damned private eye have been replaced by a much more ordinary image of the police as an 
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apparatus. In essence, contemporary crime fiction seems to adhere to a hyper-realistic narrative style, 
which favors the representation of true or plausible stories, assigning enormous importance to as-
pects once considered secondary such as procedural and investigative aspects, police bureaucracy, 
hierarchies of the police force, the dysfunctions and structural inefficiencies of the penal system. 
This structural change takes on even more importance when connected to a global trend that 
coincided with the neoliberal phase and directed Western societies towards an exasperatedly securi-
tarian political orientation. In a nutshell, since the 1980s, there has been a spectacular return of pen-
alty as the elected tool for managing inequalities and controlling social conflicts. A phenomenon of 
such magnitude led a sociologist such as Loïc Wacquant to argue that the “prisonfare” had replaced 
the old welfare-based system. Although this penal turn’s effects were most evident in the 1980s-
1990s United States, they soon became evident in Italy as well, where they lasted for at least another 
decade. As in the United States, the Italian prison population increased substantially in the last thirty 
years, accompanied by the spread of a securitarian psychosis and the zero-tolerance policy’s affirma-
tion. 
In a certain sense, crime fiction seems to have accompanied this phase of the Italian political 
and penal system, commenting on it and often taking openly critical positions towards the criminali-
zation of the minorities and the less protected sections of society. In essence, it is as if in the face of 
a collective obsession with the problem of crime, crime fiction had responded with a surplus of real-
ism and analysis, trying to highlight the most problematic aspects of policing. 
Crime novel’s realism is even more significant considering that those were the years in which 
the Italian society witnessed an epochal clash between the state powers. As this dissertation has 
shown, many contemporary crime fiction writers are currently or have been in the past members of 
the judiciary or the police forces. For these authors, realism has often declined in an actual process 
of rewriting and reinterpreting historical reality. Resorting to the hybrid nature of the crime novel, 
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they have often mixed reality and fiction, returning to the most controversial events of recent Italian 
history. 
In the general reorganization of the state’s powers that followed the judicial investigations of 
the early nineties and the tragic season of the fight against organized crime, a substantial part of the 
Italian justice system operators felt the need to break with traditional customs and speak out. The 
overall effects of this decision are still to be thoroughly analyzed. Indeed, judges’ and magistrates’ 
entry into the media arena and political debate is an epochal fact capable of democratizing access to 
justice at the cost of some worrying distortions such as trials by media and mediatic pillories. 
While it seems plausible that crime fiction could play a part in the series of ups and downs in 
the population’s sentiment towards the justice system, its rituals, and its procedures, how this can 
happen largely remains an open question. 
Indeed, crime fiction’s success should be addressed, avoiding simplistic or mechanistic expla-
nations. In the past, crime fiction has often been dismissed as “leisure” literature, a form of pure en-
tertainment. Reference was also made to the fact that it was born as a quintessentially bourgeois lit-
erary form. As such, in addition to entertaining, crime fiction was supposed to reassure readers 
showing that crime was always followed the arrest, the trial, and the reversion to the status quo ante. 
However, the history of this literary genre has shown that the return to order is almost never possi-
ble and that entertaining and informing are not necessarily in opposition to each other. 
In this too, crime fiction places us in front of a contemporary dilemma. Indeed, today’s com-
munication is characterized by the multiplicity of information sources, as it is by an omnipresent 
multiplatform narrative and the explosion of social media. In this context, crime fiction plays a part 
in creating and guiding public opinion. It is increasingly difficult for users to navigate the jungle of 
information and fake news. In this scenario, it is imperative to study what function and what impact 
literature in general, and crime fiction in particular, can have. 
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In conclusion, reflections on contemporary crime fiction cannot ignore these dynamics, nor 
can they dismiss the fact that much of contemporary crime fiction somehow comes from “inside” 
the Italian penal system. In modern western societies, the monopoly of justice seems to escape from 
the hands of the judicial organs to disperse communication flow. Actual trials seem to have lost their 
authority in the face of media trials. The increasingly aggressive and insightful digital marketing algo-
rithms and strategies can establish an unimaginable level of control over consumer habits compared 
to what actual investigative tools can do. On the political side, the clash with the judiciary seems far 
from resolved. In light of these observations, it is unthinkable to belittle the mass entry of so many 
judicial operators into the literary field as a mere fact of anecdotal interest. 
The hope, therefore, is that this brief and preliminary study may have opened the space for a 
book project capable of holding all these elements together.  It seems clear indeed that it is necessary 
to study the success of crime fiction not only in the light of its stylistic and content elements but as 
an expressive form capable of revealing the internal mechanisms of criminalization processes and 
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